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lluch critical attention has been given to the ·theme 
----- ----~ -------------~-~ 
--------
k-----~-~--& ---1:o-ve- -±n-earson--}tct,~-ii-ers • --rrction;--But there--has been· 
only scant. (and, generally unenthuaiasticJ) ·_ responae to form ( 
in her wo.rk,, particularly· The. Reart ia a Loaely Hunter, . the 
. 
-aue-cess- o.f which liea primarily in· her meeting the. challenge ... ,- ' :,; 
of form by using an ironic Jamesia.Ii refle,c .. tor as _the com-, 
po.aitional. cent.re to dramatize her themea of lonel:iines.s ,·. 
-
and the need· for love .. 
As the compositional centre, the mute. John Singer ia 
the, character by Jf.hom the reader ia enabled b.est to, appre- · 




" themes.. From him come the reflections of the beams cast 
.by four satel.lite charact,ers who, liike Singer himself~ are 
grotesques reminiacent of ~herwood Andersont s in. wiinesburg, 
uhio. Dependent upon . .:>inger, to whom· they are attracted b.y 
his illusory charisma, are the adolescent MLck Kelly, the 
. 
' fanatics Jake Blount and Dr. Renedic.t. Mady po/pr~.land,. and 
the biseE.1.al Bif! Brannon, all of whom turn to Bin~er as an· 
alternative to thwarted love and loneliness. But Singer·' e 
dependence upon his fellow mute,, Spiro a Antonapoul.os • make is 
him an ironic and only temporary_ confidant for them. 
Functioning as the centre, ~inger has relationshi.pa 
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d.efine<their condition .. And the consequences of their 
----- -
=-.. __ :___ __ .....====±==== -i:oss: <l~th'.e1r--cen.1re·]·.1.gure~pr;3ect~"the author •a view of - -~-- ·- - ,_ --.-;- -- -
•·----~ .··1 •• '· 
f' . the ,human condition~ 
----------'-----,---~----'---'---:----'---'--~-i "" --------· --- -- ------------------------· -------------------------.--··· 
-~~_:__ --··-·. ·-: ..... CC.c..··::.:_;:---Tha.-"tc---=-~-al"so~~McCul·le-ra could eml)liolf a mute to give 
. . - '~- '·~J 
f---_:_________________ • 
Dlake a compassionate statement aboUt the human conJition 
I ; ·-;--o urtity,, focua, and intensity to the novel as w.e]._:l.~s.to:-__ ____,____---;--__ _ 
ia an artistic achievement thlit should attract greater· / 
__ .,. 
critical attention to the author •s. canon and enhance her ' ---=------- - ----·---·--:~;-~-
,,.· 
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. 
-· .car-son McCullers•· The H.e"art is.. a L.oneli Bllnter (1940), 
-
• J 
.... ' th~-- c~-~~~--~(?_n._ __ .of -~-- ~~:f~~!Y'~~wo.-ry_.ea_rarao_id __ writer . .--has--b,een __ the---~--=--~--.. --'-.-" ~'-'---'--'·~---=-·-=--·-c_· .. -· ----· ------------
f--._ -~~~- ____ · --su-bject--- of-·a--fa-ir -amou-n1' --of critical. s"crti.tiny·~·-----:-mt· tn:e --------t . 
t :t· ·, 
. 
. 
----- -~-------- --~-. _ .... ------ -
• 
. criticism has been predominantly devoted- to, the nov·el 's .: 
· co·ntent !ather than it~ form (often even suggest~ng that 
.content ~nd form .-are separab-le) •. · And critics.• s·cant re-
·eponse to form in the novel has been generally· unenthus-
iastic; only a few critics have suggested that the author's-
. F precosity is manifested in the novel's form as well.as iu 
-- -· , ___ ---__ --- - ----~ --· -------,it--s content • lJonse~uently;, Mrs .• McCullers has not b.een ·' 
- ' - - - - . ·,. - ~- - . 
--·· -·····-· -




her posi·t ion among .American writers in our time .. 
... 
That scholars have b.een remiss in their aas.esement 
,a 
of form in The Heart is a. Lonely Hunter. is apparent when 
____ ... ~--
one recognizes how well the author utilizes. two elements 
that ilenry James. strongly advocated i~ the art of fiction •. , 
~killfully creating and employing the mu_te John ~inger~ 
she makes of him both a compositional centre and a r·e-
flector--both of which ro.les he t;ulfills ironically·. 
.-. 
'.Lhese Jamesian roles make ~inger __ the dramatic and disc-i-------
l plining force in tl1e novel. lie is the element by which 
the reader is enabled b.est to know the ;"Bgnificance of 
" •' . 
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/ ,-the other charantera. and_,5 through them~,, to appreeiate the 
•,, 
-_--·--:--:---:-.-.--~---:·-::-:-:·::-.--.:.::::::·_~~---7:_---·-_7""--.----::-::-=--·-- --·:.-=-:-:-_-·:-::-··.-:::.:: -·--_--··----:---:-f--:--_-----:;--_:_------::---:-===-...'t·--· =~=== 
.-.-: .. -.--.-- .--_---····- - _._"' ··:_ 
-- .. ;_. ------:,. - ------- -- __ - ____ : __ . -
_.·:·_--_----- __ - -_:..:.....::_ ---·-----
--·-- -···--------
'• 
..,....,. -- ·· .-------. autho·r -.-a-- themes of- loneline·as and the. n·eed -for love. From. 
' ' 
II 





- •. --. --·· act.ers, · (who, like ~inger himself,, are grotes.ques-. r_emi.~ ~ 
Dd.scent o! Sherwood Anderson• s in Winesbu~-;:·· Oh:hq L~~ 1 ~ ~·----_--_. -:~· ·~:=_-----_----__,.-_ 
The reader seea the four· and understands their the-
'-. 
. 1'), 
matic value primarily by means_of their·relat.i.onship with 
~!le adoles.cent Mick Kelly,, the failatical Jake 
~J.ount and ·Dr. Be.nedict. Mady Copeland,, and the bis.exual 
' 
B-i.ff B>rannon- are at times revealed in isolation or in 
y 
other relationships; b.ut the author uses most significant-
1~ their rapport with and dependence upon ~inger to define 
.. her major characters and project her themes .. Thus the , 
mute is the one wllofi ironically, most eloquentl-y shares - -------~ 
~ 
-with the reader the agony of t·hwarted love and loneliness. 
And the consequences o~ the four• s los.s of their centre 
:), 
. ~ figure,. Singer (after he has lost his, ..;piros Antonapoul.os) • 
dr8.ljlatize the author." s view of the human condition,. a seem-
'• 
ingly ambiguous- view brought into better· f_ocua only hy 
some of the author's later works .. 
. . 
'.Chat .Garson Mc"'ullers could employ. a mute to give .. 
. form to The Heia,rt. is ~ Lonely Hunter as well as to com--
,. 
municate themes is an, artistic achiev.ement ~h~t. mtrit_e~------· - -·-··--. -- ~-----:-
- -•' . - .. 
- -····'·----~-. •- -,- ·; 
1 The g~otesques are often people obsessed b~ a 
'-single truth .. They are aleo detached· outsiders, neglected 
' . 
, __ and inarticulate as they yearn and grope for an indefinable I 
.. 
-
1 something that will give meaning to their livea • .", I 
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\, .. · 
. fjl' 
! • '· . 
_cacknowle;dgement among cr1-tics. · ·Beeans.e it ia. -~ achieve-· ------..-----
author's. othe.r ·writings, it deserves. a study ·dealing-~with· !;ll . . . . 




(with particular atten~ion to her first novel) to ob-
,.._: . 
... 
11 - ------ -- .............. - -··-------· ·---.-·--·----------. 
"---~ --------------.-~-- -
•-· A 
. s~rve where critics,• time --has been well spent and mis.spent;; ... _·- ______ ...... ' . 
' . 









Carson McCullers' theorie·s about, content·· and form that 
seem relative to an analysis of her firS't novel.; Henry-
. ) 
· James' ·theoriea about the funct~on of the composi t~onal 
centre and the-reflector;· .:>inger as -an i~onic ,embodiment· 
. Of these two elements, especially as seen in. his rela-~ 
. 
tionships with Antonapoulos, ·Mick, Jake, Dr. Copeland, 
and B.iff; and a concluding vi~w of the effec..tiv.eness with 
,_ ,, . 
.__~~-:-----c---- ---~ 
which the author has used ~inger to achieve a compass.1.onate ___ . ____ . ______________________ ~ 
-- - - --- --
e.tatement about man's needs and reeftnlrc-es. 
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·-----:--, ·,· . 
. - II •. · Critics• V:ieWS: of OarsO~~~ullere•~· 9-_~on ,, 
··--·, 
' ... ·, .. 
Criticism of Carson McCullers.' canon has concentrated 
· on se.veral aspec.ts. of which the- reade:r should be aware 
-whe-m:-appraising· The lieart, is a, Lonely H1mter·- af\d i_t·s-·-----------· 
·. 
., .-.. . 
- - . '· 
. - . -
. '·-
~-.----·· 
. ~--author' a. artistry.. Marcus. Klein• s view. that Mrs. M"cCul.-
l.ers is ~·quite · possibly the most controve~sial living 
American: writer" 1 suffeI's from.overstatement,, but he 
does suggest _ the lack of agreement among her critic.a. Day-
· :ton Kohler feels that in her later work are ·"defects of · ~ 
technique,, not of ,;vision,, and, since they are not morai,, 
. 2 . 
they are curab·le. "· lie also observes her success in fus-
ing the dramatic and the poetic. Among those -who 'empha-
. :i: ~". - -
----·-·---·-·-·--··--. - ~-- ·. --------:-· .. - . --- - -· 




- . ·_-:. :___: __ :_·_-'.:::-·. 
·--------· 
_;,:,, I J 
" 
heim,, who lauds the "richness--of invention., of language, 
and of method" 3 in her work. He remarks, too, that her 
vision is pathetic and lyric; and he singles out her use. 
-
r 
Marcus Klein, "The Key is Loneliness,·" ~he Re;gorter. 
XXXIV (June 30, 1900), 4}. 
2 Dayton K:.oh·ler, "Carson McCullers: Variations on 
a Theme •. " College .tnglish, XIII (O.ctober 1951), a. 
3 Marvin Felheim, "Eudora ~Vel ty and Cars on Mc\Jullere, "" 
-in ~ontemporary American Novelists, ed. Harry T. Moore 
(Carbondale:· bouthern Illinois University Press. 1964). p. 4t. 
' 
.. 
: ",r ; .- ', or'·'· . ··" i; 
' / . -' 
•1 ' .' 




- -----c=.,-_::rt·--- -·c ·-· . . . . •.. ·n- - - E::,:- -
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-· •.. ··••= _ - ·=~ ~~--~ ..c.__ • -_~__:- ~ _:.:..:.•. ~ -__L~-=---~---=~-~--:-=::==---:~:~: __ -: __ ------=-=~-' ·=------~---=~~~------_-- ------ --~--:--- -- -- -------~ · -~--~:--:--- ~ --;--:-:··7:---·-
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- ·' ___.---- -- -·-· ·-'-
' .· ,·· ... ' -




------------ -· finds in Carson McCullera' __ work. evide.nce of' "a. g_rea_t p.oet •a . . . 
•. • ........ l 
...... 




entl~ underestimating her art_.istrlV- but elev:atin-g p.~r--a._~ov_~-
the majo.rity of contemporary writers.. of t·iction ~n at 
------.. 
least. one respect, wr·ites,,. "She is above all a story teller, · 
-
. and· her qual:t..ty is lyric,. b.rooding fl personal'' in portr~ying. 
"'life as the imagination. apprehenda it" and with .. intensity-
. 
of feeling .. tt 5 (Re thus dispute.a. the. contention of ~lifton 
,• 
Fadiman,, in. hi,s · review of The Heart ia a Lonel:v: Hunter for 
( The New Yorker., that in. addition to being without humor, 
6 Carson McUullers has ·11no special· gift. for s,torytelling." 
------. 
-; . 
though he does see some evidence of an original talent• as -- --------------------__,______ ------------- -·------------









does Ben Ray Re.dman in his review of the book for Saturday: 
.,. 
"' 
4 Qli ver Bvans,, •tThe Case of Carson M.cUullere," 
~he Georgia Review;,, XVIII {Spring 1964) ~ 42: .. 
5 Hugo. Mc.Pherson. "·Carson McCullers: 
r·eaa." -Tamarack Review: ( 19 59} • 29. 
Lonely Hunt- . 
Ulift on Fadiman,, nprett.yj-- Good for Twenty-tvi'o," 
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" .- Fred T. Marsh aaya. that, her talent "is a brave. talent;· . . . 
=~======:=.·r==111b"""u,=Vt=JlG.t .• -..~~·~atura,~··p1an.t;"·'i··coth.ers····ha.Ve·aiS~·~i.t;·d~··· 
----- -----
-~~------
limi.tati.ons of Mrs. Mc~u:llers r craft. Ihab: ··Hassanr Louis 
-
----··· 
----- -···-.--· _, _-_:.: ___ --=-=-------'...-.- . Auchincloss~t.: and Felheim· concur that- -she is at her bes.t in 
' the novella,. a genre that itself imposes u.pon the writer .. 
!• .. 
. 
. a demanding economy;·that the novelist, with a larger can-
. 
' v.as, oft.en fails to impose upon. himself.. The lack of dis-
cipline, control, ·a.J:1d economy· theee three critics- se·nse 
in her · two longer novels, The Heart~ ia a Lonely Huntei-: .and 
Clock v-Vithout Hands,, has. given othe.r criti~s reserv:ations 
a~ her arti,atry,1 • 
. 
. 
-More reasonable than a numb-er of ·other critics is 
0 Mark Schorer:, who calls. Mrs. McCullera ·a "masterful prose 
'····· . ,._ ~--·------:.----·-- ---~--. 1 Fred T. Marsh, New York. Times,. Marc~ 2:,, 1941 • p. 6 (reprinted in A Library of Liter~y Criticism. ed. Doro-
e. 
th~ Nyren; New Yo.rk: "Frederick Ungar Publishing ~omp~, 
19Q4; P• 3-0ti •. 
~ 8 In a letter to her publisher· asking that The Mem-
h.er of the ~~edding be conaid.ered a nov~lla, she wrote:, "The 
word novel suggests. to me a._complex. work, usually; contra-
puntal ini form, with spa_ce for leisure; the novella is de-
liberateli-··limi ted f; and th-ough there is opportunity for I 
multip.le. facet·s •nd .shades of .understandingli the novella 
. is single in intention." (Quoted b.y Louis Auchincloss in 
Pioneers and Caretakers;_ Minneapolis,: University._ of Minne-
r-.,. so.ta Presa,, l9b5; p. lti8 .. ). 
. ' ' 
) 
' ; ,: J . •. t), 
'. ' 
.. 
.1.--,. . ,· 
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. -\ ,· styli.st,,'" as wel1 ·as a "psychiatris:t of st~rtling intu~-
r ="·o---------,-==")-~,~~t1on.n;9 BqUaiiY ·reaSOll~hi; {~-J~h;-M.-Bfac1~;;-,s· o~~~;~_ i 
vation -(about The Member of the vvedding. but· applicab,l~~ t.o, ' 
l .C.,-:: ____ : ___ ~,,~--~-·---=-c~-=-··,•--==~-0=~her~·~other-----work:s)-----tha:t······-n~de·s.p·ite··-·the --··a:ppar~nt···--~s1mp-i]Ic"it_Y( _____ of -· . . . 
I 
I Mrs. McCullers. • telling,t; she has perfotm_ed a subtle and - I 
- / 
-------~-- -- ,~-.. -:--- - del.i.cate f.eat •••• " 10 . lie suggests fe of t_he major reasons 
- - -- ------ ---- - ---
-




_ in the bo_dy of her work. :La an artistry that indicates 
I that the earliest analysts. of/the i-ndividual pieces were I 
. 
_·deluded by the pieces' surface simp-licity .. · (Chester E. · · 
~iisinger·hints at the delusi~e simplicity of the author's, 
work when he writes that - it _is· •igov~rned by the aesthetics 
of the primiti.ve." 1}) 
· 
~ If there has been. much disagreement· about her art is~· 
try, there has been little dissent when her sensibility 
and compassion have received high marks, as they should in 
a consideration of her treatment of Singer and the other 
characters in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. Oliver Evans 
,.. 1 2 lauds her "epee-ial ~ens·ibili ty .. " ~eslie Fiedler 
9 Mark Sc··horert; "B~sic Patterns~" in The Creative 
..... 
pteaent.t ed. Nona Balakian and Charles Simmons (Garden . 
Doubleday and Co., l9b3), p .. 79. City: 
10 John M. B.radbury, Renaissance in the South (Chapel 
HjJJ: University of North Carolina Press, 1963)t p. 112. 
1 1 
~vans, "The Achievement of Carson McCullere, '' 
English Jou:r:naJ.,. LI (May .196'2) ~ 301. . . 
. ' ., .. ,, ... , 
, "' . 
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a '!-Jamesian s:enaibility" (which, ~along 
-::···:-·-- ·-.--.-~:~-.-·.-=--- ·-------.-_-- .... -:=:::..::--..:....:::.· __ ___:_.=::-----·--- --- - ---- -~ · with--C.e--1-enieilts of the Southern Gothic., -re_.sults; in what h~ ---,-- --------------------




- '.refers to as 'i;i~ 11Southern homosexual styie1! 13). Fel-
heim ·admires "her sensitive awareness.; of .. the· 1,vorl.dt'· and 
li "l . - . f . th . . · th th l l . d. · t •. · ·d " 14 -·er . · yr,1c cry . o symp.a. · y ,, wi e one y an vie. l.1Jl1z.e • . -
. ' Louise Gossett asse.rts: that Mrs.. McCullers has ''compassion.· ~ 
·for every attempt of ·the human being to become a we instead 
of an 1." 15 (using the language the young protagonist ot 
The Me~ber of the Wedding ~sea to refer to the need to be 
l.--:-~ ~,.,.... ,. 
.allied with others rather than be isoia,ted') .. _ And Schore.r · 
c.oncludes. his assessment by ~aying Mrs. McCullers combines 
.· 
· · · . · · 16 · 




. ... -··~. 
" ' In her fi~tion her com.pas,sion and warmth are speD:t · 
. ,. 
-~pQ_~_ a _Qare!ully. sele.c-t-e.d -and limited range· of charac.ters ~ -- , ----------------
; I 
.... .::-.' 
1·~·, . .' I 
~,-~~-~~.'.--~--··---- -~-.···-·-~~--- ---· ---·.~ -· -
aa 'Binger and his friends in The .lleart. is a Lonel:y Hunte;: 
atteat.. .bisinger perceives that she 
J '' 
. ' 
stacked the deck to guarantee ruptured commun-
ion and fruitless love by choosing people whose 
need, to be sure, is demonstrable but ·whose ca-
pacities are crippled~ ••• It is the gothic princi-
. ple that drives her to a consideration of the 
outsider. 11 ·· 
13 Le·slie Fiedler, Love arid Death in the Americy ; ' 
&:__· : ___ . __ :~-~~~~--·· __ B.2vel (New- York: St.ein and. Day, 19ti6),, P.• 4 'X6. .Y' . 
. ,:... ., · 14 
. }"'elheim, p.. 5 ;.. 
'< 
' Louise Y. Gossett, Violence in Rec.ent Southern 
15 
.¥ictiqn (Durham: Duke University Press, 1965), P• 159. 
1b 8chorer, p. 80. 
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ij -·· 
Unfortunately,, he Se.ems to have failed to· perc.eive that._ .... 
-· --···-·: .. --·-·:·-··:_-:· ____ ,:;::·--::.-.-..:::.:. .. ·-·~-=-,=-~=-....::::.: 
. - . ' 





. anot~er is. cripple-d;- for Eisinger adds, "It is a narrow 
\,;-- corner of human -existence that s·he has chosen to exp._loit 
-·---, 
- .· 







little, in t·he · 1argest sense, to the dimensions of our -
understanding. fl . 1 a Missing the universality in. much of 
lier fiction (.as early critics· of Faulkner d:id), l5i·singer 
is to'o quick to. attribute her bizarre figures to her 
~-
gothic imagination rather t_han t_o allegorical intent. 
Making this kind of mistake would also result in a mis-, 
reading of the: author's first. novel. 
Carson McCullers' adeptness in allegory (an awareness 
---~-· ~----- .· ---Of- whi~h i-s----n-ec-e-ss-ar-f f-or-. an appreciation of the ro±es----e!·-. -----~-------




~inger and his friends) has been commented upon by a number 
of critics •. One of them, writing in. The Times Lit~r·ar:y 
Supplement, ·remarks,: "The most important thing about the 
work of Miss Carson McCullers is that as an artist she 
seeks · for a ·fabulous, not a literal truth." · 1. 9 
.. 
-Oliver Bvans (Mrs. McCullers' ~oat prolific and per-
_·sistently devoted critic and the. author of the only full-
length s.tudy of her work) refers to what he· sees as an 
Ibid." p. 258·. - -- • ·-·· ·--..---.----~ ----
-·-. ··- .... --·-· -- --· --oe.-.. ·--------- ~------~~-----~-~--·-- ~-~~- -.-...,- ~-- - ··------~~---- ·----,. -
18 
19 
nHuman Isolat:L.an." The Times Lit·eraa SuppJ,ement, 
Ju.1117,, 1953~t: P• 46.0.: 
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_:· ___ ~--- ·'-·--~- _____ Q.f r·ealism to. th.e extent . that' realism distr·ac"t:s f.rom alle-
- - - ----- - --
gory; in her work.. T_he distracting realism is'. especially ~- '., .~. 
-- .. - - ·• .. -- . - -·- --- --· - - . . . ... -· ·-~ .--.. :.. ... :...: -~ ··- ·-·- ---· --- -~--- -- ·-· - --· --- --- --.-_ .... -- .. __ --' . .---. ' - --·-. -· . . 
- ----· ---------------- -- -- --, .. - • ··:..·.? 
unfortunate, he maintains,--because the "narr·at'ive burden of 
h-er work is alwa-ys-secondarY to-the allegortca.l't 21 (and, it 
-----
might be ·ad·ded hem, he feels- _it is in this sense she- is a 
didac.tic writer,:. one who writes not to entertain b_ut to 
. teach.).. hvanS,t; lavishirig admiration·. feels- comp_elled' to T 
1-!i wr.ite, 11 I doubjt. if· a~y America:'1 wr·iter since Hawthorne and 
/' I . " . - ... . Melville has handled th;e difficult\ fo~m of ··allegory··-qui-te -.·· --~ --:·--~,~ _____ , 
aa well as Mrs. McCullers. ~ •• " 2-0, Kohler and Klein have 
also supported hvans. in. his. respect for the imaginati-ve_ 
way in which the meaning and value of the author's. charac-
- - - . --- --· -- -
' - - - - - • .J" 
-~------------·-···------ --····-·-· -·-···---·· ·-------. 




and~ experiences. Klein .. notes in· her work the "constant and 
virtually automatic conversion of character into symbol." 23 
'..lhe significance-of Singer and the other major ffgures in 
The .Heart is a Lonely Hunte;r: -must b.e seen in this light· 
for an appreciatio~ of the novel's artiatry • 
--~---~~ -------- .... 
·-,- _-. ·- --- ' . ' ---.----
• • 0 H • ~ 
.. . . . ' 
---- -~ 
' 
--- • ~ __ ,c --- .. "• ·• • 
' . 
• •· -- --- ~-.--.- ~.J--____ ., ,.. .. 
-20-
21 
}Jvans,. '-'The Achievement of.~ Cars.op. McCullers, .... p. 30.2. 
Ibid., P• 301. 
. 22 . ·- . ._r-. Bvans.,, "The Case of . ' Carson McCullers •" p.. 45. ., 
2} Klein, P• 44. 
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· .. II:I ~ The Theme.< of :tove- in. C~·s·on McCu.llers ,, . Fiction, .. · -· · 
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. . . . . ' . 
If there is -unanimity among crttic.s · of Oarson )[cCul-
lers·• ·wor~,, it must lie_ in; what they find as., the ·dominant 
recurring,,.- theme (but treated ·originally) in each of· her· : ---
works.: the .,p:,robleni of l~ve •· · Love is a theme and a prob-
lem about which she. ·wri tea with_ great compassiol). and com- · 
plexity. That this is so can be seen· when one turns: to. 




···- •-,.-· -:~-~~·t::~~-c~,_··/ cs~-in The 13:a.ilad of the ~d Cafe: ,, 
0 
- ' ' 
••• ~the fact that it ia a jo.int experience does 
----------- ... 
. n.ot mean that it is a similar experience to the 
two people involved •••• Often the beloved is only a 
stimulus. for all the stored-up- love whi·ch has lain 
quiet within the,
1 
lover for a long time hitherto. 
' . 
' . 
. ' . ~ ' . 
And somehow every lover lcnows this. He .feels in his-
soul that_ his love is .s solitar~ thing .. Re comes 
· ·· - to know a new, strange loneliness; and it is this · 
knowledge whi.ch makes him suffer.. So there is only 
'one thing for the lover to do. He must hous.e his 
love within himself as best he ·c·an; he must create 
for himself a whole new inward world--~ world in-
t.ense and strange 11 complete in himself o o o o 
Now, the beloved can also be of any descrip~ 
tion~ The most outlandish people can be the stim-
u:1us for love ••• • A most mediocre person can be the 
object cfva love which is wild, extravagant, and 
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-~herefore. the· value and qualitl-' of. an~·. love-.ia. __ , •; " 
=====:============ El==;==~,======c::;:==:===··C--~· - ==-- ==· =====t1-d=e~~e,rnti.rrett=c·~sore:t1~'.--b_:3(=~1Ie-··-1~over-~chfms~J=f--: 






It . is for this• reason that most . of us would. 
------....!..~ 
·rather iove than be loved."' Almost everyone wants __ _ . . 
. 
'(;'., ·.- to be th_~ lover ••• .-th,.e state of being b-elove.d is 
intolerab.ile to many e. The beloved .fears and hates. ___ . -, 
the lover~ and-with the best of reasons. For the 
J lover is forever trying.to strip bare· his beloved.: 
The 1·over craves! any possible relation ·with the 
be!oved, even if this experience cari ~ause him 
only pai~ 1 
Lengthy,: as this passage· is, it seems quot_eworthy b:ecause 
in the author';s. fiction it is, her most precise and com-
-
____,,.-
p:r eh ens iv e statement about "the problem of love .. More 
important here., it is a statement that is enlightening 




to -one who would appreciate the rela-tionship, of ~in.ger ____________________ - ----~--------------------··· - ···-·····--·· -----· -- -· ·- - ·-- --. ··- ' ----~---·------------ ------- -:;- -.; 
- -
-- ··-· - . -
~ 
- -----~~--~' -·--- ~-
. . 
and other charact.ers in The Heart is. a Lonely, Hunter •. 
' One should also look at Reflections. in ~ Golden .!!;ye 
(.another novel that shows the consequences of love denied): 
"There are times when a man's greatest need is. to have some-
one to love, ·some focal point for his diffused emotions.'.' 2 
. This passage and the other, above, reflect the att:ittud.es 
and anguish of ~inger and the other major figures in their 
novel. They will be seen to have d~amatized the author's 
doctrine of love, one that is as nearly a Christian element 
" .. , .. -1 Carson McCullera, The Ballad of the Sad Cafer- in 
8 Short N.ovelf!,, ed. Dean .., • Flower (New York: Fawcett .. 
World.Library, 1967), p. 474. Italics are the au.thor•s. 
2 McCull~rs~ Reflections in a Golden bye (New York: 
Bantam Books, 1950), p. 52. 
. . .... . 
-
. 
\ . ' 
,, I ' 
. . 
- ."\ 
- --- - -·-- -- --- - - - -- --- --::_----::c -- - - ------ ,--- -- _, __ - =.- .,:._ ~-_,J; __ : --,---- ::_-_ :_:_ :.::···-_:.:,::,::·~-- ---- -- --- -- - - --- ~ --- ~----- ---- - -- ;7- - --~------ --- -------------.--------;-----
,. 
-
-- aa a1Lythd.Jng: els.e in her can.a;µ.: - the idea.~ that the denial 
. . . : . --
~======"'==---· -=--L __ ~L~J..-0-ve~---and".,-t.h-e,~.---la-e-k~~-=O-~·=Pee41r:P&e~i~t=y···--i~---3:ov~e=T'e1=at~1,onsh-ips= ---
- \ 
- . 
constitut,e evil. Hassan writes 1; "The la.ck of reciprocitY7 
- ' . 
~--· .. _: ·-'·is the cauae of evil; theref ~re man must love, like God• 
1 
without hope of requital. lie must· furt·h-ar · redeem the be-
.loved~ redeem evil, by offering himaelf as a willing vie~ 
' tim .. " 3, This valid interpretation suggests in Carson Mc-
Cullers' treatment of love a profundity that gives to 
uinger and her other thematic agents. great significance. 
··, "" 
. ' " 
'.l:he problems love creates do not make it an anathema; 
coD.verselY, th<lugh the.act of loving can at best afford 
only an ephemeral means of escape from frustration and isa ... 
. ~ . . 
'l' ( 
_ .lation and a merely. provisional kind of redemption, in mak-
ing the attempt to love lies man's only hope for creating 
. . - . 
, . r . 
) ,-·-·-
~ome sor·t. of order wi t~in the di~Qord~:r:- __ of _ _!)ur~ __ f;_g~-~ ____ I:g. ___ .,:T.::h~e~------. 
li-eart is a . · onel Hunter ,::anger's role is important because 
;/ in his relat onships With them, other characters cast images 
of frustration and spiritual isolation; of the lack of com-
munication; of the consoling power of love·, in varied forms, 
aa an ideal communication to release a person from the cell 
of the self; and of the irrational and paradoxical nature of 
love (love's often being mixed with hate; its being a com-
,-bi nation of gentleness and cruelty; people's being unable 





Hassan,.' "·The Victim: Images of Evil in Recent 
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recoghize love, dire.c.ted at• them;_· .. -~-~~~C~~~.--!~c~Cg.lrig~oC~µ.lt,i~.~C -. ·. ;.-·:. ·- ---- - ---- ----::-·-::-:::===-:--=::---:-- -_--··_--:_-:;·:.::-::.:=:=::::-.==:-....:_<:;_c .. c.-----'"· 
- . - . . 
b·cc.·=----=-=-~·=· ~=======·--=~----- -- ,-c·c::=·-~:.··: ·,--··.c-'·- ~---:--~- - ------.. -« -
-, mat_ely onl.y· to. suffering, especially -for the lc;rver; love. 
- ·: ... ·-- -~----~___:_·: .. __:___;c_:-:-·· .. _,. -~--·. ~-
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aa ev'idence of the ·working of· chance in life; the be-
___ = 
. --- ----- -·-···-·-- -·---------- __ .- __ _. .. ____ . ··- ·: . .. ·=c-··:.· .. --.•.... -·.,·:··.·c.:.::::.::c=---~- - - =~-r== 
_._. ____ :,. --·, .... --··-· .. 
,-
-1.oved's hatred ~d fear of the J_.9ver; and th·e lover•s. ·de-
. termil1lang the quality of the love). C--~------·-·----C- ••-~------CO.- • 
Man"s incapacity for love (his ''SlW.ollen heart" 4), • 
• 
. _ ,often .. embodied b.y Carson Mc(;ullers' freaks or adolescents,· s· 
is~ shown to lead to violence, to create a "fratern±-ty of 
hate,,"' (i and to destro;worder in the outer and on8's inn&:[' 
_ ·· world __ ( thereby ·n~llifying the solipsism to which the vie-
tims· of incapacity have withdraW1:1). These kinds df disrup-\ 
tion, .and the p-os_sibili ties· for restoring order,.· are seen 
. in. The Heart. is a Lonely Hunter, par·ticularly in the inter-
action betw~eri ~inger and the .othe~s. -Their relationship 
substantiates bvanst conclusion that "an eternal flaw exists· p 
in the machinery of lo.ve , which alone has the power W 
liberate man from his fate of spiritual isolation. There 
4 McCullers,. The Member of the W-edding= (New York:· / 
./ Books, ·1950/)/, p .. 135. · J ·• 
/ 
Love in Mrs. McCullers' fiction is almost completely 
,, 
1; 
~esexualized; her characters are usually physically or pay-
. . 








McCullers,/ Glock without Hand§ (New York: Bantam ... 
~. 
~oo~s, 19b1), p. 199. 
.. "' "'' 1 
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iS no escape, and no hope of escape,.tt '1 Only a. few. Qf t~e- -"~-. 
~-~-- --- --- ~- - - ---_-,_-_ ,-- __ ,,,_-_,,,, __ -_·c:::---------·'c---c--=--=-·=-,==~·-,--~.c=~==~~=~=-~c=:==~~=="-==~~=~======-------=-- -----~~~-------- -- - :-, 
-~--- __ ------------------- --.----- -- ioneiYhU:C.ters (like. the old man who in "A Tree. A RoCk. 
A Cloud." comes ·to see~-love as a· sci·ence) ever find even., 
_______ :.,:-__ . -- -· ·.:-:· - . --·----·-.:. -- ==..:....~ 
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7 hvans~•!ne Xheme of Spiritual Isolation in. 
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Carson Mc\.,ullers • rt. lie.w -World Wx:,1tirw (New York; Mentor)• 
_ .. ,. · I (1952),, 310 ... . ' I.:, 
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The Hieart is a· Loneli Hu;nter. in which· IJinger and Ma 
.. 
. fQur friends seek at least tentative correc.tives. for the 
flaws in the machinery; _of love, has be.en inter.preted in 
. ' ' 
~· "-------- ---·-· 
. 
. ·a. number of. diff~rent ways. Some of the interpreta~ions 
·are different from what the author hoped for in- her bo.ok 
' " 
and suggested in her title. And, more _µllportant here,; 
, most of them have failed to ascribe the proper significance 
y to ~inger and his role..., For example, Frank Durham pref ere · ·· ···.·· · 
to read the noVel as an 'ticori.oclastic religious novel." 1 
· Though there is much (including ~inger •·s "b:eing a kind of 
. -~== 
,\ ' 
-- . ~~ 
' ,' 
' 
I Cllrist figure) one can use to substantiate such an inter-
--_· . -r-.------- ' ' 
,, 
pretation,. there is even more that suggests that the inter-
pretation would recklessly and disrespectfully distort the 
emphasis both the novel a~d its title (and, subsequently, 
the authorts canon) insist upon. 
Fiedler labels the novel "the ·last of the 'proletarian 
aovels,," a true Depression,book .. 11 2 H.ere again there seems 




. · .reading appears_ -to put too much emphasis on Jake Bloun~ 's 
-· • •. - ----;-a- -- ~ .... ~- • ...,,.... • .... ··-
' . 
.. ' 
' ' . 
·- ": 
a.tanding as a representative of those who crusade for 
1 Frank J.Jurham, "God and No God in T.he liea:rt is ftt ,. 
i,onely .Hunt.er.," Bouth Atlantic Review:.,.-.. LVI {1951)~ 419. 
2 Fiedler, Love and Death in the American Novel, 
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· ·- social reform. Inste~d-~ -because of the novel's ·structure 
.,. -·· 
-~--1~wli1cli~~~carefully~:rp·r'.oviaes·· ·ror-·• cliapterac-p-reien~1ng- ·tne·---- ·- __ . --====a==-*a=-~~-= 
' 
.. 
charact.ers as ind_i viduals as w.el-1 as chapters dramatiz.ing 
. 
r=--''":"'---=;-~':-:::C~c.c.....:_=---~-=---~-=c..::::.~-.:c--"--t,heir, -gro-p-. 3;ns:: toward c emmunion)- --- it---- is- the -ind~iv~idual --~nd -- --- ----- · --·---·-
a; ... " . ' . 
.. ' 
. . .~ 




. .. )' 
.. 
•• 
Blot society and solutions for its problems· with which Car-




-, ____ lives of her people rathe.r than the-ir social protest or 




Ka interesting (and provocative)- as -the interpreta-
......... . . -. -- ~- -;- _. ~ 
tions of The Heart. is. a Lonely Hunter are the evaluations 
I 
it has elicited. The reviewer in ihe Catholic World finds 
the novel "!fraught. with power and understanding ••• adroitly 
____ selectiv~ ••• technically competent." 3, But While also·ad-
miring the book as a narrative, he disapproves of its 
1 • 
coarse language and defeatist philosophy. (Ferhape mis-
reading of the author's allegory is-responsible for read-
. ers.• finding iill he! work an exaggerated pessimism--a pes-
simism that is greatly relieved by careful attention to 
the author's attitude toward life revealed in her entire 
canon • .:,he refuses to share with her readers.an optimistic 
vision that is false, but she does not deny· them the salv-
·ing possibilities of love~) 
Still anotner reader whose response to Carson 11.cCul.-
lera• first novel is warm in spite of certain reservations 
3 The Catholic ·world,. anonymous review of The lieart 












·· · is Clifton Fadim&n,, who hears in it a ft new voice sp:eaking 
ab out new·Amer :i.can:~ ;p1~1iti~1·~ ·~ ol.l.:rJ,t~Y :~, ~···~; ~;~~ ~c.·1~·· thi=s=-· =-~======== 
. -·--·- -. ·-~. -~-- -- .. ,, 
.••• I 
novel what_ is seen, repeate:dly in succeed:Lng. McCullers fi.c- ·_. 
- -~------~ion:·· ·the--_them·~ of 1coniemporary spiritual loneliness .•. 
-- =--··-=-cc __ -- ===--=-c---. -
.: 
Richard ·wright is also enthusiaeti_c about the novel. He 
admits,~ "I don't know, what the book is about;" co~ject-· 
uring its th1eme "is to refer to the -Catholic confeasiLonal 
or the private ·office of the psychoanalyst." But he, 
. 
thinks the novel '!s vaiue li~s not i:a what it says but in 
... ·11,,1" 
• 
c--c~ • -- ·c ........ _-·::.~~:,.;.~-=-·--=~;~he '!.angle_ of .. ?liSion~tr~gJn~~~-h~.life, is ~e-en.U~ -.. 
.. . "·" . . ._. . ·- ,. ., 
_,: __ _ 
----- -·-
.... 






~ . : 
. . 
-
d,etects a nweird tenderneastt and "astonishing humanity'~ 
(particularly in the aU.thor'streatment of race relations). 
And,: though he senses despair in the novel, he is impressed 
by its being. a despair "more natural ·:-and· authent·ic · ·than 
tnat of Faulkner." 5 
hdward McDonald is also among those who .· laud Carson 
McCullers' first novel. To him· it is a -"miracle of com-
passion and pity and irony,," one that displays "sheer vir-
tuosity0 and prompts him to remarkt; "Genius is· ageless--
and here one faces nothing. less." b. In the New York -
4 Fadiman,, p. b9.: 
.. 5 · Richard Wright, "·Inner Landscape•" ~ew Repub,liC. 
CIII (August 5, 1940) ,. 195. 
ti 
.1.:..dward McDonald,. "The Mirroring Stream of Fict-ion " 
. ' . . 
~he Virginia Quarterlx Review, .. XVI (Autumn 1940),. 61 ~-. 
• 
' I . . 
~· ··,: ... -... ·- ; 
... ,, 
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.· , 21 ·" .. . . . 
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• ~ • 4 • Rera.ld--Tribune Lorine · Pr1,1ette remarks that, she .has;. :d-is-~ · · c--
1' • ..•. 
'·,j ·-. 
::;··-· .. ' 
~====,.==c==~. ·c~·overe-a····· in-· t11e-· ziov'el_c -a~-,,11ew ·ta.Tent ___ , f-or-~ cliaracit er~-zcati-on-~· ~ -. 
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;.. .. : .. '_ ...... ,,· 
., 
a ·new and genuine gift, of~ under:standillg, .. ,,, · Though. it is 
''baffling in a way,,"· it is a _story told "without senti-
"·-\ 
. ~entali.ty.7 •••• O.ne wondera how -any young person could know .. 
so much about lone_ly---nearts----e-f- men, wome-nr-i~-an-d:----·c-hli-dren 
too .. "' .. 1t .. 
Perhaps the, 11:ove.1 •·s baffling qualities obscure the· 
artistry in its structure; for, like admirers. of the . 
. novel,, th.o-se who respond more coldly to it also ,pay little 
attention to the way in which the author has st.ructured 
her material.. Max Putzel feels there. are "few- lovelier~ 
- ' titles" but. Carson McUullers• is ultimately an "unful-
. " 
.• 




frustrate ~ii] unripe imagination" and part of a "tired ., 
_formula ••• a starving .ttmerica, b.rutalized before it has 
heen softened by contentment."· 8· 
Other critics seem also to have miss.ed what makes 
the novel stylistically impressive, concentrating instea.d 
e 
Lorine Pruette, New York Herald-Tribune,, June 9. 
. . 
J.940,. p .. 4 (rep!'>inted in A Library of Literary· Criti.cism. 
· · ed. Dorothy Nyren; N.ew York: }"'rederick Ungar ~blishing 
-·· ---··--- .. ------------- · -- -u ompany, 19 b4; p. 3,08) .. 
----·-··· 8 Max Putzel, review of The He1ti. ia. a Lonely Hunter. 
Ac.cent, .. I (Autumn 1940), b1 .. 
.·· 
• 
. ,.,...._ ~ . .  . , 
- '\: . ( . ' ; .. -.. 
. • 
·, ' 
t_ .·' .• ···-- ' 
•· 
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--- Q:rl relatively ~in.or .f la"Wfl • or finding f lavv:s where none 
.--~~-- .. , .. --· .. -.· .. 
• 
> 
'" ,~, ·exists-. _ ~he Times Literary ~upplement. reviewe·r finds in· 
· the novel "much idealis.tic sentiment in a dumb idiom" and 
,'j.\ 
' J~:impenetr,able mystification ••• ,." Also., the book is "too 
-
. obviously derivative in mannert1"1 its charact ..ers "en~gmat-
---~-- . ical" and 11·freak:ish.n 9 Time'a reviewer says, "Mrs. Mc-
cullers. flunk-s out flat on a ;crucial matter. - As a. writer 
c,f words, she is never distinguished,, never in. one glint. 
verbally original .. " 10 .. and looking at the novel muc.h more 
. 
~ ; rec·ently, George Hendrick sees it - as. ",cl~arly ,a f~rst 
work ••• too many subplots, too many bookisq sermonettes," 
'---., 
' ',' though he does note Ji t is a "novel of almost --J)os toevskian ~ 
power." 11 lie appe~s :to have missed the effective unit'7 
... of subplots and the quiet and subtle manner that .invites 
the reader to do much of the moralizing~himself. 
--"'-
\ 
As can be seen from the preceding examples, critics'~ 
attention to the ~thor's structuring the novel around ~ 
-~ 
~-~ inger has· been very slight. ,Instead~ analysta have focused 
, 1 
on an assortment of ideas in the nov·el: the neceasi ty for 
.illusions that enrich men" s li vea; the abse.nc.e of any real. 




"'In the Deep South,," The ~im.ee Literary· uupplemen"G, 
\ March. 27, 1943,, p. 153. 
10 
"Messiahs," anonymous review of The Heart is a Lonel;z:-
Hunter, Time~ X.XXV (June 10, 1940)~ 90. 
11 George Hendrick, "'Almost bveryone Wanta to be 




.. . . ,- Abroad, XLII (l9b8)~ 389. 
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· c.reated God:;: man's hung~r for a sympathetic, _and 
of spiritual solace for those with a sense of their own. in-··· 
completen·eas and. the world •s wrongs .. ; polarities· su-c}l as· . 
, 
the pain. of lonelines.s a~d the comfort of re.cognition; 
... 
overtones. of existenti~iism; "the failure of the adolescent· 
to adjust to the confusions of the adult wor-ld;,. and the nar-
ciss.ism of the iso.lated. 
J .. --, . . 
The ~art is a Lone.ly: Hunter ar·e especial+Y profuse.. For 
d:i, r . , 
Evans .. , Mrs. McCullers. •-="moral" (manifest in. the theme o.f 
love in the novel)-is clear: 
••• individuals_ are prevented fr·om uniting for 
a useful purpose by fear and by petty differ-
-·---··· --·-- -----·-----~. -'. ·ri. - • • - - • ----- '···-- " 
ences which divide them and·weaken their force, 







·- - . -
·-
.. 
which is the result of their failure. to achieve , 
harmonious social union. Long:-range ideals are · 
t.hus defeated by purely personal fears. and ob.-: 
stinacies. 12 ··· ---·· 
~phemeral and ultimately ·impossible as it is shown to 
b.e,. love is the only hope for escape from loneliness, es-
___ pecially the loneliness- of-the lover who. has retreated to --
an inward world of his own creation.. Thus, though love is ·-·-· 
unreciprocated or mistaken for its opposite, it can have 
--- -
.. value for the lover. I*3olation,: betrayal,- the failure of --· 
. , \ 
love, and the horror of solitude should never, .. be pas~ively 
12 
·Ev.ans,, 1iThe Case of the Sil.ent ~inger: A Reval-
. : :t-- I 
uation of The Heart is a Lonely Hunt,ert" Georgi,a Review.· 
XIX (Summer 1965), 201. 
.. 
. . 
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--- ·---~ - - -·-- -·- -------------------·-··--- -- ·-- ······--------·- ---
the· ~~ edding ~ the human instinct is- always for saying• 
"You are the we of -me •••• Take me! · Take me ! H · 1 3> De::.. 
.J 




B.-erenice 's saying., "Tp.e point is that we all caught. 
And we try in one way or another widen ourself.i:'ree .. 11 · 14 
And yet Frankie feels compelled to ask -
.... 
" But what is it all about? People-loose and 
at the same time -caught~ Caught an.d loose. All 
!· 
·,~~. these O people and you don't know what joins them 
~ ~ 
up. There's bound to b.e some sort of reason and 
/~ 
connection. Yet somehow- I can't seem to name · · ...... 
-··- - -· . - - - - - - - ' ~. -""' ·- .. . - -i,t. .I don,' t know." 1 5 ... -· _ ... _ ----· . ___ ~ . 
•••• _...!, -- •• - -
·"'·. 





In saying this she· echoes well the riddle that drives 
' I 
Singer's dependents to him--and drives Singer to Antona-
poulos.. It is this riddle, a problem __ of love, and at 
least tentative solutions to it that Carson. McCullers 
at-. • . 
dramatizes in. The H.eart is a Lonely Hunter by using 
Singer as a compositional centre and a reflector .. 
-~ 
·.• 
Hassan writes, "The-challenge of-form is the measure 





McCullers,, The Member of the ~Yedding, p. 138. 
Ibid. t: p. ··114 .. 
Ibid .. , p. 115 • 
.l..ti ·. Hassan,, Radic§l Innqcence: Studies tn the Cqn--
. · . tem110:r:ar~ American Nov~l (Pr.in.ceton: . Princeton University 
I 
I ~ .. -_ ... Presa, l9b1)~ p. 209 .. 
.. 
• 
. _. ., -~""···-·'·:·.:. --·:,·· 
.. 
... 
--~~--·,-. :_· '~;- .·-_· ' ' '_.·· ,-••• ' -~-1 
· · _ ·:·challenge in. her writing shows ·an' .. artistry. that few ·criticl• 
·. measurement of· her -achievements. One of the few·who have 





-·--· ·----··-------- ---- -----· - - -· ---
who observesr- "Grotesque characters and. lurid events are 
. 0 
. ' 
not all .of Mrs. MbCu.llers• stock-in-trade.· ·she. has,. as 
well,, a sense of form •. " 11 Unfortunately,, he substantiates 
his state~ent_ only by pointing to her compositi~n of effect-
.. ive opening sentences and her use of_ music and time as 
syµibols?. He does not consider form in terms o·f to-Cal 
-
' . 
structure in any one of her works. The same critical iri-
adequacy can. b.e cited relative _to .Kohler's view: 
. 
She- possessed·· frc;>m th·e first those qualities· 
which distinguish 'the born·writer: the ability 
,. ,_ r . 
, I 
: .~ ' 
~------·------- --· to recreate with fidelity and rich _complexity a-·····=-------~-----·--- -· · ··· · - -
\ 
,.;j; . -·_·, -- ' . 
- , ·-•-=ac-·~,:-1 ,._,-,,,-~ .--..·--aa;_:.,~- -- -- ,--
world of sense impressions, an intimat~on of 
the myate·ry surrounding our circle of awarenes.s. 
and a technique giving form and meaning to th.e 
l f . 18 raw ump o experience. 
Again one wishes for elab.oration·upon--the cr'itic's judg-
' 
ment, for it might correct some of the neglect accorded 
form in the author's work. 
The impo~tance that Mrs. McCu~lers attache.e to the · 
function of uinger in giving form to T,he H~art is a Lonely 
Hunter is attested to in a statement she once made about 
how the book had taken shape: 
·' / .. 
• • ' '-'It 
Fel.heim,,. p. 50._ 
Kohler,. p .. 2. 
,. 
.. . 
. . -~ 
-.:.· 
( . ···-·-··~ 
!. ' l ' 
! ·,., cl 
'' 
~· ' 
.. " ' 
I .. . , . 
-· ' ·-·--'-- . . 
, . " 








. .... l. For ·a· ·whole· year I work·ed on-The Heart. i~- a.·Lonelx 




·~~ .. ,- ..... ·., .. 
character was talking to a central charae-t.er, ·but 
why,, I didn v t know.o I v·d almost decided that the · 
book ~vas not a novel,, that ··I should chop· it u1i. 
into short. stories. ·· But I could feel the muti--
.. lation in my body when I~had that idea, and I was 
in despai·r.. I had been working for five hour·s. 
. < 
and I went outside e,- ~uddenly '7 as I walked ac.ross '.<~ 
a ~oad, it occurred to me that Harry Minovitz 
~ho lat er became- a Secondary figure in the nove] f 
····-· --------· -----·····- --· --. the character all the other charact.ers were talk-
• . j 
- -.· 
. - . 
. ing to~ was· a differ~p.t manf5 a deaf mute, and immed-
·iate.ly the name was chang_ed to John binger. · The 
whQle focus of 
the first time 
The·H.eart is ·a 
the novel was fixed and I was for 
commi tt.ed with my _whole soul to 




··:.. -.. -;r· . 
,'··~~--~·',r 
_.... . 
It. was th'u._El_ she establ,ished her refle.ator system .. as w.e11, ____ ~- -~~ ----:-·---.-------;--- -----· ·- -----~-----------·---- -- ---- - -
.. 
. ' . 
as the central irony in the novel; via the mute Singer. in 
his relationships with the others, she would make her elo-
quent statement about loneliness and the problems of love. 
But the author •s apparent regard-· for form. has elic-
_ ited only token appreciation from critics of her first 
novel. lVlc.Uonald, · unfortunately succinc.t, says,. "To b.e 
brief,, in 1l'he Heart. is a Lonely Hunter form and matter meet 
and blend,, and shape a well-nigh perfect whole." 20 · These 
rare critical sentiments desperately deserve elaboration. 
~-~,--,---· -·--- .. 
19 McCtillers ,_ "The. Flowering Dream.," Ef!quire. ,. LII 
. , . (De(!ember 1959), lb 2. 
20 Mc~onald, P• 61}. 
I • 
. . 
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. ,!\ 
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. , 
' .. , ........ . 
. 'i.(.' 
-·· , ... ._-,.- - - . 
" 
. . . .. tor· :f~cirm in. the novel, write-s;~~-'.-rf='"thfnk- the·~":ri.ove-i aoes have ~ 
---
.... ... . - ..... ~ 
0 
../ 
I form.. Mri;;. McOuller~ uses the polari tiea of room and _voyag~ . · .---·.--
to ·suggest. suspension between impris.onm.ent ·· and violent · 
movement .. ": 2·1 1ffie is able to sub,stantiate this convinc.- . 
. . 
--· 
ingl.y, but without sufficient attent:ion to Singer's in-~ 
q; . 
/. 
teract~on with the others. 
/ 
--- -- - ·.:. __ ·:__--· ·-·..:........:..:-·--·------ .. _ ... _. ____ -----·_-
.. 
Felheim,, in his brief consideration 'of the structure 
of the novel, observes that the first three chapters ·1ntro~ 
duce the three main. groups of ~hara~-~-~~~--- (~i_ng~r and. A.n:top.a-____ . _ .. _ .. _ 
--·---~· • ......:.:.·:·'ff--~- .• -.----~-- ·.· --~----· :_ 
... poulos ;- Riff and his wife, Alice, :nd Jake and Dr. Cope1Jici, 
.. ( 
;.., 
• I • • 
• n /~ 
who come to Riff's qaf~; and Mick and her fa,ily1'-_ang/the 
three major sett.ings (Singer •s r"oom~ the New York Caf,, ,., 
~· -._ and Mick's room) in the novel.. Felheim see1 the--no-v-el then- ·---- ---
• 
i) move from order. into disorder,, a disorder never resolved 
(as, he maintains, is true in all of Mrs. McCullers' novels 
except The Member of the Wedding). 
But if it is a world of disorder ~he author wants 
to ~epict~ she sets about doing so in an orderly·way; for 
·,~ 
', 
she then focuses upon individual characters in separate 
·episodic chapters, bringing the~ to ~inger periodically 
in such a way as really to define their character (par-
ticularly when all of the .characters are shown in his pres-
ence at the same time) .. The author's "perfect control and 
adjustment of materials,," 22 which Klein observes, enable 
21 Irving Malin., New &QeriQi!A: GQthic (Carbondale: . 
· ·' · ·Southern Illinois University Preas, 1902), p. 113. 
22 Klein, p. 44., , 
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. . 
· · -'.her to _ dramatize.- i:tt an ·orderly way the disord.er that besets 
1. .. b 
------ ===========_ ~ner~·c11:ara:0Terr·s·~ ~-tonly in tlie ·ea:rr_ cnap-&e:rs · 1s ·assertive--··--------- ------:- ·· --·--:~~---
., • • _ •. ....,_ ::~ .... _ _,,,,, ___ ;f •,• I ' ,, 
expoait~on mor~ often her method.) · ·· ~ 
'f' ' " . ' 




lacks formal unity,. Hast;ian does sense the structural role 
' ; 
of ~inger ~6re perceptively than do most other critics: 
-- .-·~-
. . 
.; •• all the charac~ers are singly ~rawn toward 
one man,. the deaf-mute ~inger,: who stands bewil-
deredly at the center. The novel's structure i)s 
broken up_ to. convey the sense of "mutual "isola-
·,:;, 
- . -l 
·· .. ···-;--···· -- .... ,- ... , - .. ti9n"; ~ach p~rs~n rema_ir,1s in: a padded cubicle,. _ ff 
-------·----------- . ·-. . 
victimized b.y the Vfiry dreams which nouri-sh his 
dignity .. 2-3,_ 
a(To dramatize thia. nsense ·of •mu,tual isolati..on,'" :tin the 
novel "s final section each charactert, in a scene set during 
- -
a differ·ent part of the day,, is seen as a lonely victim 
left with only a dream deferred.) It is Singer who serves, 
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. 'Ii·· . Carson McCullera.•: The·orieS: about ~Vriting · 
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. . . 
The .. critic.a hav·ing had their say about intentions.·, 
-themes,~ and form i~Carson._ McCullers' work,, particularly 
-The Heart. isra. Lonely Hunter,, it is proper to.listen·to 
--.../' 
. 
the author herself before attempting to work.toward a 
conclusion about the degree of artistry with which she 
employs ~inger in the novel. Of cours:e, one mus-t weig~ 
. 
·carefully -what .a writer says about his work;·; for ·inten-
t 
. - -
tions or unconsc.io~s ·accomplishments,. respeet or disre-- · 
.s-pec"t for his audience.~ and modesty or vanity may -dis:-




It seems doub~fu1 tha~ Mrs. McCulle.rs could· be ·a·ccused . . 
. 
~ . . . 
• I 




. of modesty,: for she once told an associatet. "I have more 
to say than Hemingway,; and God knows, I say it better 
than Faulkner. 11· 1 Invading the pantheon-·of American 
literat11re in this way requires mettle and m'erit.,. and 
f! 
- ------------- --- ---- th:ough she does not have sufficient·- quantities of · these 
to rank her with writers at the top,; what she h·as to say 
r.·~··· · "'' 
about art. and its genesis is significant enough: to con-· '.-
cern anyone . assessing her work •. 
. ... 
•• 
1 Daniel Chapman,: "First Film for a- Fresh Young . . - --- - -- -~- -. . - - -- , i - ··. 
. . 
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J ... ·: • . 
and the, artist ts contribution to it: -
<$. . 
~ . 
. The dimensions of a wo·rk of ·ar·t. are seldom - -· ,,---··c- ----.--'-·c·---=--~-. ---- __ _ 
I, realized. by the author-- until the work is ac,com-- --------------
plished. It is like a flowering dream. Ideas 
/" - ----·- "to 
grow, budding silently,: and there are a thou-
aand, illuminatio.ns coming day by day/ as the work. 
· pr.ogresses... A seed grows; in. writing as in! na-· 
ture. The s~ed of the idea .ie.~.,.~e~eloped qy both. 
lab,0r and the unconscious,~ anq. the struggle· that 
goes on·betweeri them. 
·ej'., 
' I understand only particles. I understand 
~ 
the characters, ~ut the novel itself is not in · 
focus .. The focus comes at random moments which 




r~ :'' .... - .,.,, ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. •.•.. 
- - - -·--- .--':._. ____ . .. ·-44_~--- ... ------- ·-- -
" . For me, they usually follow great effort .. To me, 
---------~~~------~--tnese·- illuminations are the grace of· labor·.. All' 
. .. 




of my work has happened this way;. It. is at once 
the hazard and -the beauty that a writer has to :;......,_,_/ 
depend on such illuminations.. After months of 
. confusion. and labor, when the idea has flowered·~ - - - 4 -· • 
the collusion is Divineo. It always comes from 
the su·bconscious and" cannot be controlled. 2 
· These statements evince genuine conviction, but they must 
.- be qualified by something else the author wrote earlier: 
." ••• writing, or aey- art, is not dependent on an act of 
will but is ·created spontaneously from some objective 
source the author can only shape t control, and form." } · - ------
--
2 
_McCullers, "The Flowering Dream." Esquir~, LII, 
~ 
{De~.ember 1959), lb2 .. ~ ... . ,: "''"' . .. ·. 
r 
3 "Carson ll/lcCullers." Twentieth Centur~ Aut,hQr§.. 
a ': 
.. 
. ~. ' 
...... ,.,.;.J"""··· ...... - ': , ed. ·stanley Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (New York: Wilson • 







' ,.,.., \... .; 
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. .,., .... 
•. . >··-
\.' i. . ·.·:}1 
.. . 
.. 
~hus· the role of the artist, is. no~ to b .. e quite sq passive··. ·· · -· j ' . ' 
. c·c".c.·,·.· ., .. . ,:.·:= .':c:c·-·,·~=:c.ccc.·ccccc·:~=~·"=·==··,~=- - ·=·, ======- .... -~ 
.... ------·· ·- .,, .. ,----: cc .• ,, ... , .. ' :, ... ,·~.·,-.~===-=-. ,-~,--.,~~:--, .... ·,·= . . . ---------:---··-:-:::;·-:.· ~--:-.-·-·- ·-- --, . . 
- '-,, 
=·-----~a1i~the first ·of the author•·s stat~ments above might suggest. ,· 
.... ,.-· ---




hr emphasis upon love ·in. the gene.sis of art is hardly· 
----·-
·- ' -- -~-- -··· - . 
----- - - - - -- - --- ---- -- -- - - - ..,_ ___ . ___ __:.. = --·----~- - - .,._ - - ·-·--- _,_ -- - - -·- --- -· - ----- -- - --·-----'--···-··--· .. ·-----
. ... / 
- --·--------··---·- --------- ---·. ----·~---·--·-----·- -·--.-· . -----s:--·-
--~~·---. ··-·/ ------------
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" A.b,0ve all,. love is the maiE.L genera~or of all 
p 
good wri tin.g. Love, pass.ion,, 9ompassion are 
all welded together •••• communication is the; 
bnly access to love--to love 9 to·conscience, 
t,o natu.re, to God, and to the dreame, For m~-
. self, _ the further I -go into my own work and 
th~ more I read of-those I love, the more 
. aware I am of the dre~ and the logic of 
God~ which indeed is a ~ivine collusion. 4 
. ... 
'- /' 
- -·--·--·- - -,~· -·~-- --· ·-,--..-~------·------ -
'- ,,._ ' • . 
... ~ ___ ;_ __ :···-·· ---,,-, :;_~.:~-~-~eom,munication as the sole access to love stands out not 
. . ,e· 
.. 
e 
onl~ as a part of her philosophy.irt her writing career . I 
_____ but also as a theme in The Heart is a Lon~ly Hunter, .,as 
well as in other of her works • 
As interesting as her concept of the creative process 
. . ·,:,. 
are her views of the writer. When asked why one writes, 
she answers,. 
It must be that one writes from some sub-
conscious need .for·· communication, for self-ex-
.. pressio110- V~ri ting is a wande.ring, dreaming occ.u-
pationo- The intellect is submerged beneath th·e 
~unconsc~ous--the thinking mind is best controlled 
·1ey the ima5ina~ion .. 5 ' j, 
,_-,~..-<a ,a-•------.....-~---------•--.< --• • 
'U I ,0 ... M ~ - •' ,> ' •• 
" .. 
. . . . 
. ,· . -·· ..• 
··., 
• l •- 1' 
,-, I 
. 
. . . 
' ,~- •, 
5 
. · - . 
McGullers f'., '"'.!!he Flowering Dream," p. 164. -
l'bid,. ~ P•· .lo} .. 
-~-
• ·11 : •:.l 
·' ' 
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.every ma~' s· need to communicate. ,, ' '''"!.f""'··--·--,. 
- ,.,..---- -- ' 
.About ·the writer himself, she says: . 
__ 
- . ---·---···------··--------·----- - . ________ --- .. =----·---- -______ ·_"."-=----------.:.=:=--.--· •. ----~------~-~·-=== .... ;.-:;;.."= ·-=c·-·=-· ~ 
.-~ 
·---' 
The writer by nature of, his· profession is. 
~ 
a dreamer and a conscious dreamer. How, with-
out love and the ·1 intui tion that comes from 
love, can a human being place himself in.th.e 
· situation of another human being? He must 
'?.' 
··imagine, and imagination takes humility, love, 
and, great courage. How can·you create a char-
..... ~ '" . 
acter without love ancl. the s~~ggle ~hat.goes 
with love? 6. 
.Echoes here of her emp~~sis on love blend with.her regard 
. - ·-.- ---~ ··- - -- --
-- - - - . 
, 
. . . ~ . 
. - . - ----" 
for the imagination to su,ggest why and how The Heart is 
a Lonely Hunter was born. 7 i.Jhe once wrote, "Reality; 
alone has never been that important to me •. • •• ·what is more 
intimate than ••• dream? ••• The ,imagination is truer than 
8'" -
.. 
reality .. " · lier characters show her belief in the merit 
. of imaginative projec.tion of oneself into the realm of 
dream.. For them the "·marvelous solitary region ••• the in-
Idem .. 
In '!'The Flow.ering Dream'' (p:. 162) · ·,she writes about 
having refused to go with her husband to ob,.serve a conven-
... tion of deaf mutes in tovm so as not to disturb her own · 
concept~on of deaf mutes. 
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~====-=='====='==;="= · _. _ : f_requ ent ____ lJlac.e· _ · ..o~ .... r.efug~~!-~on1- ~l.~-ne-as=a~d---t-h'e-c. ,~eed:----c-_ · ·-.- _. · -·- ---
-~ ~- _._ : --__::_ . 
"-f-· 
·' "I-----· 
------ - - . - ~----- --
· for love .. 
/ 
··-·-... about her work,, one need hardly he told additionall~ 
by Mrs. McCullers, 
. ' . 
.:ipiri.tual is,olation ·is the ·bas:L.s, of most 
. 
o:f my themes., My first book was concerned with 
.this,. almost entirely, and all of my books sinc .. e, 





_o.f a person who is. in_capable of returning or re-
ceiving it,:· is at the l1eart of my selection of 
grotesque figures to write ab~ut--people ivhose 
_physical. incapacity i~ . a symbol of their spir-
-itual_incapacity to love or receive love--their· - . - . - . --· - :. .. ~. - - - ·--,-. - .... , . 
spiritual isolat:i..on.. 1 O 
.. 
- -
- .......--·-.----- -.- -- -· - -
. --_-_-.:·:._ --- . . . ' _-: - -
. :... ;-.. ···· ... 
Finally, throwing additional light upon her concern with. 
love, she once said J-i "The passionat.e, individual love ••• 
. 
~ 
is inferior to_ the love of~--God, ~ fellowship, to the-
love of agape-- ••• the God of brotherly love--and of 
. man. 11· 1.1 l.>inger exe.mplif ies this kind of love for hia 
. , 
friends in the author's first novel. 
Many people have wondered why~ if Mrs. McCullera' 
9 McUullers, "li.ow I Began to Write.," Mademoiselle, 
-XX.VII (September 194·a.),, 258 •. 
10. 
Per------~-- -----··- Mc0ullers ,; "·The Flowering Dream."·-;:-•. 162 .. 
. hapi,. most inter·esting here is her explanation of the. sym-
bolic value of hor groteaquea. 
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·• _ recurring them~:. is .love, there.·_ is · s.o much morbidi tyr · and 
• . . . . . . •. , . . . . 









. One_ .9annot explain. accusations of morbid:L..ty;,. 
A writer can pnly say ·he writes from the s-eed · 
:~ 
. .L,. ' 
- --~-- - -
· which flowers later in the subconscious. Nature 
i's not abnormal,: on'iy lif eles.sness· ia"··abnormal. ·. 
. Anything that pu~ses and !moves. and walks .around 
the room, n.o matter what thing it is doing. is 
., natural and human to a writer.. 12 
/ 
-- ---............. . 4 
_:~~.-~.,~~-~hent,; commenting on- ~i-nger' S func·t1.·0ll·"·in th·e··-~ncJ\fe·r-'-;ana~-~~~~-cc-c.==c. ··-'_--·-:--··~~c.-···· ·a·--'~-
there by suggesting the value of -her grotesques generally• 
. -·---"' -.- - .... - ""~:II'' - _, 
she writes: 
. The. fact that John ~inger,: in The Heart- is a 
Lonely Hunter·,: is a deaf-and-dumb man is a 
symbol ••• of infirmity~ and he lovea a person 
who is incapable of receiving his love·. bym-
bols suggest. the story and theme and incident, 
and they are so in~erwoven that one cannot 
• 
V 
understand consciously where the suggestion. 





And she adds, "I wonder sometimes if what they call tb.e ~ I . 
•Gothic' achool--of bouthern writing, in which the grotesque 
.. . is paralleled with the sublime,. is not d~e largely to the 
· cheapness of life in the ~outh~" 14 '"-She answers those 
- - -·- - ..,._ . - ·- .- . 
- '-'-·--·-·· - -· -.-.--, - --- -
r , ~ • .,.oa_ --·. - . 
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) I •. 
. c;,- ---;::- c-:;- -. -
·--· '·.--·--~· -->~- ·-~ -.. _ :::-:·.0-=---· _-_. __ .,.'. 
.. /:.. . . 
. ~. ' .. 
. . 
.... . - . _.. J . t~ ---
.-. 
. . . .· . . Q 
.: displeased b/y the ugliness i·n her. work bY7 saying,, ''There . 
====· =· ==-·=-- -----"·"'·---·-··----·---::.:-~::::·~-:·.:_-:-· ... ·· .. -··- ·----····-- ·····-·-· ---···-··-------- -----·- -··-•·-·-----·---------··----~--·-··-:::------·.:.:::::=-::.--~=--=------------·-=-:..:.::::·'"·--·--·------==.·:.=-··~--··----------·-·-·---·-·--------- ·• ---.- - --- -- - ·--- --- ·----·-·-- - - ------·-·-~-=·-=----=--· ==~=-=-=-=---==--·-
······· - -· . .-- -.-"'--'--· -
. I 
. / 
is a . st.range sense of pQetry in: the ugliness-, the-- cl.~ab.nesg: __ 
..-·----·· 
of things, and there is:always the poetry of hoµse and· 
,_- --------. 
childhood,, no matter how ugly it ~eeD).s to others." 15 
Mrs. McCullers·• remark quoted immedia_tely· a.hove r"e- . 
-minds the reader that there. is. a touQh . of · the po·et in her~ 
~he strives to achieve the refinement of passio~ and 
poe~ry in her writing~ She once wrote, "I don't lik.e 
the_~ofd prose; it's .too·pr9saic • 
• Q 
Gbod pr6se shou1~·be 
.; ...... ti 
. . 
- . - ·-----. . 
" 
. -
----'>'. -.:;::.. ·- "-----·'!'!",_ -----.--.:.....---~---.--. -. -- _..;..;- --- -,,_. 
--- a~~,·-:-e--~-- -,-~··;fused with the light of 'ppetry_;··:. prose ~hould b.e~ like 
poetry, "Poe~ry · should make sense 1:Lke prose.'' 1 b It is 
····- ··-··· - ---- ..... · -··---
----'"- - - - ---- -- - - - - - -· 
not surprising that when asked about ·who had. influenced 
·'-
, .. r,..~,/, 
h·er W!i ting she singled out Flaubert ( especially for the 
J 
"di vine economy ••• lucidi.ty and f8.ultless grac.e" 17 in 
. ;r-' 
· Madame Bovary) .. 
·Just as one must be aware of the preceding elements· 
in Carson McWullers'- artistic credo for an appreciat~on 
' o·f her first novel, so he mus.t know some things about 
•, .... " ~ 
her intent in the novel (the title of which was suggeate-d. -
by her publisher, who1hoped it would provide a clue to 
---------------· 1;he meaning of ~.he book).. In her outline for "The Mute," 
. ~~ 
. . 
which grew into her first ·novel, she records her principal 
theme: "man's revolt against his own inner ~1.solat.ion.~' 18 
. - -.---- - -----~ -
; . 
? .- -
,.I . . --·---·-----·-----· 
Ralph McGill, "Carson McUullers: 1917-190.7 ,," 
. ' 
···-· El'- •;, .. 
S
1
aturday R~vie,w~ XLIX ( October 21, 1967) ,, 3·1. 
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===·=-=·· -·-- -- -----==-========~==a======-==,: 
. ( 1 ) There· iS a a.;ei; need y~-;l3Jl to express him-
self in cre~ting som~ unifying pri~i~e or Go~. 
a. personal God cr_eated by a man is a ref.lection 
of himself and in substance this God is most of-
-
. 
ten_ inferior to his creator. (2) In a· disorgan-
.. 
i-zed society these individual Gods or principles 
are. ~ikely to be chimerical and fantas.ti.cct (3-) · 
__ · ~~-~c_h ·m~·-.~-Jl).ust _express himself· in his own way--
but this is often denied to him by a. wasteful, ~ 
short-sigh~ed. s.oci-ety.. (4) Human beings are 
<"ir .. 
innately;· cooperative;, but an. unnatural -social tra-
. . 
.  
-·--:-,c--,.··~·.'. -· -·.--:-··--,----,. ------··· _..,-.--~-:-: -~· • --- - __ :...,.._.. ___ ' 
- -_ .. ' . - '•.,. - . 
-· 
\ diti..on make.s them behave in ways that are ·not in . . :_· -.. 1 __ ._·.·: ~ ... ;( 
.. - ~ 
·_P~·-.·--·-
.. -...... ,· 
--- ____ ,,_ __ 
~ 
,, 
ac.cord with their deepest nature •. 
7 
t 
are heroes by nature in that they 
• I. ._ 
., 
' , 
· that is in them without regard to 
to the ~rsonal returns .. 19 
/ 
.:-<k-( 5) Some·,··men 
will'give all 
the effort or 
It. should be noted that each of the characters other than 
~inger· could enable her to pr~ject."some of these themes, 
·"' . l 
but only Singer is ·given a role that makes him indispen-
sable to the projection of all these themes. Singer cre-
atea a personal God that is· an inferior reflection of him- ~-
self; and his four friends make oinger -a kind of deity 
equally "chimerical and fantastic." Mick.,: Jake~ and Dr. 
Copeland can express themselves in their own way only to 
S:Lriger. Dr. Copeland's frustrati ~ns, derived from an "un-
. 
. 
_ .. _\.. _______ .5Cn'atural social tradition,," are apparent to the reader pr.i.-
marily because. he vents them to -,~linger. And i.>i11ger, in 
an ironic way, · appe.are to his four friends as an unselfish 
.. 
-
19 idem. .. 
',..,, '·' 
... 
• , •• ~ ' ~ .. '1, ,"""' 
t'"" . 
1,,(,,1.~, 11" •• •r•, '•'"' ~ ' 
.. .. ""·· r· ,_. -
i... ' '-~ 
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. . ' . . 
·. Carson McUullers• · goals. ·ar~ somewhat o.bscu:red b;y 
. what sl;l.e later claims is her .ultimate. artistic obj·e~.ti-ve 
in her :first- novel: 
,,- I-• 
:T-rre---buolr-_,i-a~~a- parabi-e--·in modern form,, . and ·the 
fundamental idea is ir,onic •. · In-deed it is a · 
-···· 
. - • • • _, •• P· • 
. story of Fascism, but it must be -understood -
that the word is used here in its. ver~ 
broadest. terms and -that. it deals with the 
. -- --- --. --- -- . - -- ------- --· -------
. .• 
/ 
spiri~ual rather than the pol~tieal side of. 
20 '." · that phenomen~n~ r 
Critics have found it difficult to- reconci.le her s.t.atement 
. with. their own· interpretations of the novel. . For example, -·-·· 
· Chester E~singe~· writes,- "The · comment· makes ~ense only if 
t 
we. assume that the economics of capitalism and the· racial. 
"· 
practices of the South suggest to her the ~barbarism of 
fasciem.. But these matter·s are hardly· at ·the heart of the 
nov.el· .. " 21 Even. Oliver ~vans, the author 'S most sympa-
the·tic critic,. has been baffled by her statement; but he 
at~empta to explicate it by suggesting,, 
• •• while this descript~on of the novel is in~ 
-.,t,, ' 
deed misleading in the sense that it limJ...ts the 
- . 
real subject too narrowly, it is possible, if we 
think of· ~inger and Antonapoulos as leaders~ 
blindly invested by others with attribut,ee in 
- F-_- . ...,. .• -,---~---~ .. .,.,,_._ ,.e--~~- -
20 
"·Carson Mc\Jullers.," Current .Biography, 1940, ·. p. · 
5}5. 
2t· ~i.s:Lnger., R• 251. 





• :c 'tr 
•• I '4 
./ 
. ., 
' . _. 
.· ----------- ---~_:_ ____ ·--- ~-- --·----- -·-----·-·-··-· ---· --
-
~ __ ,, __ ,,_,_c ___ , ____ 
0 
___ - which._ th·ey are only too conspicuousl~ _ (f,or -those 
- ,--- ·-··-------·-·--------------- ,. ... ----~--- -- -···--·---- -----• 
whom they fail t O hypnotize ) J..a9:1ti:n.g 9:. t or:___________c..u~s~ __ =-"--t=o~-_- ·=c..=· ==c=-'=--- -==·· --c.=··· ~-=""~ ·======= • • - . -------------- --- --~------- _..:.:.:_· ___ ~..:._-'..:=....:~.:__:::_.;.....: ___ -_--. . .:.._:_~_ --·------~------------------------- --------------------------------------- -·. - --··--- ---------- -
· ·- see. the -terrifying meaning of the parable_g .-.- i,n 
- - -----
~~ 
-t ·. : 
this ~bsurdly grim game of follow-the~lead-er', . -~----
the ultimate leaderf; the po~er beyond the_,_p_c>-w.er-~ ___ '.-2_ ·,-=-c..,...-~~-=--·--=------=--~-
. - . 22 ,_ is. a lunatic •. , 
'. -·-·· In his 194i0 review of "the ~ove~·t;<O apparently unaware of 
-- . 
·-
·t'he author. •a remark,~ Fadima.n. wrote t) "Maybe I'm seeing- t.hings 
-t-hes~e -days, but- the novel soµnds at times like a m~h-of ·-
, . . -the .J!~asc;iat. and anti-Fascist forces.. in the human sou1:11 2} 
. . 
•, (_He adde.d,, "On this ·level it •s a failure-,," but,· he·· did not 
elaborat.e :upon his inte;rpr,etat:ii.on .. ) · Louise Gos.sett .ina~ver-. 
tent.ll!i· helps · justify Mrs. McOullers • ~description when she "l .... 
.-, -·-·· ---··- - - ·- - . ,_ .... -, .. --,--
.:. ____ --- - -- c_ ------ --~- --·----- -· -··reininds th~ reader t.h~~ Dr. Copeland sees the South as a 
,,, 
' . ·a 
....... ,--------- L. 
I, 
fascist cou~try in. which the N.egro is victimized as the Je~ ·_ :_. _____ _ 
was· in Germany-. Fina-1.ly, ·1hab Hassan~s reading of the nov_eJ. 
also serves to aub.stantiate the author• s remark: · "Through 
~opeland a.nd BJ.oitnt, the novel. gaina.its force of social.· 
,' 
·reference; the idea of fascism abroad· is '9 __ 9ns.tantly played_:_ .. ,/'-
of:f against that of raC:ism at home." 24 And he adds, 
The ironic void~ of love as of authorityi at t~e 
center of the novel is m-ade evideht when Singer• 
after the death of his Gr&ek fr·iend,, comm:ii.ts 
-------/· 
suicide,; precipitating a debacle in the lives .. 
,. 
22 , . . Evans,, "The Case of ·the · silent a:;1nger. ~. • ". p. 194. 
.~ 
- ··---·------ .... ~-. ......... ~-~----- 2} 
24 
Fadim.an,, -P-• t:>9 .. 
. .• 
Hassan~ Radical ·innocence~,., p. 2.12 .. -
-· ·e: • ,t· l, 
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which surround· him .. , (Only· in th-is sense can the 
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Perhaps one can only ·say that the noyel (with .the -_race prob.-- ·,·. 
·; J 
' 
. lem as a manifestatio~) shows how the lack of· love encourages 
·Ii 
I • '· . . 
the aggressive and r'epressive fo,rc_e meni are prone to impose 
upon others who have no·recourse. If the author ·is sincere· 
\ 
in. defining her novel as she doe~, -she lea:ves much unex-
p.lained. in her statement •. · Consequently, while wishing she -
· were more explicit abou_t this mat·ter {as .. she is ab-out other 
~--.-~--'----~-~-----------~asp_e_,:_t.a .. of .her work),: one still- seems ju-stified in re_adi-n-g 
"' 
-her riovel primarily ae .. a commentary on ·1onelinesa and the 
. 'I.:. _y· . 
need for love. 
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k: . .. 
i'·'.! 
. __ , ------ -· 
·~_..., ____ ... 
.. 
,.t, • 
~ . 8.lld the Ret·1e0-tor 
. -·- --
,--',C.-- ---·--· 
. ~ --In The Heart ia a~ Lonely Hunter,~ alth0-ugh it is. 
Carson. McCulle.rs' first novel, the.~e is not the- flaw 
that .mars at least two of her later works: the lack of 
. ,. 
·a character who serves as the compositional.centre ·tor 
- ,,, !, 
the novel.. Commenting on C.lock Without Hands.,. Donald- . 
-· Berson. notes that -"there is no central c.haracter.0 wit-h 
. .. ~ ·. . .. 
Whom all the others feel the sole relation the~ll ex-
...... ··._ = perience ..... " 1 And Hassan writes about Reflecti.ons in 
a Gal.den. i.ye,, 'rt As the novel shift S it S f OCUS from\ one, 
... 
charac:ter to another ••• no. 'lucid_ consciousness' emerges 
to interpret .,or qualify the who.le." 2 
In the author"a first novel Singer is the kind of 
charact.er these two critics had in mind; for he functii.ons: 





- shi·p with the four other major characters is ab-le to re- ,,r; 
.. -.~ ........ 
,~---· -- ..... 
fleet\{,\ their common experience of loneliness, the · need to"' 
~:\\ 
'\) 
communicate,; and the lack of love. In his role he is a 
chara_cter whom. Henry James might have -wanted to create; 
he is a character whom the author employs as if to.imple-
1 Donald ~mereon,,- ''The Ambiguiti~s of Clock Without 
4 
.. 
·]ffia,nds,," ¥Visconsin Studj,es in,. Cont.emporary Literature. III 
' . . 
(Fall l9b2), 18 .. 
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~ 
·meat Jame.s-.-·~heories ·about.using a. character .a.a a cQmpo- -






/ : . 
' . 
. , 
-James· firmly believed in the ne-ed for a comp.o~ 
. ' 
sitional (?entre, often· .. a character. who_ giv_ea _-.the .. no:v--e~-- ,:. ···:·:··. - -~~ · · __ -·· 
0 ~ 
". focus, unity t:- and int ens~ ty. _ lie is a character whose · -' .. ,;;,-· '. 
-creation presents for the writer this problem: 
_ •••. to.keep it <.to..n:n.~~ted, -connected intimately;, ""'--> 
with the general human exposure, anQ. thereby 
b·edinuned and· befoole_d an,d bewildered,, an~ous·, ~ ~ 
,. ! 
restless .. , fallible, and yet to endow it with 
1-~F"'~ .• 
such intelligence_ that the appearances r:eflect.ed· -·.· 
. ~-






• --- --- .. ,-: -~-~·---·''·-··-·· in it,· and consti~uting together the.re the sit-
uation and the "story;' should became by· _that 
:fact intelligible. 3, 
Here he indicates not only the difficulties in creating 
such a character but also the reason for creating. such . , 
,, 
.. a character: to enable the reader ·to understand the sig-
nificance of incidents arid 0th.er characters by means of. 
the reflections -~ast upon and from the·centre figure • 
This seems to b.e precisely Carson lVlcCullers' ob.jective in 
. . 
creating Singer. Though he is_a_limited and ironic "ves-
sel of consci.ousness" (..aON t:l3-) bec.ause of his muteness 
and his own need for understanding~ Singer serves w.el1 
' 
. ... . -
' --
-·- ·-:.,.--- -
-as a "~t:i tadel of interest" (AON 12(i),, "registe.r of im- - .. 
. . 
pressions" (AON 142)" and "'central spirit" (AON 157') that 
. . 
- . '- .. 
- -~-----.;-~. ----=--,-----,,, -- - ---------~--- 4'" 




lienry, James,, The art of the Novelt ed. R. P. 
I • BJ.ackmur (New lork: Uharles jcribner 's ._Jons,. 1934),. p. 16. 
Subsequent references to this sourc.e will b.e indicated by 
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.. 
--·-----·· ·-···· ... :_:._·_::_· ·----' - ---
-·- -····-- ===-'--
_;·· ,· ·'ablea'believ.e·d the compositi.onal ·centre co~_:l.d==:~he:=;>·==··~ .. =====:==:===~-/-·==---······-- . ----='- ------- - -·----·;7-c~----.-. -.~----··;---=---; =------- ----------~-=;;:);-
/'--... 
- . 
~==~~~===· =· ==~James, like Mrs. __ McCullers. and like analysts; ·of Singer's . 
. 
. . ("" 
. ~ .-role iri- 0The Heart is a Lonely Hunt er,.. uses. the image of -~-- --===--="' -:,. - --------· ·-- _____ ; ____ - ·-------- --~·-: .. -----·-··-~·_,:.: ;;_:::..::_;:.;-.::: .. :.:..· :.:.'._. __________ .:.....-,, - - ----·-· -
----, ·- wheel's hub to impress· upon the -reader the nece·ssi ty for 
(../' c·ons.t,ructing fiction around a character who ·would be t~-~!· 
'"indispenaab;le centre"· (AON 84).. As the focal point of the "' . ' 
.-( l 
·author's creationt} this .character would b.e a. .. mirror serving. 
-aa--·a ''neflecting and colouring medium" (AON. 67) f; help.ing 
... 
. .. 
'3 ~-the reader to see and to judge •. 
; 
- . 
. .. _ -··· -·· 
... -----·-,-·-······- ····· - -- ........ ~----·· 
------··-'·-·-"··- ------ .. --:~------·-"'·-·-~"-
' .'---:""·~•-- -~-- - ---~---
'/ .. 
_ ..... 
.:, :·· ~in.gar~··· as.-the···compos·itiona:1·_·centr.e····:i.11·"'·t·~$ author's 
-- .. firs·t novel, -is, as James says some of his characters are, 
'v 
. I . ~. 
. 
"that provision for interest which consists- in pla~ing ad-
• vantageously, p·lacing right im the middle of the light, 
the most polished of possible mirro·rs of the subje<lt" (AON 70). In a functionally illus,ory way Singer is "the most pol-
ished of possible mirro~s 0 ; and, in, an ironic way (because ' . 
~"his own inadequacies)· he is vt.;ry much like James' "'re-
flec.tors • ••• burnished indeed as they generally are by the 
. intelligence~ the curiosity~ the passion, the force of the 
moment, whatever it be, directing them ••• 11 (AON 3,,00~301) •. 
. . 
t' 
~ In the middl,e of the lives of the other major characters 
as he is, ~inger becomes (affected like the others by "pas-
sion" and "the forc,e of the moment") a burnished mirror 
reflec,ting their frustrat.ions and desires--but, ironically--
and by his own admission, .. doing so without the "intelli-
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. _. /; ----···· .. \:----- _- Sin,ger is-, in ·spite of his. limita.ti-ons, ·the kind of .··. ·.;, 
.. 
. _i,. who forms·aii impression of the state of minds of others 
and reproduces it. The reader of the no.ve·_l needs Singer' S· . 
.f' ' 
, impressions really to define the other.· major charact.ers--<i 
-
to define them i~ terms of the most comp:elling needs tta t 
J 
. --ac .. count for their pSYGAOlog~cal. as well as their spiri tu_a~ 
' ,-··Y 
P. • 
-- --·------· -- ., 
-.-· •I. -• ~- - ··-
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Percy. Lubbock~ The Craft. of Fiction (New: ~ork: 
' 
Vik1ng ·Press~ 1957.), p. 15} • 
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-· '~--------···-·--·-
· .. VI 1.. . . . S Ulge r ·._··in ':Che Rear~- _is, ___ a~-~Lo-11e~l¥~=1lun:ter __ cc~--. 
·.:··.. ' 
' •... - . . . . 
· To ·make .:>inger the effectiv~ compo~siti.onal -centre· 
and reflector he is, Carsqn McOullers had to create_ a--
charac.ter to whom others are drawn and a charac..ter 1n· 
~) 
whom others l;l~ve so mu·ch conf i.dence and faith tllat they 
{ 
. will, advertently or -~-nadvertently, expose themselves to 
. . 
·--...... ..... _ 
'i'-
, •. -
him (and, consequentl.y"' ,to· the ~eader) .. But,; to add an 
_ ironic dimension to . her ·novel., ~ the . author· creates .the . : 
~ 
character as one whose charisma is il}uaory, 1 · a char-
. ". ··- ~ .. 
act er· wbo.se need fur love is as great as ( if not greater· .. · ~ 
.. than). that o-f those who turn to him. uhe makes him a 
mixture of awe and irony. And, to aacentuate the irony 
in. the character, she gives him a name that is ironic, as 
. -
well as symbolic. Along the way the.rfai.er can observe 
. . foreshadowing and undercutting in the characterizat1on 




1 ---- -------------· 
-
-Bvans ( "The Case of the Silent Singer ••• , " p .• 196) 
attributes Singer's charisma to his selflessness. ~Hassan -
I (Radical Innocence, •• ,.. p. 213) fee·ls that ~inger's chari~ma 
') 
. derives from :q.i,.s. _being the, only lover in the novel. Irving 
Malin (New American Gothic, p. 23) believesr however, that 
.jinger is not a lover. lie feels that Singer's COII1JD.itting 
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. t''. . -. .. . ,,_-· ·_ .. ·- -·.··. -
:1 .- . 
- . . -· 
....: .• . ' ... 
.~- . 
.. .. -·-·- --- -·--=--- -~----- -----~------
. . 
. ·-·--·-----·-·- _----------- ···-······ --- . ___ ... ------~ ------- -
~c===========c==. === .. ===_=.:..t:,:h~at ehoourage them t"o unburden themselves to· nim. . 0 
'· 
. . -
. - - -'I - ,. : ,. 
... ..:. 
_ .. ,At the beginning· the reader is t·oid that Singer's 
., 
eyes have a "quick, intellige:rit exp~ession." 2 . 'Re is. 
shown as a kind of ascetic, co·ntent with a narrow _iron. 
-cot and straig~t, plain chair. These furnishings are·in 





~jpoulos requires •. _Then one learns that -in addition to play-. ; I.) 
11 , ••ft.; I 
ing chess ~inger likes to read __ mystery books. (Here his 
'' readi·ng ha.bits .. are a possible unde;-cutting Qf 'the wisdom 
' 
others. see in him,. though one cannot assume that wise men.t 
. 
do not ~t least find diver·sion in. rea.dirig-·mysteries .. ) 
After antonapoulo~ has h.een qonµnitted to an:--asylum, 
Singetr·begins to display tJa.its; that make him more· like the 
other four major charact.ers than they :realize.· Ris lone-
liness ( revealed especially in his_ dreams_) and- -his, rest- ------
lessness belie the deep· calm in his· 1ook. The amb~ity . 








of the very sorrowful or the very.wise. But still he: 
·wandered through the streets of the town, alway~ silent 
and alone" (9).. The other _charact.ers, unlike the reader, 
2 McCullers ~ -The Heart. is a Lonely ·Hunter (New York: ,. 
Ba~tam .ti-ooka, l9b1), p. 1. ~ubsequent references to this 
. book will be indicated . the tex.t. by;· numbers in l.ll page 
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C ~:-·-·,, ... - .... ,;_.:.-•' •• :--, ',\;._,, ...... ,~:-.•'-'•' '•• •••.,·.--•~•• •>--.• ,':•• ~ ... ,:,- • -· ...... • 
,_ 
.· . · ... ; 
tj,:_.(>··.: 
,.:,·:·. :·' . 
'/,:i.\;, 
.. 
In--·'-':- aeem never to be. aware of Singer's· true cond:ltiqn .. (~·:···_>i--·\"-~ . . . --·.--- .... -i<. !'\'',. t/ . 
c===I "; ===" · ~========· ==· =- ... ---------·-·'·-======~,==c=----.. ..,---,-···:=·==,:ccccc·cc·,·,~=:=·-= •• - -··- .. - . - ------- --------- ...••.. - - ----······'"- ----- -· --:=.;:.:.-:.:.:.:.:.:..:~:.:.:.:.::;.=-------------___ ., _____ . ______ -.---=:---=-·· __ -_:· -- .... __ _ ·--. - - -·- ~ ·• \It· .. · .. · _ stead,, they are-s---±"nclined, to_ ·agree with Dr·. Copeland's ;_-..,_ 
:~·,.:<:./· '· 
/ -
. ' . 
J. 
-~-
. d.~ug~ter, Portia., wh·o says,:. "i• •• it seem to me just. from 
looking ·at him this here Mr •.. Singer havea \!ie:] p.eace too. 
I -done felt that the . first time I seen hi~" (43)) ... 
9 After ~nton.ap~oulos' departure ti- i:Jinger (who. as an. or-· 
) 
phan has e1tp~rienced lone·l~ness- before) ~ersists. in. using 
.. 
, ·· gestures or notes to coID.lllunicate.. He has been taught to 
speak; but after he meets. Antonapoulos, there ·!;i-s"'no· longer. 
·need for him to use his mouth to communicate with those 
whom he.has to ask for something or those who come to 
.• .. -· ., 
. .Q . 
t 
' 
C ···-----------"~-~~. -'------visit h-im· •. r- Living at __ .·th-e Kellys. house afte·r.· AntonapoU.10'~ - ... - .. ::..· ... ... .,;;.,-__ _ .,:__: .·:--.~ -
.,. : t.. 
----------·------ - -- -- -
• 
- ·- ----. -~-·~--- -
. . . 
. . ~ . 
·has .. left, uinger has visitors more often than any.one.else 
.. in the ho~_se; there is nearly always th~_ sound of a voice 
• 
izt his room. For his guests he stocks beer and fruit 
drinks (the latter_ suggesting the image of communion wine). 
Ironical;/,; the room is a place of shelter for his guests 
and the place o·f death for .:)inger. 
Returned from a visit to ., ..nnt onapoulos ~ and· changed by 
having to live without him~ ~inger tries to relieve his 
loneliness and restlessness by taking long and frequent 
walks .. These expose him to the g~iety and violence of 
the.Negro section of the town .. As for the other sections 
of the town,, "'Singer walked in. these parts also" (169) _ the----·--
author notes in Dibli.cal language that suggests a Christ 
. -···" 
·• r . 
, ..... , ; . 
. ·,, 
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.. · ."'Du.ring his walks, S-inger•·s eyes, seem to take in 
·-· 
'I ' ., 
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. i - ' 
....... ~--~---- -· . ~-- -·--~ 
-~een. most o_ften in t..:h.Qf)e W!l.Q are. very wi~~-- gr.~_Y~~YC..c~.9:r!'QJ!,..... -=--=·· = ' . --- . '---·· -· ... -·---- ,.. - -·--·-···------------------··-···-·----------··--·-----·---- -··---·-·------·------·-····-···---·--·-····-·---·--··----- - - ,, 
ful"' (17,0) •.. Th~:re is an an biguity ~bout Sing.er, that each. 
·ot thqse who. meet him resolves for himself. Again using 
B.iblical languag_e, the .narrator reports "7 "Now it came 
about that various rumors started in, the town concerning 
the mu~e.-••• the rumors ~~uf-the mute were rich and 




·t> ~peo.ple say he is very rich;. a~d ·others_ say ·he is· a C ._ I~ O·. 
,. . 
.. 
. ,..--------~--· --...---------- --- ~ · .. -.. •:.. --- .. . - '· 
. possible for the author to use him as. a. ·person towar·d 
whom varied peop·le would. be attract,ed. At the same time• 
ambiguity in h~s character allows for the most,-significant 
irony in the. novel: Singer's personal inadequacies and 
needs . in. spite of the greatne.ss with which his friends 
.:;. endow him • 
. ~ 
. While the four other major charac..ters have been visit- · 
ing him frequen~ly t: ~i~ger 's longing for .antonap·oulos has 
b_ecome so extreme that he decide a it is better to b:e with 
anyone than to be alone for a long ;~me. But the others 
do not perceive the motivation for his hosp~ta~ityr they 
.. do not understand him.. As a result o.f the faith he has 
\ 
. ·. 
·-. ' r 
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Fo.r them .his ;inarticulate .sympathir. is what matters .• · 
•• 
·As. for .:>inger., 
s 
--------------~---------·-' ·-··- ,,-,- --- - ·-
:• .. · . 
-:, 
·-·---- ·At first he had not -unders.tood- the four· 
people at all.. They ta,l;ked and th.ey talked--·· _ 
~ -
and as the months. w~nt' on they talked. mor·e . 
and more .. lie became so used to their lip 
that· he understood each word -they said.. And · 
then af~er a while he knew what each one of 
-them would say before he began~. because ~he 
-
.. 
David. Madden• s. observ:a.tionfJ in his very impressive 
article ( "The Para.dox of the· Need for Privacy and the Need 
- f.or Understanding_ in Carson McCullers t The Heart. i,s a 
Lonely Hunter;' Literature and Psychol;og:'u,, XVII, nos. 2-3 
~90.i] ,, J.-3,0);, seems quoteworthy here: "Perhaps subcon-
sciously his four friends know that Singer doesn't under-
., 
atandtJ but maybe this is a satisfying middle-way,.a com-
promise.;..-to have at least a sympathetic listener,~ a human 
adjunct to·oneself, but one who does not fully understand; 
' ~ t,_,·· 
:·--;;; 
I' 
. ' . 
I .• I 
' . 
·· thus one·'s pr-ivacy is not violated in the relationship •••• 
Unlike one:r.s conscience,. Singer cannot talk ba.ck, ask 
· questions; this increases h~s politeness and su·etains his 
•sympathetic' smile. In such ll. relationship,, the t~,~Iites~ 
sor' may fully ideali~e the nature,, the characteri ics 
of the listener." 
. ' ! 
·,' . 
' I ': 
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- . ~ ·mea:tiing was al.ways the sa.m•• (174-115) 4 
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· sugges~ ,: the. four more freely expose- themselves to him. 
Subaequently., from Singer ·ar.e refle9ted .dimagES Iilqre sig-
· ~ nifican;t to the reader than to the mute. 
. I 
., '\ 
Iirec.ause ~inger is without Anto.:q.apoulos to talk to. 
his han.de. 5 become a torment to him: 
-
- -· - - - - -- - -- ---. . - - - -- - ~ ----- - ---
. 
. 
•• ·• sometimes when he was alone and his thoughts. 
. \'._, 
_were with his friend his hands would begin tQ 
. 
.. ··- .. ····-- - --·· . -··-·- ···:·.--- ....... _, ........ . 
.. 
•• • -- -~---·•>• - :..;-La• -••• : ..•• 0 ~ -- •.• • 0 • •• ,.,. - '-~-- •" 0 ""'-'' • •' • shape 1ihe ·words .before he ·knew about it. ·Then ··. -~ 
.. 
. . 
when he realized he was ~ike a man caught talk-
. . 
ing· alou~ to himself .. It was almost as though 
.. . he had done some moral. wrong., The shame and the 
' . . -
sorrow mixed.together and he~doubled his hands 
' 4 
· In .;)herwood Anq.erson' a •~inesburg ,. Ohio (New York: 
Viki_ng Press,. 1958~ p. 25), "The old man 'had quite an 
elaborate theory •••• It was his notion that the moment one 
of the people took one of the truths to himself, called it 
his truth,. and tried to live his life by y, he ~ecame a 
·grotesque •••• " His fixation upon a single trut~ in The ....__, ___ ~ 
Heart is a Lonely Iiunter is one reason why each of the 
'· 






Anderson's characters,, too, in Win~sburg, OhiQ, are 
_frequently revealed by description of the appearance of their 
5 . . ---- - ------- - . . • ' ~ 
I " 
hands and the uses to which the.y put them. · ~,or example, Viing 







~,.-- -- --- . 
- . ----- _ _:·-'- __ ------- .. -
, . 
. . ) 
~ . 
. I . 
- ' -
... _' . 
. , 
. ' • l . 
and put them b~hind him, ... Bu·t: they would. not -·. - .. 
J 
h . - . a .a- ~ I -i ·_r:-,_ h-.. \ ____ ------ . . . --· ---· -----------. ---cg== -~. -·----- . I=·=-----=--·============-=====-=··-_ =~--~-'G'-ccv· ·~-· ·· ~Jllc-~r~~cv-~-·-·. ,:=;s;;.~=;;r,= -- - - -- ·--- ,· -- ·-·- - - .......... -
.. 'What· Sing~r does Vii th ,his hands-- symb9lizes. hiw own des--
. perate .. need to c-ommunicate'. a. ·need he shares ·wrt-li~--lii_s ____ , ~----=- -.. 
four friends.. T·he reader b.egins to s.ee, too• a dependence 
.... 
-up,on anto.napoul~s that makes ~inger an ironj_c source of 
,,._=-..:,4-
consolat:Lon for the ·other,s. :Only b.y llis doing· such things 
----~---... -- ·----·-~ 
-.../ 
~ 
as listening to th·e. four and dropping a coin in.to the pot 
of· ~ · Sa.1-vation Army girl on a_ l_9nely Saturd,ay night can 
·, 
~inger be distracted -from th~ hunger· he feels.~ _ .. 
. . . • . IY . . . . . . • 
. 




· "-J For a long time the four come to Singer's room individ-
ually.. But then finally one evening· all eome to see him at · 
the same time. -Uncomfortable about exposing themselves in 
. ~- ~ 
' . 
the pre.sence of each other, they act stra:p.gely-.. ·,: 
. Singer was bewildered.. Always· each of them 
had so much to say. Yet. now that they were togeth-
.er they· were silent. vvhen they came in he had ex-
- " ' pected an outburst of some kind. In a vague way he 
had expected this to be the end of something. But 
in the room there was only~ feeling of strain. 
liis hands worked nervously •••• (179) 
Here again is a reminder that Llinger doe-s not understand 
the four nearly so well as they think he does. But they 
are not aware that he does not unders.tand. " ••• each per-· 
son addressed his words ma:ml.y to the0- ut¢. Their thoughts 
'-,,.~ ____ ./ 
seemed to converge in him as.the spokes.of a wheel lead to 
.~ 
the -center hub" .... ( 180).. 'fhe author• s image here ep:Ltomi~eB 
.. the relationship between Singer and the othera that dom-
inates the novel. 
' .,. 
•! • 
;. .. . •• 
',. 
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- Wh~en t·he others have gone, Singer 'a . eyes. reveal his · 
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to. Antoriapoulos, in which he tells about the four: . 
There·are some·things I should like to tell you 
about them but how to put.~~them in words I am 
not sure •••• they have much busines,s. in their minds 
I? always that does not let them rest:, ••• words in 
-their heart.. do not - let, them rest, so they · ar·e al-
ways very bu~y •••• They were even . rude, . and you / 
know how. I have always said that, to be r~de and 
~- . . 





. ' ....: 
.•. , . ._, 
. -
So it was like that •. · · I do not und~rs.tand, ·so I 
. . 
- write· it to you because I think you will under-
stand •••• Thee way I need you is a loneliness I 
.. 
c_annot bear •••• I am not meant to be alone and 
without you who understand. (182-185) 
J.he novel pro·vides. only one more eloquent testimony to 
the lack of self~ufficiency of this man others depend 
upon: his suioide after antonapoulos' death. 
0 
Ri~ hunger unsatisfied ·by ·the letter he has .. ~i tten, 
'-,)inger desperately needs to see his friend again. · Later fJ 
as he is making the trip~ he thinks about the four and 
other townspeoplet: , 
---- . - / ·- . 
. . 
, 
••• strangers who followed him about the streets 
and buttonholed him for unexplainable reasons • 
'• 
The Turk at the +inen shop. who flung his hands 
-up in his face and babhled with his ton6rue -to 
make words the shape of which 0inger never 
ima6ined before. fi certain mill foreman and 
an old black woman. A businessman on the main 
·" ' 
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street and- an· urchin who. solicited soldiers for -








EL.ere· aga±-n Singer is· revealed as. a man t·o whom a ·varietlf _ --
of ~e~pl\ are attracte.d.- . 'J.:hat he ta.fils · rea.11Y to compre-
hend what_ they want him to sanc·tion makes no difference 
_ to them!_ --And this failure -o·f a..J inger·' s makes no,, difference 
to the author; for her purposes, .;.)inger is- the reflector, 
--
that·' person off whom the images of othe.r charact_ers (and, 
ultim-ately, the author's vi~w. of the condition: of man) are 
reflected.- As a reflector, he need be no mbre comprehending 
,I ' 
- than one's li ving-r.oom m~rror. 
\ 
After ..antonapoulos' death't-- ·the· last remnants of Singer's 
appearance of wisdom and peace are .s.tri·pped frqm him b.y: the 
author. lie is. shown ·tn~ing a gre.at to-do when a -slot 
machine into which he has put a.coin jams. Then, leaving 
the hotel where he has stayed, he steals a Bible and other 
things. Later, having ~et three other mutes while waiting 
,-
for his train, "Singer stood .... with his hands dangling 
loose •••• He was--so listless-and. cold that the three mutes 
in the bowler hats. looked at him qu·eerly. After a whi.le 
they left him out of their conversation" ( 279). · d greatly 
changed man, he is a_nything., but the center of convers~tion 
he has been; and his hands .no longe.r suggest an urgent 
need to communicate: he has-lost t~e o~ly one with whom 
he could communicate as satisfyingly as the four have com-
municated with him. Like most of the scenes in tl1e novel 
that have the 'J)otential for violence and sensation, the end 
...-J..&i.-.. 
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. i 
.~quietly._: . ·back >in. ·town.;. an<l after ramb-ling ·_ 
streets,:.· 
?. 





~-~---~ aching head •. aft.er resting he drank a glass 
of iced coffe~ and smoked a cigarette. Then· 
.. · wh:en. he had washed ·the ash tray and the glass. 
he· br_ought out a pisto,l from his pocket and put -
a bullet in his che~t. (280) 6 it :: ·tit'. 




Having lost his beloved, this McCullers. lover can not ., 
-
, endure; and his inability to endure what the others.have "' 
'. 
. 
-found-~· a way to 'endure reveals him· again as an ironic de-
.. 
pository for the faith and ·confidence of the others. · Later, 




. in the fi'nal se~conds 1:,.efore· 4 .. lling himself) is. seen to < /~. 
· have been· illusory in yet another respect; for aft.er his 
death,: --"Singer's affairs. were in a mess"' (306). The order 
he has ~epresented in the lives of his four friends stands 











• • Those who like to see ~inger as a Christ figur~ _ · 
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The ·re·lationship b'e:t;ween i:>inger · aild ~t_():rl.8.P~llloa~. ~~·· .~~···~ .·. ,-·-·· 
, ... - --,. ·-·-- .. -·-·- --- . - ·- ... - -- ---- . '---- .. 
..... 
·has been a mystical one. From the begiilning it is almost . . . 
;:, -~ 
' 
·impossible for the reader· to reconcile with clinger's char- r . 
--~- act er the way he ac.ta when he, is with. his friend.. For 
_:·';.;.·-~-·. -::- .. . 







" ' .. -· -• • 
' . 
~xamp,le,, he looks away when he know;s Aiitonapouios. is. 
- " 
--
st. e al ing arid he· p8.;ys · for what Antonapoulos has stolen 
and prov,ides money f'or fines and bail; he is garrulous. 
~ 
in his own Way• when he is with Antonapoulos ( though oinger 
does not know and does. not care whether his friend µnder-
etands; merely having an object for communication satis-. 
,o . 
fies oinger); ana.,, vulgar as the corpulent Antonapoulos is 
in appearance and manner, iJinger draws flattering pictures 
of him. 
To account in part for '"'inger's devotion and awe for 
his friend is the something subtle and wise he saw in Antorm-
poulos in the years before. ..i!:ven after Antonapoulos has be~•_. 
C'Ome sly; and joking and has begun to do insane-. things, Singer 
remains devoted .to him. lie has dreams about Antonap.oulos 
: 
·and walks. the streets arm in arm with him. Then, when An- · 
··~ 
tonapoulos• employer has had him committed to an asylum., 
-
""inger tries desperately to prevent tfe lose of his {riend. 
·-.-:~ ... 
54 
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· ------~--As w~~-~ _ ~~:ny; __ o~----~-~~· __ l_QY_~ rel_a_tLi_onship_s in ~Mrs-. -Moilul-~-=--=--·-=--~=--=-----=·. ~. · -~-==-=;-==;=~~ ~ 
. 
. lers t fiction,,_ there· is no reason other' than love that; ~ 
I).eed not be .reciprocated to account for ~inger •s irrati'o~a1-_-=·"~-.--c_cc--~--_---~---,-~~-
-----·-~-- - -- - -
- - _- --- - -_ ___-_:·___ =.-=-.;;:..;:.: _=-_ - ~~~=~de~=ot"i=on~~-t--o'. a~'-'man ·-who -Efee-ms ~not'- t-Co- -deserve love.· 
.• 
· ·•-·hen bing~r visits antonap.oulos at the asylum for the 
. first _time, t_he Greek is still a self-centered epicure~;n. - · ~. - ----·-· .. •-·--·-·· ---··------C...-~-
I.t. is not ~inger but t_he gifts he brings th~t get Antona- _ . 
poulos' attention; and when. he realizes. there is no food· 
among the· giftst Antonapoulos disdainfully drops the-g~fts_ ··-1 •• • 
... 




~ and.ignores them~ Nevertheless~·s~nger again feels bliss 
-
t . 














- ... ... 




and the compulsion- to co_mmunicate with. his friend.. \Vhe'n. 
-·--.----, 
' 
--he tries. to tei1 ~ntonapoulos about his~. four fr~que~t vis~. 
itors fJ Antonap.oulos shows no interest;. but Singer is happy· ·1 l· 
in· spite of his friend 'a· indifference. \Vhen they part b.e- · • . . . I \,. • 
It tore ~inger•s return home,, ~inger stuffs hard into his,. · . • 
R,ockets the hands that have talked so desperately. Back 
home,, ~inger meets peop-l'e with an inscrutable smile; and 
' he is thoughtful and composed •. Love's potential for com-
-farting, which he is .to provide for the four, is suggested 
· by his own. appearance. _-
~he memor-y of his friend is always wi t-:tf Singer. He , -
. -rememb·-ers how antonapoulos once put his. hand into a p.ot 
of cold water,:, then int·o boiling syrup, back into the· · 
water again--and smiled .. He remembers his vow to Antona--
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one m.ontk.. lie rememb.ers_how· Antonap:oulo~ sat " ••• tr'an--
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. -~ Re watched , the tb;ings that were said. to him., .And in -his : - - -
-
wisdom he understood" {173;). .. _ (Singer ts vision o·f his 
" 
friend here is very much like that of his fo.ur devote·es 
/ - ., / 
.- . ~ ': 'J\·=-~, -i~ ' .; when. they think of_,,Si'iiger,;.'.), All tp.e.se memories give to 
,,.. . 
his "bu~·~ed life with An-t onap9ulos" ( 170) an aura .. that _ 
to the lonely and _bewildered ~inger s.eems di vine. Antona_-, 
pqulos is the most improbahl~ .of _deities, but a de,ity he . . . ~... 
- , .. -- , •. ,. --- _., -.1 .. -- ..•• ,,J. • ........ - --- -·--·. ---- --• ..... -----·-·-·--~---~- ~··.------·-··"····- ....... ~ ······-···· 
. . 
aeems to Singer • 




mai-ls (he mails.· him money·. orders. instead),, Sing·er .has an. 
erotic dream about ant'onapoulos and Singer ts four fri~nds.: 
Antonapoulos kneeled at. the top, of the steps .. 
Re was naked and he fumbl7d with somethin& 
that he held ab:ove his head and ga~ed at· it 
as thou5h in prayer. He himself knelt half-
way down the st.eps. lie was naked and cold and. 
he pould not take his eyes from An:tonapoulos 
and the·thing he held above himo Behind him 




- --------~----------·----- --· - --- .. --- --
tache @_ak~ and·. the girl and the black man 
and the last one ~if:;] . they knelt naked 
and he felt their eyes on him~ And behind 
them there wer.e- uncounted crowds of kneeling 
p~ople in· the darkness •. 
'• 
.. 
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__ . ______ . 
. , . · ... · 
. (~.his. is the pas sag'?. ·ref err·ed. to. n;iost oft·en .. by . ' ... - --- ---------····-
. .··· cr.itics who ·prefer to emphasize·· homosexuality ·._in the- re-. . ., .. ..-~-,-~--,· ,. ----~ .. ·
. 
. " '· -~.. 
1 ... 
. . . . 1 ti.onshitp between Binger alld Anton~pouloS. Evans · has ·-... ~-----=::c-- ==,~~-_-· .. -==ccc. 
=~~'c- 0=cc~ CC'~~=ccev}e~sugge'sted·tn8.~'it=.W8.S a pi1all~$l~t~~a;o~ro;-he"ld- ..•... _ 
-
abov~his. head. in· the dream •. · Other critic.a. have seen . 
this ~cene as symbo1i,.c of the lierarch~r of the characters 
in the novel._ Perhaps only the aut.hor r~aily knew.: ·why 
the sce-ne was. created; but, .though it has. erotic sugges-












- ·: ... 
~:. 
·, . 
the chain. of awe, dev(?tiori., and fai_t_h that charact-er re- ~ · ' -~. 
la.tio~hi:.ps indicate.~) . 
' / . i 
· ~,hen_ Singer goes to see his friend again and learns 
._Antonapoulos· has nephritis, he. sees his friend knitting 
and looking dreamy 1r dark,; and profoundly placid-~a- k-ind ...... 
. of ~ddha figur·e. ~inger,._ with a:t first timid and then /' ' . 




.who visit him .. nThen, suddenly antonapoulos made a slow 
circle in the f:lir with his ·· plump forefinger. His finger 
· circled toward l.)inger and at last .h:~,. poked his friend in .. 
the stomach" (188). (Singer was more puzz.led by this 
~--~~--- __ action than hpe been critics_ who have· read into it various 
- -~-· ... : -·· . 
-- .. 
r:· .- ·---., - - < ... 
l~l; .· .. 
:).:~. . 
. . 
·, '" ... 
' ' ' 
' ..... ' -·4 
.. :._ ·,, 
,. . ~· 
. .. 
kinds of religious ~ymbo.lism.) 1I'hen, ai'ter a -nurse has ... 
-. strf:iightened his bed, Antonapoulos "inclined his head so·· 
' - ~--' 1 ' Evans~ ·tt·The Case of tl1e ·Silent .:>inger ••• ," p •. 193. 
• ,.. ~' 
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• • • It. - . • • 
--~-·-·······----· ·-.-:...-----:.c···'"----,.:___.-::--~---:--~----. ·--c------ . . ' . 
~------
- " 
: -delibe~at.ely t-hat · the gesture seemed one of ~b~nediction 
- .- --~·- -~. ----. -~----~-...... - . ~-- ' . . . . --. . . -
- -- ---·- --- -
- : , .. _:{. --'· . -
" 
~------~-- : ---=-- -
rather than·· a simple·- no·d of thank-s" (188). _ Again. the -
authorme,~ ,-imagery that ·r~inforces her characte_:,:-iza.tio~ 
of Antonapoulos ·as a divine figure to whom.~inger.is de-• • I ,, 
I-'--'-· - =--:__-------'----- --- ------~-- -- --------- ---- --- --- -- --- --------- -- ---- --- -
voted. . Cumulative ly_, ______ su._ch_ imagery--su-gg.e.s~t-s-:-t-ha-t--- t-Pad4------------'--• 
. 
• tiona1~·-religion has "t?ecome ineffectual and men must find 
.£or themselves objects· their faith in· something or 
~.,j- -- --~ ~ --------- • 
·---· -someone beyond them·se-+--~'1:.'. 
'\" .-
. ~ ". 
.. . - -
__ ........ .ce-- :-- .. • 
ll. ,• 
. . ' 
' -
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Aiitonap.oulos "·s:t.y~y, c~1;_ ~is eye,s·, across the ward· to-- be . - - . - ' - - . . 
' .. 
certain, that each person 'realized .that the machine was.~) 
· hi,s" (189).. ~haracte.ristic_ally e_gois~icj he has _acted 
like o·ne who ha~dly merits devotion from others. ·Yet 
. 
··. 
· so devoted to him ':is ..-:;inger · that t..>inger en~es .. ,an old 
man in the ward because he is with t.he Greek· every day. 
As t-h~ time for leaving draws near, .:)inger sees 
-his friend take qut of his pajama top a brass cross on 
a red ribbon; and uinger is moved to tel~ Antonapo~los 
about the erotic dream he has had. "Antonapoulos 
watched him with his dark, drowsy eyes •. .:)itting motion-
less in his bright~ rich garments he.seemed like some 
(.' 
wise king from a legend" (.190).. (This scene helps sup~ 
. 
. port those who have believed it ia. a religious object,· 





. -- ----------possibly a cross, rather than a sexual symbo;,I. i1:ntonapoulos - -- _____ _!, 
holds up· in iJinger'a erotic dream. In any event, it -·· .-... -... ~~-···· .. ················· 
gives additional ~ubstance to the depiction of .Ji-figer 's · 
great respe6t for 
1
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--~--..... ·.-- _· 'i .. i _ _ __ ?il.e+~.t'b.ey JiaYe .. said g0od._)Jye ;· iil.Aic·ate· tha:t. S~nger.'s lleed·-- '=.:.... • -····--··~···.~··. ' 
for someone to (not with) whom '.he can ·talk is Js great. ---;-- :. .. ' ' . 
,, ·--... 
• 
as t·hat- ef his· friends. -
As Singer, having made ·metic_ul,_91.1s ___ :;~eJ1ar_at_i_ons-~--goe.a------ -~--- ___ ,,.. ~ -- ------ -- -------------·---··-·------------------------·-·- -- ' . 
. 
_: _____ _:_ 
~------·---~- to-~vis.it his-friend again, he $its 1·n the train and thinks 
--· - - .. 
. ------·--· . .,,. 




_abou't hoW during their separation his 
submer~_ed communio~, with antonapoulos had grown_ · ~1 
and · changed as though t4ey, vvere ·together in the 
. -!4 ... ·•'a--••• ·-· -'-••" •• .C 
fles·h... Sometim-es he thought of Antonap9ulos _ 
·-· ... , -
with aw.e and sel~-abasement~ sometimes with 
' 
• •• 
~· • f._... 
-pride--always ,with love unchecked by. criticism,, 
C 
freed of will.. ~Vhen he dreamed at night the 
C. 
f·ace of his· friend was always before him~ mas-... 
' 
si ve and gentle. ~~.and in his-,, waking thoughts they: 
were eternally united. (21b) ,. 
- . \,. ··, . 
;( Nowhere_ else· in the novel- does the author define more ex-.,. 
··-pti~ci tly botn the nature and the ~ignificance of the rela-
. tions~i:p between Singer and .antonapoulos. Unquestioning 
love h~a brought ~inger to a feeling of unity with and 
d'evotion to someone who is everything to hi~ .• 







,: .. t 
I 
' l 
friend is dead. Denied a soundin~ board ~nd deprived of 
the object of his love,-this Mc\,ullers lover chooses~sui--
cide 2 rather than groping for a surrogate relationship tO . -- ------- - . r. ·--·----- -···· ---·--·--·---- ------ ··:;.--- ... . ' 
- - -- . -. - -
2 
'.£he-- ·kind of ambivalence the author seems to invite---------- --
'·, 
: ;;w..,.. 
. -- ----- -~------- - . 
. - -
I•' ' . ' 
< • 
' 
.. ' , 
the reader to feel abou·t i.:linger 'a suicide is also suggested 
in Clock viithout Hands when Jester saya, "'Some .peop~e : 
'" 
:think it's the act· qf a weakling ••• to commit suicide ••• 
··. --·-·and other people. think it takes a·lot of guts to do it''' 
......... 1• .• ' 
i ., 
. . . 
i ,--
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compens·at_e is nii~sing in-life, as his1, four 
' -
friends. 
are ~o_ing •. Seemingly a man 
is ul t·ima t e-ly to 
ar.i.d ironic/conf idan~ for the 






















































• C. .. - . 
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. ' 
- ······-··-- . 
•'- •. 
·~. 
. ,0,, . . 
" ' 
·~ . 
.n.n ironic sourc.e of- s_treng:th and ~onsolati.on.., Sing~.!~_-·~ . 
' ,~--
.\ 
--- ' . . ,. 
. --···•.,.,. ·- ----·-·· ~
,, 
----------~-----~ -er-,;--in- h1..S relati:onsh·ip- with··· Ant·onapou.los,. demonstrates 
what the other-ifour demonstrate in their .relationshi.~ 
with Singer,: "the rational vi~n:_ of the mind learns to · 









· ~. uncritical d~votion -to someone who gives them at least· 
. . "'M' 
-
· an illuf3ion of wis.dom f: understanding,, and stability. ..1hey 
have not seen what his suicide suggest-a.: his selfishness 
.... 
that is strong enough to caus_e· him to forsake them af·t.er · 
. ' . ~ . 
.. ------ .Jhe ·has lo.st his confidant~ {ConE$equently, each charact.er 
in the novel can ultimately be see?L as self-·centered in 
his ·own way.) 
J\ 
'J As Horace Taylor ebserves ,: "Each of these peopJ.e is 
a kind of universe unto hi-mself, but incomplete to the ex.;. 
tent that he needs another person to express himself to • 
.......---,_...-
a mirror to reflect against." 2 They desperately need 
. 
--·· .... -- - -~------ .. 
1 I . John R. V_ickery,, "Carson McCullers: A' Map . of Love," 
.. 
. ---------------!. ----, ___ ----·- ------- ·:#,i§consin Studies in Uontemporarx Lit er~tu:r:e 1~ __ l ____ {_Win_ter 






1960) J; 14 •. 
2 u ~ T 1 "Th li t . Lo l · Hu t . .a..vrace ay or,. e ear .•. is._ a__ ne y n er: a 
·.;;)outhern ·w~aste Land,," Studies in Ameiican Literature (Louiei-·; -
ana State University Studies, Humanities ~eries, No. 8), ed. 
Mc.Nair and Levy (Baton Rou\e: Lou:L.siana State University 
Press, 1900),. 154-loO • \ . 
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I . 
.. • .. >. z ...•. ·.··:inge:r,. someone w~om e~ch hopes he can .tell _~~~is. ~~=am~ .. ~- _: ____ ·. -
,r • • .. • 
• ·"·r'r·. · .. 
. · ./ . 
'. 
. /.-- . 





· and his secret world. .bach n·eeds some.one who will confirm 
r ·. -r·. :~.is- .personal view.· Too, they need ~o~eone who can give , 
::.:•._ _ ____________ . ~-~- _:· ____ · -____ .. -them ____ a __ -~-e-~~c.ce =~o_::( ____ c qiE.n.!~ Y., ___ ~_cnq, ____ W Qrj;_b.~-- ___ B:e_(tau_ae _____ ainger._ q on------ -~ /:--;------ ·- -----;-----..... ; .- • 
- · · · · • o · r ·! 
· 
. • . 
•:_ -c'!···--
--- --,-------- ---··· ------------ - ------ --- ---- ·-·-····--··------------------J..::...:..-.-.~.___:__---'---'----~--.. ----------· ...... - .. ---··'\ ·- - .. - .... 
. 
. 
vi-nces them he. can do for them these -things, even if only 




·. · · - in an illusory fashion, they make· of_ him a kind of deity;. 
~ey are blind to the "imaginative delusions of the heart" 
. . 
tha:t mot.ivate ~inger 's mystical and almost unaccountable 
i 
.. 
relationship with anton·apoulos; . t:hey are pre-occupied . with 
their own delusions ..• <., 
-




. _;the image of his own .. desire; ,1..l:he result is faith -in an ~-- -----
- -~- -
--------· - - ----- --- ... -----· - - -----·- , ..
,~ .. 
illusion tl1at sustains them. Too, their reluctant deity· 
' 
provides an outlet for their.desper~te need to communicate 
. their frustrations and for their selfifh need to reveal 
( their am worlds. They are outsiders, and he takes 
t .. r . 
. . 
aiders·; the four· are very much reminiscent of 
fl>' '\ 
Sherwoo Anderson's grotesqu-es. of Mrs. McCul-
lers' grotesques, they are either adolescents (grown out 
of childhood and shut .out of adult.hood) or freaks (barred 
. 
-- - ------ ------ -
.. 
because of their physical· or psy~h·ological abnormali tie a ).C•----~ __ 
- -~··-·--·--··--·-·· 
They. seek doors that will op:en, . people who will take .tJ1em 
.into their lives, or the indefinable something that will 
I • • 
....... 
·- ' admit ·them to a fuifilling life. ::, 
Uarson Mc~ullers' grotesques in The Heart is a Lanell 
.'. · ·"Iw:nter have symptoms very much like those of Anderson's 
. _,,_,~.~~·-.. --·--·- ---· -- ~ 
. grotesques •. 
. . . 
·' 
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-·------~ - --- -
-- -· .. ' .--- -
-------- --------theIQ:., In -the·ir own· way; they ·to(> a.re mutes; for th-ey are· 
inarticulate as they reach out to:others. .bach. 'of the;,.~\. : - _· 
. 
. 
- ----------- ___ , --------- -
--~-






.. 1 gr-9tesques is -obsessed by· an elusive single truth~ and} 
each stiffers from an incapacity (physical or spiritual) i'· 
0 
. -to love. Detached, ·frustrated, puzzled, and neglected, ~I>', 
.. 
' ' ·. 




., - . George 1~~illard or Uarson McCullers. • John Binger--someone -----· 
I 
·, - -- --- . 
- ---~; -- -
- ·----------·-·- - --
:' .. 
, who will listen and ·under~tand, someone whose response 
t·o their strong· emotions satisfies their hunger for -recgg- . 
. n.ition, ·r~_6-P~<?-~ _,=_and_ meaning_ i_n ___ lif_e. . ... Li.ke ~de~-s-en' s ----· 
· George v'villard and lielen v-ihi te in Winesburg, Ohio, these, ( 
,_-;, 
· social misfits need with another person" a rela"tionship· 
' 
. that will enable them to feel they have gotten "the thing 
needecf:. Man or boy, woman or girl, they t ~av~ ~or a moment 
~ ~ 
. taken hold of the thing that makes the mature life of men .. -~ 
and women in the modern world possible" (W ,o· 243,). · 1.i:hat 
4> thing is usually some manifestation of someone's love·for· 
1 them. 
.., __ 
Because grotesques are not unique in yearning for the 
" indefinable something, they have uni vers.ality. Conse.;.;. ,r ' r .. -~ -~·~- - - -. --~ -·- . -- -- -- -
-
' - ------ --- --~ 
,. ' .. 
•' ' 
' . I , 
' I 
·quently, by using·grotesques (the most lonely of people)_, 
writers heighten and int·ensify their dra.matiza.tion of the 
inadequacy, helplessness, and·lonel~ness that all men feel 
to some degree. us·ed for these purposes, grot·esques are 
,not 6-ratui tous, as critics often too quickly conclude 
they are. 
(' 
I l ! ' 
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·····::: 4,-, 
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"'···- ~ .. : 
. -----,~-.--
. • • ·: -!.'_, 
.. 
' •... '.·. 
--- -- --' ~----r!. 
- ,_ ____ ,,..:._ .. ;•.... ., 
--Mick Kelly, who- like- Anderson's Geor_ge WiJ.J.~;:~!/~_ 
. _____ .. _._. - -· ..... ----.------_- ---· .-·~----- .. - . ------::..:::. 
--~ ..-le~rns -the "s-adness of so.phis'ticatio-n" (vt,o 24.3·) -a.s- she·--------~---------------·· J 
y 
· mature soi through the_ cou.rs.e of the· novel, is one, of Carson 
-----r. 
McCuJ::l:era' ado~escent grotesques. Longingt; frus.trated, and ""° · 1 .. ,- - :I. , ~ ' 
detached~ she finds:in Singer the understanding~~compassion~~ 
and lov-e that comfcrt her, if only t-emporarily •. 
' 
'.., • 'I " 
' .... Like other Mc'Jullers adolescent feinales, Mick.~.is a~ 
-- boy-gir.l, having a .. hoarse, boyish voice and. preferring. :to 
.... ·~ --- -- - - ·i' . -
• dress and act like a boy whenever she has a choice. An 
• -· •• -:. __ - • • 0,. ~ 
out~ider, she- does not be1ong to the Scouts as other girls 
.. 
'· __ . ___ ,.,, .. - .. 
• 
- -~-- ---·-·----:·----- -:-d-e-; and w:henever she --does not have· t-o--tend,··11e1~-- younger~: - _ _- __ ----_ --·- - -
--, " 
. . . _,--- -
-"'. 




. . . 
brothers, Bub.b.er and Ralp~.!,._ she chooses. -to be by herself. -~- _,. 
__ Her idle moments are spent thinking···of mu.sic (especially_ . 
,-l 
that -of Mozart., whose name she writes on. a wall along with 
that of the-Fascist Mussolini and others) and dreaming of 
an unc·om.mon life .• 
-, ... 
Mick feels keenly the_ need for privacy,. once saying 
to her ... younger brothers, •• •-some things you just naturally 
--want to keep private. Jot because t;hey _are bad,· but be-. 
cause you just want them secret • There are two- or- three 
--~/ •· 
• 'II 
.things I wouldn't want even you to know about'" (33). But ----···~----- --- --
, " '.' , •• I a 
,,· 
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• 
. 
she has. done. They are full· of .peo.pl~ and -often depi.ct 
• 
. ,,. (i. . 
. . ·_ - . . . . •.·. ; . .·.· - .. ' . ,- . ";-~~:.,.;-~...... . . . ... . • - - - . 







view ·of the world from which she withdraws .. 
-··-··- ·,--~.- ...•.•. _. - ,.·- ._cc··--·. ~u~ta.ined .. by .... illuaion: ___ sh.e .. _ .. _.t.hinks---'.!.~t--~Wa&==haM~ne~~=--.cc=~__c:c___c_ ... ~--·······-· '·-:-
. 
. . ~ . ~ 
r 
..!..---~-~------
. __ to be.Ii-eve~ a little" (39) after .her. foolish attemp.ts. ·to 
( 
-bu:LJ.d ·a violin have. failed, as sh.e should have realized. 
' ' 
. they, would. H.er older brother Bill is no longer a sus----·1 _:·. . d . ,-. 
taining eleme-nt in her life. She sees that adolescence; has 
' 
./ • .. 
• !
changed him so much that th~ir !.~lationship_ can :qever again 
be.'as· it has been.·_ 
'' . 
r 
Mick to is· obvious·1y undergoi~: 00.ange. This is 
••• I 
---~· --· --- e8peciall ,. apparen the .. Xel-l.-ys '"--· c0-0-k-~- ·Dr.-- ~C:Op-e-1-and ts - · ------,-
.. ' 
daughte Portia, whom Mick likes·· to devil.. She tei·ls Mi.ck. '. . 
r 
.••••. ·-···,--- - -· ····----· •.•• --··· ,-- ·····----------···-.. ·--·--·---------------·----·--------···-·····--···------- \.-'>--
- • -- ----·- ••. --- ----·····--·,•·----··· ·········------·--------·-----·---~---------··-----
she does not· believe in ··God anymore t: that. what she 
need is singing and preaching. She admonis.h.es Mick, 
..,lh">r,,.,,,.,,~,.,., ,., ", ., , . ..,., . .,, ., , ~, .-., ., • , 
''"Iou go.ing to traip.se all around like ·you haves 
to find something lost.: You going to work your-
. 
self up with excitement. Y&ur heart.going to 
beat hard enough to kill you because you don:' t. 
---- . 
love and don't have peace. and then some day 
r.'• 
you .going .to bust· loose and be ruined."· (43,) 
·'lit 
~eFautkner's Dilsey, Portia is often more percepti'v;e 
-- ---- -than he.r w~i te employers; and here she sees to ~the heart~--
·- ·-----~-----. " 
of. Mick '1 s condition in_ a very pr.ophet ic way .. 
• .... j ... ' 
- ·-----...... ... -·- - -- . . . 
1
.l:be consequences of .. Mick Is yearning are anticipated 
' . 
. 
in her thinking,, "Maybe when_people longed for a· thing 
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• .,, ~._ .•. : i ·.. - ' 
·- . .. ,. .. 
' : 
•.lJ 1, .. 
' 
------ ' . 
. . 
f . ·~- ---
. ' -~. ·.ti-
. ~,. . 1_;:;" 
'that bad the 1¢)ngillg, maci~ them trust~ 1n 8.nythiim~ ·that · .. ···. : .. 
. . . 
. ---- ' ___ - -0 ____ -_ · _______ · ___ .~_:_-·_~ _ _.:._-:- ___ :--·· 
-- - · - ~~=~-----~~~ -niight . give it .. t c) them u· (43.). It is. longing above ·.ail ------- - - --- ··----- - --· ·- •' . 
' 






' . ~ . \ 't" beyond q~estion~ '.and it is th:r·ough her r'elatio~ship, wj_th. 










. .. ,.. 
.. 
torturing desires and frustrati.ona .("I want---! want--.I 
-·· l 
want'' [44] ). that, define _Mi.ck.. 
. 
. ~-. i:>ee.ing Singe_r as a sad and calm persont: she .soon finds · . 
Jl 
herself ~ttract.e<i: to him after he has moved in with the -----
.~,. 
. ,Ji 
Kellye. His charisma is attributable in. part to the 
--
. ' 
mystery about him::. · "She wondered what kind of music he 
heard in his mind that his· ears couldn t.t hear. Nobody· 
knew. And, wha-t kind .of things he would say if he cou.ld 




the .top, st~ps near his room, he nods.· ~his Mick interprets· 
as an ambiguous invitation, and she vows to~go iri.to his 
room ~ime when he is without company. In the meantime, 
thoughts of. music, ( "Motsart' f?" reminds her of ~inger) and 
a private place will have to s~tfice. 
. . 
'.l:h·en, after she has begun visiting .:>inger in hie room, 
............... 
·· 1Bhe· tells him about' her plans that she tells no one else. 
• 
----- ·-----· 
c-1-..,.lJ ___ · ____ - --~~. ---- -- . . 
,,. 
.. 
. l : , •. 
; . 
~ 
. He seems to under,.stand e.very word, and talking ·with" him i~ 
lik_e learning new. -t.hings about music. One day when she is 
talking ex~itedly and catches her shirt-tail in the fan, he 
kindly_and without embarrassment to either comes to the 
' 
.. . 
;,N~.,,,.._....,,,., ... ;.,, .• .,, ........... ,· 
. • f. ,f ' 
.• • ~ f 
~,. ·-f ... " 
.I 
i I' ' 
·. 
• .. ! • . . 
,,.,, I ~, I •' 
... 'q ' .•• 1? p' • ' ' 
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-,-·--------·· --- --- ------
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,,._ 
• • 0 
.-
, 1 • 
- ------ ----- -·-···---,-·. 
~.,;-: i -. ·:' 
\ I 
\ . _;.~- _61' 
r-~. -f, ." 
;-
I . >'ii. .· I . 
.... / .. 
. . ; ' 
· re,icue. · (This. scen,l se~~S to ·have b~en proV'ided by the- -
I 
·- i -- ·-
.. au tbo.r to reassur~/ the reader·- that .. Singer's attention 
. . . 
.. - -~ 
.to Mick is not ·sexually motiv~ted.) · 
.. 
... 
· binger has become important to her_ life •. He· even 
-- ·. ------------------------------- --
t$ .. . -- . ---.-
--, 
. ·enters Mick's- daydreams. 0 n c e she envisiens herself 
, skating with Binger in Switzerland and .saving p.is life, _ 
< .. -~ . • 
..... 
without regard for her own, when· he .falls:. through the ice. 
- Vihen She iS preparing f Or her fir·st part.y, She is. put at 
ease by the~ thought that . .;ji~ger will be pleased by· the 
. ..
de.corations.. And t:P,e reader is told 
·MiG--k had given· up her belief· in. God. Now,.· 
when she thought of what she used to imagine 
was,God she·could o~ly see Mister.Sing~r with 
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. , 
maybe that'was why she was reminded. She said 
. 
the words again, just as she would speak them. 
to Mister Singer: "Lord forgiveth me,. for I 
I , 
knoweth not what I do .. " {101~102) 
~his image makes c.lear that .:>inger has become for Mick 
a divinity, an ironic illusion· that adds pathos, to the 
characterization of Mick through he.r relation~hip with 
Sii;iger. 
~.-
wwhen Mick •·s brother J:fubber has shot and wounded Bab·Y,, 
_____________ ·_J_~--'------~•ilson,: ·bi11ger is the only one who-keeps calm; and it is 
------ __ ,, . . L __ -- --
he who finds the note -the fleeing Bubber has left b1ehind. 
•---
'"--· .. ~ .. 
' 
- Then, when J..>ubher has been fo·ul\d, only Singer aee'ms to. 
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-· 
· . everybody! 11· (152) is all ·about.. uinger remains calm.; 
' - ·--,--. --. ·_ '··---- . . ··---------·-------.-···- ·-- -----
;;'···· .· ·-. . 
... ---- ·--·- -- -··---- _-----.-·-·-.· ·.·-- -· ........ ·--_--.---- -
- . ---- . .. - .- --- -- -·-··--,. -· :: . ... -----· ·- --- --------- - ··-s, 
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· him manage. H.e · ha.q more sens·e and· he. knew· ·things that · 
E -
ordiJ~ry People couldn't ~now" (154). Her.e Mick ascribes 
,I 
. . to· him the omnipotence and omniscience that the other .,. 
. . 
three also see in,him. 
I 
-· 
- - - -- - - . --- ------· - --------~---- --------·-
At this po.int the a"4-;tho;r _makes· t t pos~ible for the 
'r·eader to" see Mick 1 6 desires and dete.rmination thl'lO-µjgb. · .. 
. binger's thoughts •. ~ememb~ering things past and thinking 
. " 
,I 
' ' f t 1 d t ~ +'·--,;_- 1...' • ••. , 1n " - - ""- . .P 1\li .i 1.- I - . . _O an o_napO.U .QS,, anue---L;-OUr, _uJ.ng~r~--'-~ar.S---~G-8-S-~.1.~~~"c-:,~,~-··'·--·-·· ·· .. ·· 
.. -·-------------·----·-.. ----·-----~------~------- --·---·-••d"······--- .. ----- .. -- . ·----- -·-- ·- - --- ----- . ------··--···"'·-------······--·-····---··--~----·-···-.,·····- ~ - --·------·-·· ,~-----~- -,-. -- - . --
-··.-- -----·------·-·----~.~:-=···-. ----------·--··-




life: "'You .see, Mister dinger? I got this music in~ me all 
( 
.;; '+ 
the time. · I got· t'o be a real musician. Maybe. I. don't know 
anything nowv• b.ut I will when I'm tw:entJ·.. See ,1 Mister • 
i.linger? And then I mean to tr.av.el in a foreign country 
where there's snow'" (174) .. i.Ju6cess as a musician and 
travel to exotic place~ (repeatedly symboli~ed by Mick's_, 
and ·other McCulle~ charact,era tv ,~ thoughts of ·1 snow) are the ,. 
~hings Mic~ wants to give her a se--tlse of identity and a 




meaningful life· •. 
. ) 
. - .. -·-·-----·- .. 
--·---...... ------. ---- - -----· -- . --
···. ·····-·--· ·.-···-· ---'~-----··---····--····--· 
' -
· v~hen ~inger buys- a. radio,- ··-t-he four react·-iri; different -'· --~·-·--.----:--· ·· -
' . ' 
' .. ..., .. 
, '-•,..: .. 
. . . ' ,• ~ 
.. 
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' ,, I . , ' 
Mick ask~ repeatedly !f i_t is hie. and works(),_the 
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. - ': '.'-" . e 
-~ . 
•·· dial for~··several minutes .. · Then she sits ·1:eandihg_:,f-d'r~ · - . · 
-····-------------.----·. ---- . __ :_ ______ , 
---·---··----~--
·-- _______ ,:_ --·-. - - ---··· ··- ---·-. " 
. . 
,. 
->ward.;, hands--_ on ltn~ees, mouth , open.,, and with her. pulse ~,eat-
- - . -
· _ ing · very fast .. · · "She seemed to .listen all over to whatever , . 
.. - ,_ .. - - . - - . 
~-
. ~ it _was she heard"' (l'l8.). For the whole afternoon. and fo-r 
. .~· 
----. - - --· --- -·--------·-·-· 
(even hours during the. succeeding days if Singer .. not 1S 
.. 
1~ 
• in his room) she list~ns, her ..~yes wet at times, to the 
' 
:radio. · Binger sees on. her fare a look he has never seen 
hefore .. ' :r/ is as though one of Mick's deepest needs has 
~ finally been. fulfilled. 
··--·-· -·~·-
- ·.,. 
..1.hen,, when -tJinger "s four friends finally .visit ... him 
' . 
, simultan.eoi.isly, Mick, .like ··the o~t-hers, is uncomfortab.le •. 
t". . ·, . · does,. not want to talk . (seeming t·o, fear exposure of se·lf • 
. _) - -- ·: ····like. the others), and listens to music on the· radio. Mick's 
·- -- -- .- ·---------··------- -----· - . --- ---- ....... -- --- ,------· --··- ---·······--·------ ... ······· ------ --··---, .. ··----· - - -- ~ .. ··-- -·-· -·--·-··-··------·-··· ·······--·· -----····----- ·-··-···-·····- - ·---------- -
silence and other things about her and the rest bewilder 
a:jinger;.and when 
--~------------------- --------- ---- -
-: rs -to antonapoulos a let_ter { that 
_,. .. 
. - -··--·-·--· 
"' 
he ~ever mails), ,;.)inger, telling his friend about the 
four, writes this about Mick: 
The girl used to dress iD.L short trousers like a 
boy but now she wears a blue skirt. and a blouse., 
·{' ,., 
bhe is not· yet a young lady. ·I like her to come 
~nd see me. Sh~ comes- all the time now that I 
have a radio for them. tihe likes music. I w·ish 
1 knew what it is she hears. She knows. I am 
deaf but she thinks I know abo-µ:t music •.. (183.i) - -~--
., 
_ -·---------·- ·-------- ... :~ !-Che changing adolescent, his o.wn satisfaction from Jl!er 
. -: 
, . 
• • I 
' 
·-· 
• . .,,.,,,-·-+ ... , .. ,., .......... , .. 
r. 




- ~-- ------------------------~ ----·. - . -- ------- -· --------------------- - . -· 
·• . -
·-:-· .visits,: his ch.ari ty toward the others, and his lack of -
. ' I 
, "· . 
understanding (of which she, like the other three, is 
.,•,· 
-·-· ~ware) are reveal_ed thro-µ.gh S_inger· here. ,., ...... 
.. 
. ' 
.... , ..... q=---~-~-=- -,,.~~ _,,,-._ 't .• ... 
,, \ ,·. 
•. 
w ., ,4, . I . ·-.-· 
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--. -·--· ··--··•,.--·-- -- . ---.-. --- .- - . . --~ _- .. _ ... --- ,- .. ' 
,;_,_Ill S_~Ilger • s · erotic dremll ·of· Antonapquioa·· (185) ,. Mick 




is among those ,who kneel naked on_ ~he ground behind Sing-
. er (wnQ~ kneels· before Antonapoulos.)·. - As Singer seems to 
· have done in\ his· relationship 'with· the ·Greek,; Mick in· her ., · 
• I ···-·-·.,--·-----









~- . made God. · ·Owing to :the f-act he. was a mute th·ey were· ab;le .\ .i 
.. 
'°").) 
- to give him all the qualities they wanted. him to have'' 
-= 
; . 
~ · · (198), Riff deci.des. - Tradition~l religion. me-ans nothing 
11l · • 
· to MLCk; .. inStead, · she ·has, S:S liiff o-bS;rv;;~;,-~;~;1;;a:-·a--~=c·----. 
. 
. 
. I . 
-- -. ·- ... ---+--... -.-_-
\. ; ! .. 
surrogate div_~nity __ in t_he ·image of her- own desire .•.. Mick Is· 
. -
ac.t testifies to ,her desperate need for someone to whom she 
. ~ 
can turn with faith in his ~ability to give m_e~ing to her 









' • l;J 
. . . . ( In v~ry .tangible ways:, ~t-oo, Singer ~he_lps make life 
b~tter for Mick and the other Keliys. 
-
When Mr. Kelly b~r-
rows mo~e:r, Si,er endorses the note with him; and Binger 
always pays. his rent very promptly .. ) · _ 
,· 
PO important -has· ~inger becol[le to Mick· that she does 
" 
'for· him what she does for no one else: she admits him to ~ 
'• . her "inside .. room," the realm of dream, thought, and imagi-
nation. into which she often withdraws. There,. along with 
music 
----·----·-······· .. ' are he and she, ·as though t_hiiy have a secret to-
·aer · feeling toward him .has -come on her slowly;. 
• 
. '" ... - . . 
. - _-._,.,,,, __ -~-- --------··----
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"she -. could not think back and realize just how, it had 
hapl)ened" (207)--h?' feeling toward .;inger ).s as mystical 
in its origin as ~inger's devotion to ~ntonapoulos. 
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_,.,,· . 
. · She no.tices the first time he_ comes to the· K~llys' 
. . 
. . . ,I':"';. . . .. door that Singer i·s different·; he is not ordinary~ lil:ce . J- -: .··. 
, ' 
----




~i.ck begins· to imagine things about him aa he thumps . .--~ . .. 
// 
-~-----··· ,--. ~-~ --------·-----











t-- -•il. ·: I 
/ 
. ' . 
" /' 
. ' / bhe ·talked tb-hi~ more than she.had ever ·talked . .. //. ~J. . . ' 
,-
to a person before. And if he could have talked . 
he would have told her many things. It was like 
' ' he was' some kind of a great teacher, only be~~:µ.se 
' ' ' 
. 
~ 
... he was -a mute h·e did not teach. In ·the bed at • . J 
' -night.she planned about.how she was an orphan and 
:_---..:._ lived.with tilister Binger--just the two of them . 
in a foreign house where in the winter it would 
- ·- • ~ - - ·-· .• . •. :- .• , __ a.:.·· ,t9 .. 
' snow·~ ( 2.07) 
. r 
---- -- ··-· --
. 
------------ ·- ·------....... -- ---- --- ----- -





suggests a child at Christ's feet or· that suggests Mick's 
need fo~ a surrogate parent. In addition, this.scene in-
dicates the developing intimacy. that· enables Singer ·to 
··serve, as a reflector of images that help define Mick. 
"-'inger becomes the first thing she: tlti~·s of eac~ 
• - ·-r 
,, -morning. ~he begins to wear perfume for him. .,Jhe will 
not leave the house if he • there, and she does all she · ____ J.S 
1 ..• 
to get a .look at him. v~hen she • with him,; each·· · can 18 










. 1' ~ 
I . . 
-----, - -
,_ -r 
' . detail she learns about him and his life • stored up new is 
- ----···-·- __ .,_., ____ ~---- -.-~-~---·>--: - --~---·--·- _.., -· ------ - -· -
- ~ --· __ .., ___ .... ~_.. ..... _ - - -- . 
• - - - L .: ~- •""--' o 
- ~ • -#<". so that she can remember it and live it ·over again. And .--· . -- - - -~~~ - _ .... ___,.. ____ ' -
"L' - ~-- -
- ·--------. ' ~ 
.- . , ·,~ --=-···· _ ... ,,. :c,·=,~· ··- --
'• 
' . ' 
if, after having tho-µ.ght about him a11·· _day, she· finds he 
·,' 
_--;· ··: .. -· 
' '~--t· ........... , 




, .. is not in his ·room, she has an empty· feeling. 
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. . After-her initiation. into the world of viole11ce . . - . .' . 
· .. "-·:'.·.,.-~. ·which Portia's brot.her 7Villie has be,en tortured and mu~ 
. 
. 
.·.·.tilated while imprisoned).~~ickcannot stay inth-e "in-
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... _ ~uch like a 'disciple,, s·he begins· to follow, ~inger almps~ 
~ - -
.... 
,. everywher.e he g_9e.s, througho:ut the -~"a,y. - "She always>fol---- · .. ,,-' .• 
. lowed a io~g ·way· behind ·him._. · And h·e d~d ·not· kn~~~" ( 263) ~ · 
But ~he. go:es to _:visit him only ·twic=e a week so that he . ·. 
i •· ---._ 
-· - -·-
- · -~---·---------···-"----:--···,._..-:.... .......... ~·--·- <---~ ......... _ ·- ~ .· . ·,t-. . ..... 
. she learns.· clinger was once in Canada\ and saw snow: .. , her . ., 





c"Qnfide in' him more .than- b·efor·e·. A.s she sits in his. room, 
• i: ' 
- --~--------------
. -
.. , •...• ..,., • ..._ .. .-.. -~~,-. ..:....,--.,,---?~-....-~'"'"::""""'"' ,. - . 
- . 
.. . ·--·· ., ·• -·-·- --· ......... ·- .. . ... - - - - -·· -- -----·-· .. --------:---.. 
-- --- -- - .......... ·-·--·---·· ... ·-
. -··--·-- ·-·- ·---·-... . -- - - ·- ------ --
----· - - - --~------
( 
_. ___ --·------ - - ________________ .. ___ _ 
~--------------·___:._..---'-~------. -----it was·. like they wait ed. to t e.11 each other things 
. "· .::: ... 
., that had n~ver been. told b,efo~e •.. wvhat she bad---to. 
' 
·say was terrible and afra~d.. But what he vvould 





., thing ~11 right. Maybe it was ,,a thing .. that could 
not be spoken with words or writing •. Maybe he ... 8 
' 
.( 
w.ould have to let her underst.and this, in. a dif- , · 
ferent way~ .. , That was i;he -feeling she ha~ w~th 





., · She trust.a uinger to bring out and resolve the problems . ··--·'--------::-.---,;-----'"'- ---·-·. -·· ~--r---~· -- ----
. .• ··~ ..•....•. ,,,, --1" .. ""' 
-r···- - e--
. ..~ ', 
.. 
' I" . 
. . ' . . \· . that make her inn1ermo~t being chaotic, but s!ie . do~s .not '>-----~ ~ · ·'.-. -- __ _ -- .. --,;--- ---- --




. . . 
She .. b.egins ·to ,feel guilty about f.ollowing him wi~hout 
. - -- ----· . "' . . . ' ' -· . ~· ' - .~ -
. \· . 
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.. 
· \.. - his .knowing'·it. II.ear him.;·she f_eels ·happy, but she. has a.-
queer feeling ·that she 1S.0.doillg. something WI'ong. · ~jer-. .. · ·· ·. 
theless, after her sexual initiat:lon (with Harry Mihowitz;, 
Ir 
· a Jewish boy-· obsessed --.,.with h,.atred f"or·_. the Fas.cis~s.}"- ._and I · ·. · r -
i> 
r'=c~Cccc,=-==s=,-~••~·,c·c~'CCC' ..=•) ,c·.cc:=c:.C::CC":C::-:'C"-:·-::-;·CC -CCner ·r·ejection b.y- ~1;fb.b..er • (who feels.,she· 'b,etrayed··'p.im ~tter' _:<-· -···-·-·-· ··--·- ........ . 
' '°". ' 
. J .. ,.... . . t 
-
-
. ·,,,,, . 
· the -Bab.y i~ilson affair), _ she. feel_s·. a compelling need ·to .. 6-' 
... ,_ ...... -.-·--·--
-....... . 
. . ·~- -




"; . . . • 
•. ·-.: •.••• ___ • __ ·l_· ··_~_ .. ·: · wond~rs '7 "Had; ev:er · be felt a· t erri b.'.le' afraidness '. lilf_~-
- -:-------.---~ ---·- --~-- -- --- - --,- - . -· - """" .~ -· . 
\ 
. .-... 
t-his ofl.e? · No. ae ·-had .·-never ·done '·anything wrong-.. Re had 
' f ' 
neveJ? done, wrong --an~- his. heart wa~ quiet in t·he nightt.ime; 
. ' ' .· . ~; . 
. . 
Xet a-t ·.the· s"ame time he would und&rstand 11 · ( 268). . The 
• ~ I 
• • 
's 
-··· -~ .. '. ~I-· •..• : .. " 
·I 











.. --- . -·- .. 
. ,, . 
. unqui·et ~- heart. indeed· .-enabitii3 .... li':i.m·.-1fo ___ 1iii"der"at-anii·--an·d··--empa..:--·_ · 
. .. 
' '"'G' ,~ ......... ~ ••. : ••. ~. 
-; ·- ..... 
r . ' thiz.e with Mick. To unburdefn herself, to expose her inner· 
.. i....----····. "'··---·--·--····" .... ,. 
• 
turmo._il--this · i·s,.: what she needs pa_infully. · 
. I -
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~· . -,··-·----~---- -····-~· ··- .,., , ... 
. ~ ... 





-If only she could tell him aboutthis.,. · 
· then it would be better. ~he 11Dught of how .. 
she would begin to ·",tell him. · Mister Singer--




. ter ~inger, I don't know whether you understand. 
a t&ing like this or not~-Mister Singer~. Mis~ 
· ter >Jinger~. bh/ said his name over. and over •. 
.;)he l_oved him b.etter than anyone in the fam-
. ~ 
ily, better even than George ~uhbe~ or her 
. 'I Dado, It was a different· 1oveo It:~ was not 
like anything she had ever felt in her -life 
.. 
before. ( 2b.8) 
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, .. . 14 .. ·------------'------- . .. . -
} - . 
, .. A~ter she has consented to t-ake a . - . 
' 
. 
· worth.'s that her sister Ha-zel has found. for· "her~ Mick. { . "\ . 
. 
. 
:a • Le:-,,_• 
.. · - want,s des·perat~ely to se·e: ·s:inger. , She_ needs s.omeo.ne whom . .. ' 
'. .... •
4 
••. she -.can te.11 that- she. does not want' to take the job, and"' ' ' ' . ,I' ..... ·,L_.. ,- / ~--·---- ---~--- I----·-----.. --- -----·'···- --- _ .. - - -- -- = - ..... . 
.. 
. __ ...... - .. ---:---,.-- -----------·--
·!;- •· ~-~ ... :r·-- 1~ ~;.-- .. -.~~--.·-_,' ·'ig~·~:~s, a~;c.ept.ed :Lt only b:ecallse of the familYJ'·s p·oyerty •. ~----~-------·,------ ·---·--·· -----;--·- '-.·--;-·~--·- --·-------· .. _ · · .. . !.· .1·,.d.)l,·.1-l,:I· 1:r~·. v· · 4, ~ 
. 
. . I . . . I (/II . . ' Jf,. It/ . i 
·. 
. : ' J ;1/J/:i'4 l ':
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,, . 




i"f her dropp:Ln_g ou\ of school and going to work is the . 
. ,., 
. 
---~-"-"""....:,..j ,; .. ·._:._1_' -- ·t -~ ' 
<· 
. ,. .. ,. 
... ·---··- ------------- ~-------: right thing to do,~ 
·. at.- firs.t he .did riot unde~st~nd. - -His gray. eyes 
, ' 
- -- -- -----
- - - ----- - -~-· ---.L·, -~ -····--- ·;.:, .._,;:---' 
half-closed and he stoo_d · w_i·th his hand.a deep 
-. 
·, . 





. . '-': 
do·wn in his pocke,ts ~ There was the old feel-
.,-------~-:--·-1:ng that they waited to tell each 0th.er things 
that ha-d·-·never b.een --told before. The thing 
_ 
---------~---- -
- - -- - --- -- - ,.---- ------- ---
. --~---s·h-Er-·11aa··-t·o·-·:--iiay .now-· ·wa_s ... :not tnuch1. But ~hat he 
llE,\d to· tell her would. b:e right •• ~. ( 21}) -
' ' 4)· ____ .} ~- I Sea, having deferred to his w-ise (if inarticulat·e) coun-
sel,:. she takes the ·jo.h. S_he. seemij never· to .notice that 
,· 
"' 
~inger's hands. betray his inability to communicate as 












' . Here is · ano·tner .Po~nt·. at which the author uses Singer . 
. 
-aE?: arr'obvious means of' helping ·,Ylie rkader s.ee Mick,, ·fo.r . ' . . 
' 
,. : 
' ' • • \ --~ C she· shows Sing.er thj.~ing about, Mick and the other t,hree. ., - ·- - /-. / / /~-
/ . 
-- .. --~ _. ·---. / -·~-, . 





uinger recalls. h~r urgent face __ and her· seeming ·to:-want1:--'---.~·r·:~.:. _==-"· =···=-==--·=·=--= D - - -- • - •-• --- ---------·~----..-· -· .---- - . - . -
·-
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~. f I t • 
.. •·. 
•. 
~ ~ -~~-. ' -iL--- -- -:- --c: 
him tO sa1'1.C-tion something, he can not underszand. ·(But<. .. · . , . 
Mick never ·dete.c-i.1a his hewi;i_derineht; instead, she--~~~
7 ~ :-: : ••• ··--·==··~" . 
. ' l 
.. ·_:\ 
c·onfided in:· him as in a· ·w.ise and calm man .. ) 
. 
S.oon. the· store :P,as iud.eed b~come a tr·ap· for Mick •.. 
rt--n:a:er· put an end _to her plans and fre·e time·. To smoke 
-and b:e ·by herself are two of her f e~ pleasure a. Then 
"' 
one day when.she goes to Singer's reom t·o play the radio, 
.. 
she· finds him dead. Later she remembers how she ha-d then 
''run:. into the dark and hit herself with her fist~ ..... He 
- was very dead •• ~" ( 300}. · Aft.~r this Mi~.k is in sho~k., 
living mechanically. 
'-
could ne.ver believe. 
self and was dead. 
I 
"There were·· ,·these two things she 
. ' 
That Mister Singer had killed him-
~- . . . 
' . And that she was grown and had. ta. · 
,:, . ' 
,,~ 
_ ..... ,•. 




her life she has gained a confidant and ~esponsibility~ 
... 








' ! ' ~ • ' ' 
. . 
Still. she is d~termined rlot to be . a common gi.rl.; sn.e 
w~ts to be sameone,;and have some things. Rejecting 
Riff's friendliness.and assuming the payments q.ue on Sing-
er's radio ( "It was good to h~ve~~ething that had be-
longed to him'! [_3oi] , ) , she wants only to be by herself 
·· and· to think of tp.e pri vat"e piano she will have someday • 
r"' 
·]lut'the "inside room" 1nto which she has always withdrawn 
.. ./\ . . . 
shut out of it too.· Occupied and exhausted hy her job• 
.. 
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'"she-: wante~ to sta_y in the ins.ide: roo·m but she didn t 
.. 








where away. from her-~ · A __ very hard thing· to understand" i 
. . . '· ' 
. ' 
(·3_01). Unabl~-- to u~der~~~ng._ ~p.~_ ,g~~:t~ ___ ch._anga~---o~ -Y~--==,=· ====c====' - -----=::;:::::;====c==== 
. " 
------------~--~--
_ '.· - ±n--her life-has made, She rub,s her fi-st ac.ross·her.·fore-
- . \ ~ 
····--·-···.- --· - f·· --·-··· ---· -,--~-: ~-;· _ ... ..__ ..... -::-:-·--------- . --- -·-···· 
,,--- . ---:-
· · · --~ -- head and ponders the great· riddle· that only Singer could 




' - ' 
.. 
It was like she was m~~ . all the time •••• Onl~-- _ '·~ - - _..., 
. . 
' 
_. there. was ncothing to b;e mad at. Unless the 
• 
- -· I ' 
. , 
·store. But the store hadn't asked he.r to·take - ' 
'/ . 
the job. ,So there was ~othing to be mad·at •. 
It wa~ like she was cheated. Only nob·ody to ----- --- - ----- - . ------
• 
, .. .., .. 
t~e · it· out on~ ·However,- just the same she ·had 
----··-- .. ------- ·------· -~ ·_ "- ··--_~_L _____ that feeling.. . Gheatedo;CD O .Maybe. she wo.uld get ' 






.1 . •• 
------·1-t-····a.1·1-----b-EfeD.~~the way she· felt 
. 
~he plans she had made in the 
had to be some rood if any 
.And it w·as too - nd it was. t.oo 
r . it was too. I~was some good. 
All right! 
O •. K. ! 
Some _ good. (3,02) 
.,e 
- --- . . - .. - - - .. -- ---------·- ------------ - -- . -
about music and 
inside room?· It 
ad-e <P sens.e. 
, . 
and it ·was too and 
\ I -, 
0. 
Groping,. but. now matured so that ·:aiff thinks she -is. 
almost ladylike, Mick tr~es ~esperately to con1,t~Ce her-
self that life, even without Singer, can make sense and 
.. 




he good.. At, ·his funeral she cried so hard ·that she 
-------·------------choked.. But she wants to b·elieve she can go on beyond 
----------------. 
. ,_:-~ \ 
h·er loss of binger and .profit from, the eph·erneral _ love 
and lesson he has given her. She wants to believe that 
his encouraging her to unburden herself to him has 









--.. - --........-·· ~ ~-- ___ ____..~------
·--------- --- ..... --·----- . ----~---"'-··-_ - -------. --------·--- . ' - - . . . ---
.. 
. . "' 
If- .. 
valuab:le and · ~are. wi11· be h_is. legacy 
proof of the" power 
- - ____ , ____ ----. ··--· 




-----. --·---11. . . .· -----· -_ .. ---~-- ' . '"\_ . . . ---- . 
11 · 
'·. ~· 
to this ·ionely-hunter: 
::--::--:.~~::-·:_ ·-~·-:-,----·.-:;,....,---c~_-=_.;.,:c-:::-.7:-',,.._;_--=-:_;"':"'.""---:'=. --~.:;:---:-,;--,-- : _______ ..:._·_::: 
(That ·it· wa~ not 0 .. 
really Selfless· love:· but· 1ove -giizen. out 
·--~-----=--,-----,------.,-~-----;---·---- ----··-----------. -·_ -=----. ------::_ ~--- ·-· ----·- -
have to kn.ow.) I 
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·- Jake too has 'an obsessive imperative (the __ !iet;d __ f_o-=--r=--~ .. ·-~--,,-,--~-,,--_ _::;--_ _:-_ _____: ·, . ·-"·--,,---------------------- . 
---------- ------ -
------·:=· ==--=~=.:::::::::_.=-·· "--"'"<'" 
_
_
 ; ., J. 
• ----- - ,- -
• ·-••••-·---•••-
• ~---•-•-•"•'..,_. .. --. -
- ..,.,,,-..:., ........................... ,•,><~••••••·-••••••~•c,•.•,,>•<•";g:'•••'-'•.,••~.-;·.,-••--••• • -
.•....• -< ~.~.~~~••--:· -~~-- :_&()_cia.l j'\1Sti.C ;~nd=e~q;ali tYf that·· makeB him another gro-
' 
. tesque who eventually turns to Singer. After being in 
I .. 






. _ he met i~ B..if~ • s caf e) in- his sleep. It is· as though · _ 
winger will not let Jake alone. '/' . In.the cafe Jake, in a 
frenzy,:, pays -attention only to Singer,· whose eyes seem . ' 
r··· , .. -.i,·····,.. . .~ 
~ 
·-cold and gentle .and whose wh~le body seems to -li·sten. 
-
--- -·-- ·-···· ·-
' ae~ tells Singer,_ .• - - - ·-- - ·-i~ ----





- ... -- . ---- - --.. --· -·· . . -- ___ v _____ -- --- ------- ------- - . -- . 
.. 
"You 're the only one in this town who catc.hee 
. ·-o--· 
~ ~-- -~what I mean •••• For two days now I bee~---~alking __ t_.o_ ----------------------------·-··-·-- ------ -·--·- ------··------------- --- '------- - •. - - -
-
y_ou .in my mind because I know you·- understand the · 
things I want to mean •••• There are those who know 
and those who donc;-~know •••• when us people . who 
k-now run·· into each other that 's an event. It al-
. most never ._tlappens. .Bome·times we meet each other .,,,------,-
I 
J. -and neither guesses that the other is one who 
knows. ~hat's a bad 
,---=-----......C.,...------....,_.._---------<a--lJot of ·time·s ... But 
thing. It's happenid to me 
you see there are so few or--
·--: ... ,k· ---
.. us .t" ( 19 ) '·' 
Singer only listens p_atiently, nods-t and seems· contemp~ 
,•r'. 
lativ._e. as Jake·. b:ecomes so· demonstrative· that he begina ' .... J :·· 
•• .. "i 
.-. ;to ,beat the table with his fist a~. 
------·---
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.· __ ·· ag_ains.t it,, Si:ti.g,er1-... f inds· him·; and t:_akes h-im to: Singer's . 
.... -··· --- ------··-··- -----·-· . ------------ ---···----- --- ------··~.. ~-~--:---· 
, 
-~:;--~:.:..--,.~•;• .. .-.,,:.~ .. - ,•,••F ·•<:"~•Y•-•- --~ ,-··---~~-: '._ ··-·-•• • • ~~ .. -. ---------------. -·· ~ --- - ----- -~- -----
.. 
. . 
. room·. Through all-- this Singer, straight _and-,--firm_ •. iooks _, - · 
·... ; ... 
·~ · as ·though he ·c.an not be· surprised by anything.·· Then 
" . 
. ~ 
. I-.. -,i-·· .... _., .. ~, 






. . . 
. 
- ::.:--=·----=:-:-=-·-~h,e.a,~~Jake :.: .has=.,:~&V=~Ved-,~- .S-i~g,er---gi-ves~-~n~---a- ea·rd:'-·-ident~~·.· ··=···--=_-·=···=·.-·=====,==··=··-·=···· =··c...c=--·cc··"'I·-· 
. 
. "···· -· .C.-,---·---- --
·· · fy;ing himse.,lf as a mute. In anew.er to Jake's; question 
. 
~ ' 
about whether it is~-lonesome to be ·a mute ·without mu:'te 
. ' 
.. ···-----· . 
. fr-iends, Singer_ (in· a characteristically ambigti.ous man-
• ·-·--
-----· •• ---· •• •· 
l,\-n e.r). ••shook his head in a way. that might have meant yes /' 
. 
or no'.' (4'l). Jake rejects Singer•hilvitation· to stay 
perm·anently. but_ l.eaves his suit.c.as.e in,_ Singer's ro9m. ..- -·-· 
-~---·----- -
::t> . 




--------- - --- -. ----··-- ·--~--------
-
. 
~--------~-:-------~~ _____ -_. _____ Jake 1 s .mind; and, be·c.ause he is lone.some-·, --and th,ough it 







seems queer to want to t.alk _ to'' a\ mute, Jake want.a desper-
- - - - . - -· ---· - --- --- -------· ------------
---------- --- - -
- -·- ·-·-. ··-.,--
. - . -· .. - - - ... -- . - -- - - .--- ..... ·-·-- ·-·-·-- ----·~--- --- - -· -
----·-------------- --- -- . 
· a t.e ly .to return to Singer's room. Finally he -decides to '·. 
\ buy Singer a b8.Sk~t of fruit arid goes to his room. There., 
-
his--hands in his pockets, Singer has a look that Seema 
to queatibn Jake about what has happened while he.has 
- heen staying away ·-from Singer's room.. Jake, ,who feels 
he has never been in such a q¥_i~t rQQin, __ proceeds to _________ _ 
tell him about his frustrating effort.a to share with 
( ___ other· men ''the pure honest truth" ( 58:) he has gleaned 




.. ------------- .. -------·------nvflfen··--a·-pe:fS0Il ___ Jc°r10WS--and Can It-.;-make--the others 
'. - ·'· 
.·. 
,. 
~ .. . . '
under~t·arid, what does· he do? ••• wiherever you.'"'· 
look there's meanness and.corruption. this 
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' . ,;;, 
in the ,,b.a~et,. are all P~.O'du'ct-s·:of profit anti·-.=-.~· .. ,, 
~--.,-· ·--~less~e;·----a--f:el.low can',,t live without giving hi·s 
,·,. . t- .; 
,.··· 
··passive aciceptance ·~t.o meannes:s .• " c·59) 
, When he' has finished,-he press~s his fiStBc "to his 'temP'1es. ' ., , 
_·:.,,. -- - ·• Nearly b.erserk·, .he wants- to fight someone on a crow.ded 
atreet ... · · Then he stares at ·singer' s eye.a so ·~ong that. tthe . .. 
. ' .. - ·-; 




' almost hypno.tiz.ed himself. lie lost the urge to be riot.ous 
' 
.. alld felt calm again... The ey_es ·se-emed to understand, all 
--~-- ·-····. -·--·~-- --
- - ·-----.-----
' . 
that ne had meant· to·· say' and t:old some me.ssage for h~" 
(59) •. and thua· tne charisma of Singer has eli.c0ited the··~-_. 
conf:iq.ence of anotherlonelyhunter who will fee+ free to 
expose himself to Singer-~and, 'by r.eflect:ion,; to the read,er. · 
.,·· 
~-.. -~-'--· ....... . 
-----··- -·· --- . ---·--. ·---. 
-- - --~---------- --
-------·------· ·, - --·-~---------· ------- ·- ------ ··- Jake begins: to go to .:)inger''S. r'oom alm~~t weekly. 
' 0 • 
' 
·~ While he .is there, hia· voice gradua.11! ... P .. ~_9_9m.ee ____ q_u._iete.r .. ;; _______ .. ___ ~:---~=----"-~.--~--~·:··-----------
,---. -~~-~~---{e~ves thotigh;f~~{;:-~ij~::--
0




he tells Singer.of his ef~orts to spread the truth, while 
.:iinger listens and nods politely (and lets his ~·dinner get · ' ., 
cold).! Because he a.its with his hands in his p·ockets·and 
does not speak, ~inger seems ~uperi.or. 
~ 
--------- --~---- One ~und~y Jake--· goes ·.not~ ·t-o, churcli out to ~inger•s 
•.. /-'\.. ' 
.. 
room, and there he tells Binger of his past· and how·~b.e . 
. . j 
\ • 





J when:· b.e still had tradi tion~l,··/r:eligious beliefs, he had 
,, ..••.• ,.p.' • ' 
nailed his hand to a table and had wanted to be a~ ...... ~.Y.~~ ·\ ' ..... . 
..... - ......... - ........... ---·--····· ............ · .... ,_ ....... ,_ ......... ··"·-- ..... _ ....... - .............................. " '' . 
' .. ---·.---
··· . { ... ..:.. .. ---. ----------· ...... . . ·-- - ,,_ .... - ·-···---- ·-·- -· .. - ....... --·- .... _ --·--- --·-·- .. 
. ........ ---
\. 
/ .. . 
--· el.ist. . And then-"'.'he exprErsses his great frustration and 
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... ·. ~ .. 
. :• ·-~"' ·-----. -
--- ,··. 
• -. 0 C 
• • • i:,.. • 
r ··'··1. 
s;ees. is tha"t r . ,. 
·-· I 
-- i;, . 
"the whole system . of ·-the ··wor:ld~-- l.S built On a. . . . . --~. :._ '' -• .... _· '. -.. . , 
--,. \ . . . . ~ lie. . And al t·hough· it 's, as plain as. the shin- . 
--~---
-... 
--: 1 . . 
.. . ~ . irig·. sun--th~·· dqn' t-knows have lived with that 
··- .~~: ;:- . 
. ' 
..: -~' .4 ... ' 
· .. -· .'.:,; .. '. .. ' ': ·- :~-- . . . 
• 
- .. , . . •\ 
iie~) so long ~hey ju$t can't see it •..• I b .. een. -. 
;<! •. . -· '. - -· - . 
-- , -r . 
-/.· 
--~·'-·-- ·all over this pla~,e. · - I walk aro~~d. I talk. 
·,, I try to explain· to them. But wliat good dqes 
-
it·.' do? Lora· God! ••• You tre. ~he .only one •••• · 
,- .... - .. 
'.,. ·. p. 
. ' 
. . 
The . only one." ( 129 )c . _ j. . • -- . ·- • • - ; • ..,.._.. ' ~.. . ••.• ' .. : --· ... -- -----------~· . . , .. ' . . 
.. 
~e- dOUble-ea:gea. implI98.1iiOil of "Lord God! 11 reinforees · \ ............... _!.-, ·, 
the author's suggestion of the kind of.relationship. 
-------·-----·-·---·--·~=--·--=---=------~--~: t~hat---.. has:~--d-eveloped · between these· tw~ c,haract.ers •. ) 
·' .. . .•. -
__ . ----~-:!.._;°,, 
. Jake insists he is not ·a- communist. ]for him the 
-coffec.tives ~9r s.ocial injustice and _.inequality lie not· 
within the power of organizations but in individuals' 
. . :,' 
~ ._ 
. ; 
--··-··-- -·-··-·- ·-·- ... ···-·"·-· - ---·~-----·· .. ·-· ... -·---·· -·-· ... - ----·-·· ·-. ·-·. - - ··- -- -- - - --····----··-··-· .. -·· .. ...;,...-...... _ -··----- -r·-··· ··-·- ....... - --- ....... - -- -·--------------·-·----------·~.- --~.,____·------·------------·-----···--·--·-- -----· . - . -
. . . 
conduct--especially -~n .thei,r love for others. In Singer 
he th.inks he sees .. a man who can show him and others the 
' . 
way to make them~elves count. (S.ymbolically, in ~efe_r-
' . 
ence to Singer, he.always stands back and lets S±nger lead 
.. . ) 
:' the way when they leave a. room togeth_~r..) 
' One~_ when._ he yis_i ts Singer , he says,. 
--- ----
------ - ---·- ------------'-----'------
"The things they., have do_ne to us! The truths 
' . 
, · they have turned into lies. The -ideals they have 
-- - -- -~----- - ' ---~-- -- -
· foul.ed and made vile. ·Take Jesus. He was one .. of 
"t:-..:.::i. 
us. He knewo ••• But, look what the ·Church has done 
to Jesus· during the last ·two tho·usand years.; What 
' 
---- ------·----_.,. __ . _____ __..---_----·-----~---~~---··they .. -have made of ·himo How they ·hav.~ turned· every 
1 
- I 
-'- ' --·--·--.--=~=···--=:~=~- . word he spoke for their own vile e·ndso Jesus would 
.... · . 
, ~ j· O: . ·. . 
' ·' ' 
··1 ' j. 
l..... • 
-~-=~-........... -
be· framed and in jail if lie was living today. 
, 
·····T ····J·esus would be. one who really knows. Me and Jesus ........ .. 
. r • \, 
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would sit· ac·ros.s ... the· table and. I· ·would ·1:ook at· 
.. ··.)·him and· h6 wotild lpok. at me and we·· ~ould both 
--~-· · ·know: that· the · other knew. " ( 13.5) . t • 
, .. 
_· 82 
To the reader it iS Clear that Jake"is sitting ac.ross the 
tab.le· from his ChrISt. . At the same time~ ... one can see why-
~ Jak.e has forsak_en traditional religion: . ha~ .too has felt 
. . 
the need to· cr·eate in, the image of his .desire. a surrogate. 
d . . . t' 
· · 1VJ.n~ y •· . 
.. 
·. ---~ ' 
When Jake continues talking convulsively, Singer be-
' 1 
-comee alarmed .. Only when Ja)te can focus on .. Singer'·s face 
does Jake. finally stop talking and close his eyes. Later, 
. . .. 
. ·--
- ,alon~, Singer (~~in in the role ~f t~e reader's aide) re-
calls how. when s'peaking · about freedom.:. .)"alee. often say~ a'ome-
.,,, >\, 
. f, . ·. 
·"', :>-
. ., . 
thing like this : . .. _ ··-- ... ,.-.. ~ .. ···· ....... -... -·-------···· _ .... _ ..................... ____ _ ______________ ··------··- -·---· -~ ___________________ ·--------------·.--------·--------c-




. . . 
;; ·,>: ,_ "That• a the word like a w-0rm im.. my bra.iil'Ji;.; · Yes? 
Ho? How much?. How little? The word is. a sig- . 
b"'·---Lnal for piracy and theft and cunning.: We'll ·· 
I .... 
be free and the ~~art.est will then be able to 
"' 
. •. 
enslave the others •••• vVe who know. must be wary.· 
The word makes us feel good--in fact· the, ,word i.s 
. /, 
--- ------~ ·----
a great ideal. But it •s with .this ideal th~t _ _J=·-··...,...__,,.._.___, ___ _ 
__ /) .. --- . . . ~ 't . 
"--· . 
the spiders spin their ugliest webs for us .. " (174) . .. · .... 
~ . 
I , 
Sounding very.much like a Swiftian misanthrope (ironically, 
for a man who professes to have .concern for the welfare 
of others), Jake has re"pewd his -theme so often -that Singer 
can anticipate it wheni Jake comes to his room .. It is a 
. t~ing Jake has t'o say; and though ciinger is bewildered by ---~- -·--··. 
iLt, he listens patiently as_ Jake exposes his obsession • 
.•. 
. .... 1 
• 0. 
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. ·, ·- : 
~ -The -nature of Jake, aa.; well·, aa S'inger, can b,e :s-een in 
·- ·' : the:ir continuj;ng re.J.ationship .. - vihen Sin_ger ; gets-,his ·ra9-io.· -"-_ 
. . 
- Jake keeps· it on all t~e time he i-s in Singer's _:·'rdom and,' 
- - -:- .. ·-- -- .. ,._"' . ' ... 
. se.ema to· try to shout over it. On the night when. all. of 
• -- - • 4 -
- - . . • -. i . .. _-- ' - ' . _· . _· ' ·- - - - .. - - .. • - ------· --··· - -- -. --·- ... _, ·-- ·-··· ---·--·· -···-·--·--~-·---~---- -··--·-··----- ------ _::,__ - ---=- .·:::::.. .-:-.:::;____. .... -.::;;:-_-:::-.:::.--·--:..:... __ .-.-~-::.-;:.. ____ ;.... --·-··-- - ·--- ____ ·_ . -- - _...!:---:-·.--· . _,.· -- --:- ··--·----- -- -------->- -:-_...:.:..~ ..... -___ :::.:.:...::.::·.: . .:.::...:_;,_~_ . ..:...:_;_·.:.::..:...:..:~~;.=;___ __ :.::'.:..= ~ ··•·· ~'·---:-":"....:.~....: _____ :::.:...·.:.·::::.-_--.-:--;;::::.~:..:: .•. _.:.=~:..._~.::-=-.. ~--=---'-'==-'- '·.......---......--~--··~ 
·""- . 
" . 
,Singer·'s. friends finally v~sit him at- the same t_i.m~, Jak!' 
(uncomf ortahle in the presene,e of the other three) · Sp.ills 
foam on his shirt ,as he -opena. the beers ~n:e has brought (as 




·dr·eam --of Antonapoulos, Jake is behind_ Singer a:a.··s1nger 
k:rieels befor-e Antonapoul.os,. 
' l~ 
. '. 
. ~ ~ ... -
- - ·,----- --·-, ---~ - . - . 
'. However, at times/ when. he comes to Bif.f •a cat(, Jake 
' .... 
. is s.o · s.ullen that he seems.. to have quarrelled with Singer._ 
'. But Biff pan never detain J~~ long enough to dr·aw him out; 
.... 
-----,-~------
.. .· _____ ··------~Q~i_x ___ t __ 9 ...... ~.-1ng_er __ will ____ J_a._k_e ___ r.e.ally _____ t_alk. _____ .. Thinking ___ o.f---t-h.eir----~--------:_________ -------·-------
. relati.onship, Biff is reminded of how Singer followed Antona-
--
.. 
'. pou1.oa around as Jake now f ollow,s Singer. It s.eems to Bi-ff 
that Jake,, like Mi.ck,, has "made of. him a sort of h.ome-made 
God... Owing to the fact he was a mute they were able_ to 
give him. A11 ihe qualities the; ~an:ted him to have" (19a). 
------------- ~------- After· Jake• s squab.-llle ~wi~h- the ··two operators of the~-
carnival where he ·works, Jake thinks of ~,:8inger. It seems 
,. 
to Jake that without .:iinger (who is the. only on~ .other than_ 
' Jake who understands the·t·zwtlth) the town would be the lone- --·, 
--;;;;;;-····----~ . -liest he has ever known .. Then, having insanely jeered at 
. . -- ........ - - . . . 
·---------- ·· ·· those he seea as he walks the streets, Jake stumb-les into 
- ' ' -----
. ·• ~nger's room and laughs himself to sleep .• 
' . } . O~y with Singer 
. 
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Singe~'4.s always attE!ntive,, se8JD.e, to -:La. Jake a~ peac,e .• 
, understand; J-ake•s feelings even when. he is morose,. and &is 
·· never surprised· by what he_ hears. ax:td sef!a~ It seems to 




.--~- . : - - . - . ·- -- . ·.\ ,· - . 
=,Jak~-=t4at~,,_only -~cci_ngce,;r,,o,Qat\. .. ,giY.e .. , .... h..im _____ ~}):e_:=~~ lp _ _h~_~,P~~~g..~~~"--·· _______ --~--· ______ ,. .. ___ _ 
vvhen Jake and Singer go to Dr •... Co,peland 's ~ouse after 
' ' 
". 
the doct.or•s· son ts leg_s have be~n mutila-ted, Jake is im-
\...__...,.~-- . 
patient but .;Jinger is .. com~:osed ,- eve.n seeming to assum; · clJm-.,· 
I 
mand of the situati.o,n ... ·When Singer leaves- the room. Jake 
I ', 
' 
feels alone and uneasy (not only because Singer has left. 
i .,._,.,,,::- ,:, ?,o 
., ·but also because Jake . is ;about to propose a plan in. which _______ ~--c~ ... ·····-
_1\0, ·one .else will join him: · he wa.Ilta to pus.h around in a 
' J; 
· wagon Willie and other Ne.groes who have been maltreated· and 
.. _. - 1• -
hav:e them. tell their· story fi· hoping in this way he. can init-
~---·---··--· ··-------- . ··----~ 
" ' 
, .. 
- .. ·- -:., -- . ' ...... - -- ·- --- .. .,.. ---- -··---- ---- ----·--
i at .e so~e action for social change in the town} .. 
One night,, aft;er i::>inger's ,,death, Jake rtins to Singer's 
y 
room after a brawl. .. Only then remembering ·he no.longer he.a 
his source of peace, he -cries and walks out into the.street. 
' . l • 
As he continues~e meets. the evangelist Simms, who ha's 
11 
. ' 
b.een trying for some time to recruit 'Jake.~, Jake s:ees on a 
fence· nearby a mesJ:tage : '\ 
lie Died to Save You 
.. 
.. 




Every kL.te 7 .15 F .M. (290) l . 




... ~-. ,.,.,.' .. -- -~ . -~ -- --
• •at-··' 
·s1nger, Jake recalls that when.he heard that Singer had 
ki~] led himself he was not sad but angry. "He was before a 
·A 
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t·old to Singer,j and with his death· ·it seeme.d to ill~ that 
. .. 
•. ~_.'. th:ey were .lost. And ~hy had Singer _wanted to end his life? 
. '-· 




ch~ated and trapped after. the loss --of nis. confidant and 
. ~- ······----- ... 
', 
- .. 
----·-·-- - ... -
I ·!' 
counael. And ·at -the Kellye.• house·~Ja_ke can· not stand to 
-
·, . 
... 1 ·• ----,~·'t,..:-~···-·' . 
see the. hatrack _on which Singer _hung·· his· hat and the stairs 
· : ~h'e climhed tci Singer's ·room. 
'• . 
. Within a little mor·e than a year, Jake· has found s:atis-
. fact1-on 'for his hunger ·and now is e·xperiencing emptiness.· __ ----··-----
.. -----------again.. •t11te had given _.jinger everything- and- ·then th~,~man. 
., "•Q !: - . 
... 
I - >• -- ·•·cc . .,, • '" --
-- -- - .. =--.· 
had .killed h,ims.elf. Set he was left out on a· limb.· An.d now .-
it was. up to hi;m to .get- out of it by himself and make a mw. _ 
start againll (295) .. Echoed here is the se'1fishness m~nifest 
in so· much of his professedly altruistic ac.tivi t~. · The self-
lessness with which Singer seems to.have given himself to 
Jake appears not to b.e Singer •s legacy to Jake. 
That his frustration and anger have been revived after 
. 
Singer's death is apparent when at the funeral he scowls 
' \ down at the grave and stands with his fist in his mouth. He 
.. is· P.;repar~d to b.egin again his aiesperate and ob.aessiv·e~"·"cam-· ··· 
··paign to enlist othera in his. crusade for social justice ~ ~ 
and equality; but the degree to which in his campaign he 
shows a greater concern for justice and equality for others 
than for the· \real·ization of a personal obsessive imperative 
·-. -- - l~ 
- at any expense will be the final measure of the value 'of his 
relationsh.ip with the man to whom he exposed himself. as ~e 
,. 
had never exposed himee.lf before. 
.. 
!, •· ,-1,.'b ~ Lt-·•,- -fl 
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1X.i1. . ·siliger and CClpeland 
. " 
-:--
--- ---------- ----- -- ---·- ---·----
-- ---- --·- -- --- -. r- . , .. _. ->:'· - -·· 
•. 
·-· -·· ··--·- ·-·--· -
---- . 
·Living without hi~ wife and children because he 




- •• ~ a" .. ~- •• • -
' 0 
. , . ~--"·~--
----
• has -done wild and crazy thing,.s, the consumptive Neg~&, 
. 
- -·- . --- ----·-- ----- ,,-- ·- ' 
-- --
... Dr. Benedict· Mady Copeland withdraws into an: ,''inside . , 
,--- ·-
--:. , 
·room·" as- Mick has ·done. Studying (o.ften .;;pino.za.J. o~.--------· v·----·· 
sitting in the, dark, he is ob.se-ssed with ene:. '~s,'trong,. 
·· true purpose:" · (6,0} in li:fe: ··the achie:vement of· justice 
__ .. ....., 
I 
--:------ ·and --equa.li ty · for his people. Certain that he is meant .. ----·--- -
·-··t. .... 
to t·each ·-his people, he has preached "Eugenic Parenthood 
·l--
' for the Niegro Rac.e" (63;) for years.. Aa he fights the ,. 
t 
. •i . C . 
. ~ .... , --· ~ 
~· 
• 
', ,,.. ·• 





explo 1 tat ion °/ his people, his daughter Portia repeatedly .· 
.. _ implores him to quit q~_~rre_ll~ng _Jind ace_ommodate himself- -···-·-- ---~----, 
wi.th life as· she and her brother 1wjillie and her husband, 
Eld.ghboy ~ave done:. 
'----~ 
through religion •. · \ 
. Copeland mali.ntains that Negores cruc·ify thems-e·lvea. 
by b.eing su'bmissi ve, being w~ thout spine, cour~ge, and 
brains; and ·he says he is interested only in real trutp.s. a 
• 
In. respons,e ,., -Portia asserts,) "'_You think. out everthi:p.g· 
--in your_ brain.. While us rathe·r talk· from something in 
.. 
our hearts tha·t has been there. for a long time'" (67). 





1--~·-+'·.-· 1 "L. ·-
. -l ; ---. --· •. - -·--- ·-
Copeland has always reasoned that for each of hi,s, children 
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-:.- . . -- > 
. ..-· 
- an.d sloth:f.ulnesS. But the ''cult -Of meekness" (69) they 
' . ---- ----.:..-~- - - -------···-·-------- --
- - ~ - -- ·-·-------~--- ----------------------.- ·-
. . • : . • '-c . -' • . . . ' \ • . 
. were taught by thei:t' moth&!'. Daisy has made a greater· 
. - . : -
' . . 
"impr·e,ss~on upon them. 
-
. . 
·when he talks to them, they do ,,. 
---------- ~ . -- --
·· not wan--r-to und2erstand. -
---- ',,.. ___ ._.-----,-_ .. . 
One day when Copel'.and is a_dviaing Portia to thin.lr of . 
. I 
. her~elf and not let the Kellye fail.. to Pather. Copeland 
goes.on to talk about Singer, whom he has seen several 
times.. He thirufs"~inger is polite to everyone and well 




town; he ~s more like a Northerner or a Jew--someone, . Cope- . 
\ 
. ·-., 
. ·-··· - ... ····----·--·-· 
land has decided, more lik:elY tO be sympathetic toward ·' .... 
' 
~-- / Negrqis.; Later he recalls a rainy night wh~n Singer ;/ -
·:···;•:. ', . . 
.. -.·-- -· 






·• lit a cigarette for him,, after vih:i.gll QQpeland llwanted .. ______ · ·--:~_ ... ---'---- -----------
- -·· ------·---·---------···------------------ --- ---------- . 
-- - ~-- - . . . . .. --· -- . -- ·- - - ·- - ----- --- ----· -




- •.... , ....... .:.:.:_• u ..• 
. ;. _, .. .. ,r ' .. , _____ _ 
.--·t_ -
-
. <\ . . 
. . - ;, . - . , . 
to talk to the white man and ask him some questions, but 
he did not know for sure if he, could really understand. 
Because of the insolence of all the white race he was . 
afraid to lose· his dignity i11 friendlinessll (73). The .. . .. 
~ .ti 
"insolence of the white race" is an idea with which Cope-
I land is o.bsesaed; and 'b;ecauae he thinks Singer . is un-
tainted by it, he is attra~ted t:o him .. 
1· 
Thinking he will,write a note to Singer· for informa-
ti.on about the cas.e Of a mute lifeg;r'o b,oy,, Copeland decides 
it will be good to write to biri.ger ev.en if he does not have 
·, . I-···· ,. ,_ f . 
~ r----·· . :. __ _ 
... ' 
a reason; for he remembers Uinger's sm:iile that rainy night-
. ----·-- -·---- _::-::.::._:__:=--::.:..:.:::=:-~--
"and peace was in him" (Tl). Uopelaiid goes touinger•s 
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\ ···--··~·-.- -_ ---- ~-- -!_-- • ·-----·. 
-,rooin _aft;er Singer has. re,spond~d -to h,is., note with· an 
invi.t.ation. lie is sure· .. Singer·, is diff.erent from ~ 
,other whit'e pe.rso~ he has ·ever met~. 
, ~ 
. .,.,.. .. 













' - _____ -____ ._._:c··____,....,..----
-·-----
. ,-{_ . 






·- ---~ . 
- () . 
invitati.on,, · Copeland later returns to . .:>inger' s room;; --··--·-· ---- ---~------------ -- ----- -·----- -- -
--- -
\ .. ·. 
' 
~-
.. . . .. and thua has begun Ein<\ther relationship: during which 
. : : .. ':'°. ·. ~ ''. - .... _· --~-~ 
• 
. ,_ 
. -... , 
a charact.er's 'ob;sessiv~-
. the patiently~isteniJ 
ijinger·. -
imperative will&b~ expo~ed to 
arid seemingly understanding 
. -r··' .............. -· ·--~-----------
Copelan_d S00I1L· dev.elops for hims-elf :,a vision of 
Singer· th.at satisfies some of his own needs.. He decides 
-. ,. r 
. 
.. Singer is a_· "'w;iae man~ and- he understood the strong,~ tru·e I 
' 
' - ' . ) 
-4 ,'-----
... 
purp.ose -in- a way that othe.r · whit·e men could :rw·t. He lis- -
. . 





·; ~ened·,, ·and in. his -face· tne·re. was some-thi'ng ·gerit-lfi ·and 
,.:· 
Jewish.,· the knowledge of one who belong_s: to ·a_ P~ce that 
is oppressed 0 (114.). When LJ~nger accompanies, Copeland as 
he v~sits patients. Singer walks behind., He wat-'ches 




. · __ Gaining confidence in Singer, Copeland di-scusses with-
.' him "the mystery o:f .,li.v:ing m~tty and the simpli.city, of 
. 
. 
., ' death'' ( 119); and,, of cours.e, he talks ib-eut .rac.e, re-
-
'0 minding binger of the chained journeys, his peop·le made _ 1 
·--·7,, .. ,,. . . 
--
- ) 
-generati. ons. ago.·_ One, bunday morning Copeland· goes no·t---------· ------___._~---·· ___ _______....._._,-. • 
..... , 





_,._ - ·_ 1 - ':.~-"-
to church but· to Singer "s room.. ·~The visit blunted the · 
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: .I · j.G·~-- -c-.·~ - ,1 . :-
--· --·- ----·-------------- ------~---- .. _J;3. 9 ___ . ----.. ----· --- . ---· --· --: -. --------- ----. 
" . 
. . .,.., 
. 7-··· .,_ .. • 
. 
. 
·-~ ·:feeling of lonelines-a·- in him ·so that· wheD.t he sai.d · good ... 
:_-~ ,_ bJy~;-h-8~wa.s~--at·---i>-·eaCe-with--himsei_:r ____ once _ more"· (12&). 





;1.;.~~~. ch.arisma --- oi~·-,,:~inger that· enc~urag~s Copeland, to _____ r,evea-1 · 
- ' 
' 
_ -hims-~l--f----is--h1;l.vi-ng---±-t~a. ·-mystical: -·salving effe1~rt;-- 01r··co:pe.;.· ... -- -,..: ··-· :-'t-
---::..,._ _______ . ·-_.-· 




. -· __ ....!...... , . land as. it is on the other three • ......... ~·, 
\.::: ····----·---- .. ---- -
. . . ' - -. 
~ihen Cop.eland has his annual Chr·iuatmas- part,y for~-
• r' . 
lieg;ro you9t.ers.f> ~inge·r,, the o~ly. white person t~o con-- -
. ·; - . 
tribute,; g_ives che.e-k for· lluy~g .coal. .C_onsequently, -
. hecaus~ he- bas shQw:n~ that· he is dif :f erent from 
othe_r; whites,_ &ing.er is.invited b.y;-.Copeland to the party-.; 
The:;,re f; S.inger stande in .. the doo.rway .hy -.. himself,: looldng· 
'• 
' 
somewhat like -a p.:Lc~ure of ''.:>pinoza and having a Jewish. 
face-. Copeland~ thinks. } ... , 
.. .- ;, .. ~ , ... - .... 
'·• . 
~. . . 
• .' 4 
•• • •• •, -·~ - 'C •• 
--~-
. ' r-







·· ___ .• _____ -::___ _______ ~· ... -·-'-----''---·-----··'-''' -
-----.. -:-··-.. -~-----~-· -------·-·--·-··; "I:iu.TI~g the ·ceremony iiWhiCh--c-opti1Q:rid. j)l"~Seil.ts -a 
• I • ~ • .• 
t, 
,. . . . . .-~-~----··· . -- . 
five-dollar award to the student who haa written the 
. . b.est essay on the topic (stipulated by Copeland)· "My· 
-
.... b.mbition: Eow l can Bett;er the Positio~ of the Negro Race 
.• J 
in bo.ciet.~·~" a...>inger stands attentively in the doorway.· 
After the party~ ~inger is the last to leav-e. ·During 
. "" 
. · the whole affair he has· confirmed Cop~land 's b.el:Lef that -
t:iing·er ·is "a truly, .good. man. Re was a white man of in-
tellect and true knowledge.· In him there waa. none of the 




. .., . ,_( 
. ~ .· 
---:·---remain • -- ___ J . lie waited and seemed to expec.t some final word" ----" ,. 
. ~ - ·- ..... _,_, --·---~ . 
, (lbe,). \;opeland, not realizing that ~inger :L.s a fellow 
;:, 
lonely huriter,. can do no better than t.o _say,. "Teachers. That 
is our greate·st need .. Leaders. Someone to unite and guide 
\) 
:1 . ',; '· . 
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{'· ~ ~ '' . . . . . 
. ' . ., . . . . . . 
' 
___ . ._.:.:.. . ·--.: .. -_· . ' . . '. . . . . . 
. "_ - ' .. .:__ 
~h~n~-~mg_· about .Alltonap.oulos. and ,:h,is. other -fr1en~s-;.· 
.... ,~. ~ ~--~~-~ --.---·---.i_._._.·_:·:-a,the bewi lder8d . Singe!' ·reca·1ia . C opel~nd ' s 'repeate~ jm... . . • •• ·_-·:_---·_:_:-:-~. _________ ~ 
• ' ' ' 
I . perative.: 
,I . "f 
. -- ' 
"We _Negroes want a ch~nce to be free at· 
---------. 
·--- -- -last-.----- -And --freedom is (?·n1y' the right to conlll!" 
.,. 
~~ibute.. vVe want to." serve and to shar·ef;, · to - ,. 
0-• 
, 
lab6r and in tu_rn · consume that which is due . '\ 
. .,. . ., to us. B~t .. ,yqu are the only white man I 
I • • 
----- ------~------have ever encountered who realiz.es this. terr:ii.-




. H.ere·. again _is _a scene ·that makes Singer •s function a.s a . . 
·"· 
· reflector ·in the novel cl-ear to the reader .. ' . "-.... 
...... ---
, ~ \~nen Singer gets ~is- radio~ Cop.eland, ~lways pre-
.. 
-. --·--------·---,-~---~_:_·. ---·· oc.cupied wi--th his-- If.real true. ,·purpose·~~n··- ·d'oes;~ not·· even ·_no=---------:------~----.. -:--·-~ 
--·---~.-_.:.-------~t-i:ce it. The night that all.\four of Singer's friends 
. 
. 
~r-""'""'':-----.......... .,.."'"'"''·''"''\',\\-,... . . 
. 
"' ' ' 
-·· •· --·-- --- -····" - ... - -·-
-------
- ,.,. __ .._..~_-/'. _.r. ,-, - ,-, 
.. 
. ~ . 
' 
. . . 
" 
'1'" ... •(It ' ' ·~. ... • finally come to the mute's room at the _sam~ _time, Cope-
•' .,,,,,, .. ,,,•O•O•••••••••••••-><~M .. - • 
land only stands in the doorway and bows coldly ·to the - . ;... --- --'1' 
others ( who seem to wonder vthY the Negro is. ·there). I 
lile ia as deta~hed as any grotesqµe Anderson ever created. 
Singer •s function as, a r~,f.lec.t.or is again seen clear.ly 
· when he is shown writing to antonapouloS'1~)a letter in which_ 
he tells about the four.. ~What he writes. about his black. 




much. about Singer that reinforces the., irony· .in hie character--





"The black man is eick with the consumption 
but there is not a good hospital for him to go to. 
here because he is blacko H.e is a doctor and he ~ 
' 
works more than anyone I haye ever seen. He do~s 
, ....... ' .......... , "" ' .. , , .. . 
~-
. / 




. . .. ---···-
. . .
. : . ' ' 
• , .... ; I 
.... 
) 
--. ' 6", 
' •·. ' ., 
,-
-----------






--------------- ~-- - -
-·g;roes I find ·_it hard -to understand b.ecaus,e· their-
-
- -- ::
1tongµ.es do n9t moye enough for -the -worq.-s. ·- This., 
' . ~ . black man frightens me sometimes. · ~is eyes ar-8-----~ __ :__ ____ .. _~·-~~--,--,-'--------------=-------=-=-----::~~==~·····~ =-1ro~·antr·trngn,e;;··~He=·a.s1reanie to a party and i r ;~~--





-- ---went.. H.e has many, books. - However,! he does not, 
-own anY,; mystery books." (183;) 
- ----- ----
, 
- ,Most intere~ting, perhaps,; ·is the evidence ·he.re that 
j 




as a man ~who by- being an exc_eptional man ~f his race, en-
hanc-es underst~:n_d,ing in their rela~i.onship:. ,. 
In Singer's erotic dream of A~tonapoulos, -Copeland 
- too is ameng those who kneel -naked behind Singer,. like / 
I followers who wait as their leader kneels at the feet 
... 
. - -- - - ···- - of the- hierarchy_'s ultimate figu_re •. Singer's superiority, 
is again suggested when; after ~inger .has heard that -Cope-
iand 's son --viillie_ has been imprisoned, Singer shows no 
signs of ho~rror, pity., or hate. Copeland decides this 
is so because of all wh'o. know what has happened, Si-rl.ger 
. aloµ.e unders'tands; he alone knows what it is like to be. a 
.,(' ' 
_ memQer of a minority group victimized by the majority • .-•-:"}.....:, 





•. response a~ a token-of his indiffe~ence, a result tif his -.-.-
pre-occupati_on· with his own lolleiiness.) Later, after , .i · .· \ _______ ,·-- .·.· 
-- --~-----~-~ 
<Jopeland has bee~· put into the local jail becau~e he has ·~ .. - - M • • • • 
.... created a disturbance at the courthouse by trying to see 
-~-.----....!~ ___ :_. ___ : ___ .: -
the judge about vjillie 's case, Singer is among tho.se who .. 
are there when he is released. 




Jake is sure ~inger is Iris~, but Copeland-is 










- -- ---------------- ·---·---·--·----------·--
-- -----~---·----·---
·-
- -----·· -- - -:. 
- -------- - __ . -· ·_ ·--. -----·-
- ---· ~ ----~--- , ----~---··-~..!.- .. ------------- ------. ---------
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sure Singer is~ Jewish. ___ A_~ Jake. and Copei~~d.: .·. ____ _!__ -------· -c------
--- --~---- - -
~ .... 
---- - --\ ___ .. 
. ·.: .. .: ' 
. talk togethe~, Copeland:'-equates the Jews 8.nd the N~- ,.< 
~., • -"{. " \-,'A ,:·_· • • C • 




· groes ;: for Copeland _maintains1 the ~outh ia .... Fas~is~~: · , .~ .. · . . . ~ .1 
. 
. . . 
. 




~ ' ' : 
.r 
' 
nomic ,: and cultural life. Here the Negro· has 
-- -- -------
-- -·---or-~lways been deprived of these e And if wholesale ":.. 
' 
. 
. . . 
. . ,-; and dramatic rpb_bery · of mo11e.y and goods has not . 
,. taken plaq~ here as in Geriµany, it is s,imply be- .r • : . ' 




wealth in the first p·lace ••• ~.T11e history of my 
peop.-le will be commensurate with the intermin.-
., ........... .. 
, 
~ able "hi~tory -of the Jew--only,i bloo:dier and more · . 
violent .. !' (25b~26'i) ,, 
:Because ,he sees clinger and himself as memb.ers of victimiz.ed· 
--
miRor i ty. gr·oups,,_. Qopeland becomes even more devoted to the . 
. .......... ----~, .... ·-~···· ·;.:· .. man; .• 
-After :~·inger~-~- death· the plac.e he haa achieved ±n·. 





about to b·e taken from his h.ouse' by his children for the 
' ; 
. . 
last time, he hears not their voices but other v9ices: 
those of· Jesus, John Brown., a.1pinoza., , Karl Marx--and ~ing- ' ---. ,-- ... 
er,. "a righteous white man.. of understanding" (282). The-
. voices are those of men ••who had fought and to whom· it 
-. had been vouchsafed. '1io __ 9omple.te their missi.ons .. · · T-he grief- -
. ---~~-- , .... -
-- -- ----.----
---· -- bound voicesi of his peep.le. 1 and also the voice of the 
t 
b· i/ .. 
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-
:···· . -'~ 
. . 
dead •••• The voices of the weak and· of the mighty" (282). 
These are the voices·· to which Copeland _has tried to tune· 




' . ~ 
- --- -- ,·- - -· --. - ---- .. -·. - t 
\• The death of· S~nger brings to Copela.Rd a "dark sorrqw •••• 
' ! ,. 
. ' 
I 
. .... . 
. . . 
.. •. 
' \ "1 ' "'. 
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' ' • J -, • . • 4 
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_ , ... _ ·lire had -talked to- him as. to·· no o·ther white.· man1. and 
" 
... ) 
.. ,· .; . 
• to._ • 
. ... ... . ·-
. ··• ·- --------·---- -~ - -- ·-· .. 
- ~· 
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- ------- --~--- ------------~-- - ~------·--·· -. ·-· p 
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- . had le~t. · him baffled ·and without support 0- -· There 
' . 
/ 
• • - .:... /r 
/ 
/ } 
- . '/ - .-
. _i_: ____ '. . was . neither beginning nor end to th·is sorro.w. - Nor 
-----~----------
--......_ ~ . _ ~--'-- ~ -------- under·s-tand-±~~g-(>--c __ 'it':lway-s-----h-e~- ·wouf·d-~''return;···-1u-:-1iis==~Jrougllt s -
to. this white man who w.as ;not insolent or. scornful.. 
.. 





, but who w.as just. And how. can t·he. dead b;e - tryi.llf ,, 
dead when they still live in the souls -of thoo e 
. ~ ' 
. 
.. 
- ·who are left ·heh.ind? -~.( 28·4) 
.. . 
~ ' .... ,. --- - .. 
· ·- -(After Al-ice •a·-deat-h1:. Biff thinks· to·o · ''that the one who 
'"' _has· gone is. not. really ~ead, but grows. and is created ·to·r 




- . .. . ' 
-----· ······--· 
JI. ~-
4 Rut if Singer does still live in. Copeland's soul. he 
- ---
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•'elll 
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·. 
him. The .hatred is for those who opp·re.ss the Negil:'o•s, •. 
*'.-
' people . whom he loves. in spite~ of their failur·e to asaert 
themselves as he thinks they have t·o and·· can .. · Saddened 
. .-
and baffled by the loss of Singer, Copeland stands at -
'---
,:.,.:i. 
the edge of the crowd and moans to himself at Singer's 
funeral .. Most of all he-mourns the loss of his listener, 
- ' 
one·who has"been attentive: as no one·before was when 
. ' 
---· the doctor tries to convinc.e pe_ople that ·the "real true 
~ 
----~-- purpose ... merits their comm.itment. .:linger_ has listened; 
., 
' 
., - - - . . . . 
·--------·------··· ·--
. ·--~·---an.d C(?peland, aggressively_ independ.ent and proud, has lte-· · · --=--
- - -- --~- __________ ,...... --
- . . .. 
come-'dependent upon and humble before him. And, _conse- ..... ···-··- ~ - '-~-- ----- - ---~~- ., -- -
.{ 
7 
quently, he has · revealed himself -as a man o bseased with· 
... 
' t .. ·, 
the need\to motivate others tq -help themselves. Now.~-
.. . . 
-·~ _..L ........ without ~inger, Copeland is; ag~i-n a man detached. . .. _.. -
•' ., ' 
- · II.: 
l• i,, • ~: ' J .... i"' ' • J..._ 
. ' i, ,. .... 1 
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. _, : - .. 
~ . 
. . :,, . 
.. . - I . 
. . . .:..- __ '.. ,· - . 
. r 
.of· the four maJor charac:tiers. attrac.~ed, to Slnger .and .-
~--~----· -~. ---==-· _· ~--~-~--=--:~,.c.-~cc-:·7-;__,c-----c--.:-..'· .- , - - -- . __ -- _- -__ --- ~--~--:~-~-=?~ _ _-:-'_-~. ~ ~-:-~----· • .. -- -, -,---.-------------- - I • --~------ -----------------e-- -~.......C----
~ · ., aispos.sessed by his d·eathf} :Riff Branlillo·n is lea·st· depend--,,_~. 
I;) • , 
_ ent upon and most, objective about the ~ut··e--~ . More near::ry---·a:·----- --
. ~ , 
detached ob.server than a fri-end _Qf Singer·,. Bi:f:f do.es not r 
- - -- ..--- . 
; . 
rec.reat:.e ~.inger in. the image of h:.is desire; rather, Biff 
• .• ~ • • > ·.• . ~ . • • . . •.•. 
. . . . ' 
· ~- tries to und.er~tand what ~ing~r- ~s and- what the .. others · 
. ,,. 
. 11..· 
-, .. ,., .. ,. ... 
make of him. bo, when he. goes.to visit Singer~ he goes not 
,. - -J. <" . 
.. - . 
. ,:. ,:, 
...... 
t·o unburden. hims.elf; bu~ to puraue the rid.dle that S~ger 
-~ " . . 
A - latent homos.exual whose wif.e' s .. death finally re-
i, .. · 
. 
·-· .. ·-. __ .. _ --· ··---- " ---- . l..E3aSt3E:1 him from a g~o~ ~~q-q_e."~T~~~~~~ge' . ~i~++ __ 9.apeµ.g._~. _µ~_Q_~ __ ----·--_;--------.. -· 
' ~ ' ' . .. . . . / 
.. ~- • those who. come· to his cafe t·o as:.suage his loneline.ss ( very 
-J· ·much as Singer depends upon those who come to his room) .• 
, 
. 
. ' 1 Most of all,, Biff' is attracted to freaks .• u·r like _yeaks" 
'f 
' 
•., (11),, he tells his wife after she chides- him be.cause of 
.. 





~- -0 of ultimate freak; B.iff has never met. another that . ' 
1 •· About' iiff and his interest in- freaks', Louis·e· ·G"oesett 
\) . 
- . --- - - -----. ---·· 
thinks this: "'Th·e compassion which he expresses in hie gen~---
---
/~ 
''"l • .__ --- - . f( ·~ • • ---------J 
. . 
erosi ty to· t·hem is an extension of the human commun:Lty • an:· ·-~r-' 
. -~·- - ·t 
ti'-· 
__ affirmation of the author's belief that man in a-11 conditions 
' 
merits dignified t:reatment "- (16.8) •. 
(' .. , 
~-
' .. 
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a-0 <, • • # ! --------- ;, ~ -...-- .-. . -· 
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·"" "• 
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. 
• ' 
· fas.c-inates and puzzle.a him as~·Stng;e:r does •. Thus curios- · · 
,. 
,, r . . .- ____ .,-_ ... , ~--- ... ; . 
-~ 
- . -~ .. 
' ·.- ~ty more;·thar1:· anything -els.e- attracts. B:iff .. t.o· Singer. 
./. ," 
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-_-------'-·--------~--~,ime_ he came to the cafe), Biff usually stands: near the· 
. • !, ,: .. 
;·_:·.,·· -
'.: -·~ .' ~ " 
,, 
........ \ ---·-
cash register- quietl~, observing all .. Jake thinks, Biff---·is 
~ . . 't 
a "nosy b.astard-0 . (19) and· tells Singer to~_ignore him when • /P!lf' • .... f· 
!. 
]n;iff· tries to· get Jake to define the truth Jake _espous:ee. 
Biff 's visits t,o Singe:r.~ ~ room -do not- last very long , 
__ ...................... / ..... ... . 
- ' 
. 
_ bec.ause he can not st.ay awai. from ·the caf·e very long. 
' --
But there is worki)l.g upon Biff the same charisma that ha.a· J 
~ . 
-
·_._ ~ drawn the other three to S~ger. Aft-er Alice's. d~ath tSingeT 
,. 
· ·a.ends .. him a letter of condolence, and he is to. b.e a pall-
.. 




. - ---- -
,,,. 
bearer. ~~hen ~iff .goes. t·o Singer's -room, the mut·e "looked 
'( 
at him now and then with his green observant. eyes .•••• ~Biff lL 
~ 
-
aid n'ot talk;; and ~nee the mute stoppe.d to pat him on the . 
.. 
shoulde.r' and: look for a second into. his face" (105). But, 
· -- unlike the othe.r three, Biff does not -'respond to what, seems 
to be compassion by unburdening himself t·o Singer, though 
X . 
_ ii appears that Siriger unqerstands ·his needs •. 
• • ·/ f ~~ · ·tvhen the caf ~ · reopens( after Alice's funeral,, things . 
. I . 
. 
. . go _on as: before. There, for instanc·e, ts Jake haranguing \ ··. 
. . 
, 
· '~inger, who · politely list ens· and nods. Through -ali- this 
... 
. . . t"--·'-'I•·~··· ... - ........ . 
• t. • , 
' ' ........ . 
-- --
l~ '' ••" · • · "· • · ·· • · ,. _.;,,. ' ... , , , . , • ,I , 
-- --~-~'.Riff was alert, - a.nd no sound or movement escaped him" . 
- . 
-. -
--. - -----~, 
.. , 
'I, ..... -·------4···-,.---.... -l • 
~- .. ) (111) •. lie is storing up details that.he will r~tr~l,l to 
__ ,_, ) 
·,, 
· dispel the. loneliness during those long ( though f_ew.) houra , ,.- ' . . 
• •1' ' ' ' 1 ••. ''' • '~ . 
. ,· / 
· ·when the· caf e is closed •. 
. _;.. .. 
' 
• ' •_: ::_- t' ' . :· 
l 
- -- - -- -- - - --
' ' 
I . -
... . · .... 
,, ' 1 
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One day Singer . buys Mick · a doCa-coia-, ti seeniingly ..,_, ,---
·-
- ---------------------'-----~ ~--- 9 
· ·_trivial. gesture ~ut, ~ne,that plan.ta iri Biff's·- min~ ·the puz:-
,1' + ' 
, .. ., .. :~----· 
-
. ··zie ,that.·is> to intensify-his relation~h~ip with Sing.er: 




------------ ·- - . ;··- - - . - . 
.... 
·Nobod~ but a freak. ·1ik_e a deaf-mute, cut o_ff from _ · 
. 
. 
other people, weuld ask a ri_g_!1t young ,girl to sit • , · • _ 
· ' . 8 :1.i~} 
. . 
... ,,.·. \ .\ '~ 
.. down to the·· table where he was drinking with another 
mane. - Blount_ and l\llick b,oth kept their eyes on Singer. 
·The'y talked, and the l!J.ut~s. ~xpression changed as · 
he watched them.. It VJaS a funny thing.. The ,.reason--
was it in them -or in him? ••• What did that fellow 
. think and realize? What did he know? ••• Afte.r they · 
were gone he- still wondered what it was about· this· 
. 
. . 
·mute •••• The puz_zle had t~ken root in him .. · It wor- . 
ried h·im in the · back of · his mind and left him un-




. . .. 
. . 




.. -; . 
r· --·-
·_- --cy . 
.. tried s·everal times to make overtures of friendship .to . 
. 
. 
M:Lck.. ~he .bisexual B.i:ff ( who has been emasculated by his 
wife as well as,his mother, whose ,wedding ring he wears; 
. who thinks of adopting childrenra,nd who f eelS\compli-
mented when told he would make a good mother) i~attracted 







_B,iff · has seen li-ubber and· her take some gum, misunder~~andeJ, 
' \ 
. his motives (as the beloved often does in Mrs • .McCuller\' \ 
- \ ficti.on). 
\ 
....... 
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,. 
-------- ---~·--_......--..... ' - ---·- ... 
/ 
.. 
• 4~' .... ' ' .: \ 
. . '
----· ....... . 
· sits and thinks of the other -three and Biff: . "The last one 
rubbed his nose. ·He did not come of.ten and he. did not aay 
... 
much·. He .asked questions" (i 7·4). ~ll:ccinctly he characterizes 
\Biff, ~s one intent upon revela~,i.o,:ri of others rather than 
( 
I 
. ·- .. 
.. -· 
• ....--. ... , ... ,. ,,, , ..• "-4":' .... --.. ·-~·-" 
~·, 
+··· .---- - - -· . ----··-
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· Of himself. ·Ess:entially a.private.person, he •gatherJ de-·· :._ : ·i· - .• ' 
- i -.·· 
• ' .. I J< f 
._:. ... -. - -· ' -~ ... ---<-· ------ ~. --~-----,--__:___,__~-~~-,---




'- - ' 
- . - ·-- /-
back room at the ca,fe with his stack~ .of old newspapers) -,: 
--, 
.. . ,,. -· 
- _,,. 
r.ecalls _ them later as ·''he tr±-es to solve the .. -·-riddles t~hat·--- -~--------- - ··-·-·---·--------
--
/ seem to permeate his, lif-'e. . 
_ When ~-inger g8-ts his· radio, the observant and curious 
i-Uf noti_~es it at once and raises. his ey,ebrolRtS. - _ And the 
...... . 
. ' f..-oc•,, / . 
·nig~t when all four visit Si~ge:', simb.ltanep:iisly; for the 
., 
first t illle, Riff sits . on. the bed• "·hiS eyes scanning the 
(' .. , ·-·· 
groUp hef ore him and then becoming narrow, and f ix.ed" ( 179)., 
That Biff is primar:L.l;y an observer is apparent to.Singer • 
. . / .. 
In his le-t·ter to ~n~onapoulos, ~linger writes.,, , #I,.._,~,'' 
- - / 




I _._ ---------'-----.-- . _ ---,..,. -,-~,,~-----r not just like ·the other~ ....... He watches., The 
-.,__.,__ - - .. •· I. 
.., . ... •' 
-~-C-. 
-
others all have something they hate. And they 
', 
all have ·Something they love more than eating 
or sleeping or wine or friendly c·ompany. That 
is why they are al1ays so busy •••• He is~ a 
~ thoughtful one." ( 182-184) 
------ ............... . 
--To. Singer, Riff is as much of an enigma as Singer is to 
··- ' I I •• , • 
l:t:Lff; but he. does know that .Oiff is a man whose h·e.ad rather 
than his heart impels him most of the time • 
L 
.. , Most of Iliff •·s--puzzlemerit about Singer deri'V1'Ei ·from h·is 
.. 
.r ob.servation that the other three are convinced ~inger is 
• I 




what they want him to be .. 
~e()~,iff it seems that -their 
\ . -
.. - -------·~---· - .. --- .,. ____ ...___h __ -- ., ... ' . 
· .:------ · ... _. _ illusions are· queer mistakes~ And yet 'he can not put into 
.. 
focus the thing about ~inger that deludes. the ·others but 
I ,·_,; 




. . . 
~erely; puzzles ·.Biff .. 
'' ' .. p 
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_ 
.. 
· ---- · .. · · over·!f.. (_304-3;05) .. 
. He ·thinks of· Alice,: for whom his love 
. .., 
. :. ·went · 1ong b.efore her death.. :·And he I.thinks of Mick: ~ . ; . . 
- ____ o _____ ,,--·---~--- - _,. __ . 
. .. .. . 
... 
•> 
The one· who ia __ th.~. ~last months had lived so· 
- ~ .. strangely in his heart, .. Was that- love done with· '· -
)· 
- too? •• oShe had grown 9lder. ~ •• He watched 'her and 
·ii ... 
, felt only a sort of gentlenes.s. In him the o·ld _, · 
' .. 




_ ·aomed strangely. He had questione¢1. it a hundr·ed 
., 
~ times and found no answer •. (305) 
.·, 
. •, .\ 
~-~-·-·· 'l .· .. 
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. But· it is the puzzle of .;)inger •·.s relationship with 
.. 
V ·the others that depr-ives Biff of tranquillity: ".There. 
I 
. was something not natural about it all--something like·. an 
.. 
ugly joke. When he thought of it he felt uneasy and in 
-
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share the illusions he other three. have created· from thei~----: \ 
- . 
' . 
·- ..... ': • I : I ' 
---_...,- rT 
relationships with uitiger. Yet it is Biff· who,··puts things 
in ord·er (as he did after Alice's· deatl1) when he finds 
,. 




always seemed so meticulous, is indeed a puzzle, a puz-
zle that }launt.s B.iff even more after he notices, the 
I• .,, 
... 1-
. ...,, ... 
- .r 
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man~?. ~t.ranger.s d~a.wn to . Singer's . funeral: ,; - -"God knows- --~c--------~ 
.I 1,--- _,, 
': wliere .. they ,came from --or·-~-why th~y· were-~t-her-eti~--(306) •. · .. 
. As Ri!f thi,~s of the·se things one night• ther~ sud-- .. 
; ·. - . ··: . """ - ~ . ' . - . - . - -· ·-
. ' . ----- ~---- ' --
' '· 
· ·-· -~--:- . __ - ,.,.·.- .. ~ .•. - ___ ·· .. u~~--:-~cQct.l);~.§~~~~-~-h.-i-111_,an .:i~llumination of.· - -'i -,-.- - ______ .: _______________ _:_~--·· __ : .... : ... :..:.. .• -~----..::·,• -~----·.::;·~:.r.·.:·,,· __ .:;~---_ __::·--'--'-· ---"-----'-'---~ 
------- ··- -------·----;---;-•-:----·---. - . . ' . . 
. ' 
1··· ···I• 
. . ! 
... ,. . 
l 
. . human -str~ggle a·nd of vaior .: ·· Of· the-en-dles·s.:~:===·=-=:::.:.:_~-. · --~~· 
fluid passage of -humanity through endless .time,-~' ,· 
, 
And of those who labor and·of those who--one 
wordc::,c=,love. His. s~9ul expanded.. But for a .__ · 
moment oniy~, For i~ him he felt a warning.·& · ,, 
' 
I - •. ·' 
r 






- . ·, ~ . -
' ' ·. 2 
was' __ suspended o H.e Sc\W · that he ~as looking, 
at hi$ G>wn face· in. the ·c.,,ount~r glass. before:· .. / 
.~him •••• The left· eye delved narrowl& into the· 
.. , 
past while the right gaz.ed wide and affright:ed 
2 
.(>· Barbara Folk ( "The Sad 'sweet' Music of Carson Mc-
- .. 
. , 
.. · :.r 
.. 
····-··· ----- CUiiers," The Georgia Review,, XVI G:9b~ " 208) ··seize~ upon 
the image,ry of B.iff susp·ended to support her view that Biff, 
/·········· rat_her than. Singer,. is the Christ figure in the novel. _· __ ~he 
) ')' . 
/ 
- ------
observes~ "'The thought~ul reader, sensing some special Sig-. ---·--
____ . -~~~~ni-fi-cat.io-n---q~~=~-h~ f_igure of the deaf-mute, can easily be mis-
• ..J .. 
. led into granting Singer some· Christie. iJ~ntification. But 
•, .. ,- .·.t.1'" 
• 
UpQ~ closer ex~ination. ;or the story it is s.een that there is 
/ 
·little in the way of. allu.sion or incident to substantiate 
' ' 
• I • 
> 




. such a reroi.ng. 'On. the contrary it is the gentle cafe owner· 
- -~----··-··-- --
-·=~-- -
-----------:-~ ·--- -- --·- .- .. 
. . •J-.. i'' .. ·, 
,. 
. . 1 ............... _.:...... .. ... ' 
' 
-····---·-------------·- ____ :.8iff Brannon who ·is. deecribed in two different· sections. as ·· 
. /' ' being ·a-cross-hung figure suspended- between two worlds" (208). 
,'l.., • 
. . . . 
" 
. r~. 
' .. ,. ,.,.,~,& : ' 
.• f ••. ' • 
'' 
lier ppinio.n suggests her overlooking much detail that· would 
..... .,.-.... ' 
suppo,rt those who read···the novel with i:>inger as a C-hrist. 
\. 
' 
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'·•·.I ,· 
... ~--,,; . 
.}. 
--·-·-----· -
a -~--- ·-· ·-··· - ·•-... - -·- -
· i~to, a futu:re of biackness, error, and ruin .. 
----,--'-~-,---· . . . • . t _:__ __ . _____ . ________ -- ----··----·-·----·------- •• --------- - -- - --:-· -------·-- ----------.;. . . . ~-----'-. ~-----,---
. And lie was suspended betw.een. radiance and· dark~ . 
. 7" . .... . ' 
. 
· .. , 
- nesso Betiro:eenbitt·er irony an·d fai,th. (306) 
- .-_ ---· ·· ;·: --- ~ There ar.e n.o ·absolutes·., and- there are no _r_e __ so_lut_i·o_ns-1on-' ·-" '···--· ,_ ---,--C---..,-----,.,----,--.,...---~ ---· ·---···.· -·· ··· ..... ·-----~--
- . - ·--- - ·-----.---------Jt .... -------- --··- ---- -- -- . ·--····- ----- ·-· --· ·- . -· . .. . 











the rid.dles and. ambiguities in his---life.. To rnake matters 
-
' worse tJ he can . not eyen be sure he is a. sensible man ti one __ . _____ ·, _ .. · __ ·. ·-...,....---i·· "--------·--·····-------- _____________ _:__c__ ___________________ . -·- .. ---~~· ---- --.--·-.---------·· ----·--- ----- ---·:··· ----:·---------- ->-/' -----~- - .. . - .· 
~ capable of distinguishing between· radiance and dark_nes.s • · -~- I' ----,---. . 
' 
-· // 
. between :j.~~~~y ~rid ~f'aiih-~~The illum:inatiOn that e1n~L:~~~ him-,--.. -~---.--
. ' 
was only momentary •. 
. . , 
' I 
... · _ Unlike the. other ~hre.~, in Biff' e relationship with 
~inger he has not found eve~ temporary answers ·and soluti.ona 
(? ~;, ~t~ 
for what tears at him... That .Singf~r ·can not q.:Q for him · 
~-· 
· what, the mut·e has done for others sugg·es·ts that Biff i?r 
-· 
his o~ way is sup,erior to all of them (that he can,. as ~" 
he .did after 
1
.the death of Alice· and ~inger, put things 
~~ order). Struggle and valor, labor and. love-~these t.hings 
will be involved as he persists in seeking answers as a 'l.. 
man of logic.. 3 · } 
. 
" Ke has managed an accommodation with lone-
liness and the need for love, bQth of which, make. the other.-~-s f 
• . tij 
. - . li1\ V 
,. 
three susceptible to the illus·ions ·~inger fosters. in them~ 
•. ) ( 
. -· -, - :.___._ ---;---- ·-
. I 
.. , .. ..; 
__ _:,_ __ _ 
~fi th an existential self-re_liance, Biff sufters and· .,-
f" . 
<: 
.ciisinger, too., sees B-iff as · the novel's most likely· · ~--. __ --·--· 
-· ---··-- ----- .... -, . 
. . . 
- --.--··-·---··--'.------··h,ro. About Biff he writes, " ••• whe·n. he unites male logic ', 
............ 
ale intuition in his hermaphroditic soul, he eme:r·ges·~ 
. . as ·at· tp.e end. of .~the book, in the most favorable position 
of any ~he characters •.••• Insofar as he knits up his 
' troubled soul ••• he represents the best possible confron~ .. " . 
tation of lif'e that Mrs o Tu1cGullers here imagines" ·( 249-250). 
' ,,. I 
. I , • 
-,, ... \. , 
. 1 ' 
. ~-.... --- ·-·~- .. -
• I• 
'' .. 
' ... -· 
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·endures.· Having done so, he stands as~another ·affirmation 
----of---t-he-,·-enduranc-e---th·e~--~-autnor····dramati-zes···1n--arr-··envoy···ror··T1re·~c--·~C---~ ... 
~Ballad of·'·the Sad Cafe_, inwhic~_ she writes ~out a chain 
.. 
. . 
-~.....:.......C-------'-.,-,--~·-------·- - .... --·-- --- ----- - - - - -- -- -- --
~-'---~----------~---. m-. U-slc· V\f:tll- SWell Until at last it- Seems that the · -· 'I 
I . 
- J: •• 
,,.- ., 
sound does not come· from the t we\ve. men on. the ,, .. - 4· .. 
-~---
. ' 
~ ~_ ' ______ -:·:: ____ : _____ -·_· -------gang,- -bu-t ·:from 't-he- -eart-h- it·s·elf·,- --~or '.the··-w1d·e··-- sky. ___ ·.· -----'.~=~- _-,\ ___ :: __ ::~:~ · -~ : . 
. a{,·, . . 
. . •, ' . . '•', . 
' 
It is music that ca.us.es the heart to. broaden·· and 
.. the listener -t-o grow cold wi t;h ecstasy and fr~ght ..----
- Then slowly. the music will sink: 1 down uhtil · at last 
. ' -
· there remains· one lonely voice, ·the~ a hoars_e " 
·. . breath,, the sun, the sound. of th_e,, picks._ in the~~-- .. 
si.lence. 
-
_ __: ___ :_ _____ -_-..,;..- - •.-.·'.------·-···----·-:_.· .. .' ··-·- ,--
--~-
·I 
'And what · kind of gang is this that can · make 
such music?. Just twelve· mort.al -men, · seven ·of them:·~---· 
.... blll.ck and five. of t_hem white bo·ys from' ·this county.· 
Just twelve 'mortal men wll.o are together. 4 
. . 
"'"he .harmony with others that the major-characters in Tlie 
.. 
- I • 
- • -- - --- -
. ' ' - - -~- ~- . 
• I 
I 
. Heart is a Lonely Hunter .seek is sugge·sted within this.·· But ~ - N . ·-
---more sig:t1ificant for. an appre-eiation of~ .Biff 's role ·in the · 
novel is the theme of endurance in- this pas sag~.- Thou·gh. '. . . -~' . , I • 
. .• ,_;..» 
... 
his rela ti.onship with Singer leaves · 'him in. da:rknes.s only . ,,. . . 
. tr---~----·----·-·· 
·m'omentarily · illuminatedt: though it· -leav.es him a man suspend~d. 
--· 
and sensing there. are,-~ absolutes or ultimate resolutions, 
............ ------·-- . _ ... Biff' s is the last voice in the novel ... · And he seems to say.· ..... -............ , .. ---.. - ·· 




' ' . 
r ·• • 
' .. ' 
\ 
. 
· for the author., what · binger does not: endu~ing even as. a 
4 McCullers. The~allad of the Sad·Cafe~ p. 511. .. 
- .. 
. I 
. 'I . . .j, 
.. , ' 
r . . . • .r··· - -· ... l_. ....... , I t ..... _____ , ·-~--.. -;-~···- ... ' 
.. • ',.·,, i 
. , ,• I • 
'. h .... ,- l ' • ' 
. '~~~ . ' 1. '. ~ • 
-· 
' . . . 
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• voice and as s·ert ing / one•s individuality are 
g-iv.e 
------------------------- -------------- - -- --------------------------- - ·.- - --'-----'--------·--- ~ -t__ ·_- .. ··-_-, -. --.-. ---~ ·--
meand.ng_ to life. 
. . . . 
------- ---- . ·_ .... · .. _ ... - .. ·· .. -- .,, _._·,--_·i,-· -·-·----'-------~--------
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. . ' \'k 
' V' 
_- .. ,_-
- --· ___ · __ . ---· -·-···· --~--
-- ~-··.-· ___ . _. - . ' 
I 
> . > . ...... 'Having examined. The liieart. is .a Lonel:Yi Hlmter ·closely• 
-,:---.-..• ~.~ ~- . --~ ~;n~-fi~;-it_d,iffj_~~ltt~ ~nd-er~iiaiidc wh; criti~~-h~-;:~-b-eenr 
. . .. . 
·-. 
. 
. . . . 
. · .. 
. ''··,, ,_ 
• 
_ _ _ so· reluctant to .· r·ecogn~ze the artistry of· Carson· McCu1iers. _ 
• ·. __ ,.- ' .. -· . _- -_- ., . . • • j .- ' . . - . . ·- -- .. . .. _, ·-. • • '... . . ' -- .. -· _--_ . . ,- •. - ' ' ,, -~:. • .•. \( • - ••• , - ·- - : . - • ---- -~-~-------·-·---·------· 0,-··:--. --
~~:-:-:'.:::~- ---=--~~----- _---~~-ii'}S: apJ)~rent · th8.t sh~ .i~ ~ 111~t:i.C~iOUS cl'aftsma.ll,~ In ht:lr . . . 
' ' 
-.. , - · V/ri-tinga· th-ings_ ·work; they -are not si~ply, t .. here .~ · ·.These·_ 
-- _:~--- -:'•+ __ •· __ .. - =-=--·:·----·,-------------------:·~·-:·----·---- __ -_- I -
- -- --- - --- . 
. .. ' - ... _ ·_ - -: ·_;_· .. · . . . __ - - .. - -
. ~things .. are omnipre.sent sig11s of a_ ,careful artist at work., _----,-~---~-~--"c--:··, -
_ -~ . · In her first, novel evidence o~ this careful artistry,· .. · ~-:-=--. <, 
---- ! -
- ·. . ..
• Q "" • 
. -
' 
· appears in. a numb.e·r of its ·elements ... -
. ' 
' 
One might ·beg.in b,y-_ ----
.,. ...• ,. . ' ,1- -- . 
........ 
c~ting the novel's ac~ive, significant d·e.tai.1-(for exalllp,1.e_,· 
' -
----· _____ . ·-'· -------- ·. -
--··-··------"'------.-~ .. --·~--- -_ -_-. -__ -·-·--- ·-· ' . . 
, . 
'-hands and eyes,:. a stolen Bible,_ a holl!ema~e .;iolin• ~ad':io, -
. - . . . .() 
. . . . . 
. 
. . . ' . . ·. . . 
',_ -
.. •-, ·-· --
' ' 
---~- 1 --.-.-~.----~- .. -- --:;-~·--~-~-~ -and fruit. drinks Singe-~ shares. with h·is ~friends); its-~ib..;;.~' 
19 • \ I ·1 • . ~ 
• "' 
, ' 
. - --- -- - -- ---- --- ----- -
.r • ' 





.. , ... -·· . 
connotations; its functional· grotes.ques; · and its convincing~ . · -~ 
' - .. - . - . 
. 
-
. 'l .. · ' 
--j ironies and ambigu.i_ties. -Paral.lela (~inger • a room an~ the 
. ., ./ 
New York Cafe; varied_ surrogates charactem s.ee·; ijinger 's. . '- -·. . ,; 
~1-:11. l• .••.• , 






, .. ' .. - . tour and Singer; and the "inside rooms" ··into which, char~ 
' 
, . _ : · ··· acters withdraw) ap.d contrasts. ('selfless lov.e and s'~'fish 
r· e 
' 
' love; the need for communion a~d_the need for privacy; 
... 
· -- ~- - illusion and reality; and rebellion and accoinmodation,), · 
• ' " • • ~ I • • 
-------.-~---:_:_~~------ -- -- t.oo are important parts of ·,the n.ovel' s · textur·e eo 
·--1. .. .- ........ ,., .......... ,.,,,.,_, ... -... , .- Ir 
f • . . • -u. 
,f ~ · .. - .. · '. • 
r ' .-
, f -~ .. l..1_'7.. . . 
-~ 
~ . '.. . . . 
-~-~---
. . . . 
-_-- ---- . 
... . -·- ···-- . 
. . --- ---·---~--




. .:.J·----·. ' 
' ' I 
---l. ' f J 
' .... '. 
' . . ... ' ,' 
' -1 ..... ' ' 
,, I 
" 
.... , ... 
. ' 
,....,_ 
---- ./- { 
, ,. ~ 
- ----=-==-.,,, • -
•• _ ... !. __ • ______ ,~--- ----·, 
--- ·_____.c_ .·.=t_ 
~ 10-:,, ~ 
. . L. - •, 
li '· . I· ' r;,, 
··ff'.; 
... -l,• ''I, •. ' ,. 
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reminiscent.· of·· Hawt'horne 's ·scaffoiot""sc.eries· 
- ------------ - _,_ - . , ------·---·-·-·------ ----·, 
. _____ .:....~.--'------·--··-··------
----· --'-,-.---~. _-• ·.-. ·-=-- ·-:r,etter~ scenes ill ~WhiCh,, ·for pu~poses of· struCture 8:s "'wel~ ·· .. 
l 
•, 








.. . can prc:>fit _from _their ju~t.aposi·tion. , F'or Carson McUu!lers · 
- -·\ . - ' 
· in. her first novel such s·cenes include those in which Sir1ger •.s . . . . . . 
. 




-----~~. ~-.-------.· · _.·. i.>inger·'·a room. simultaneously for the first tim·e·_ (178-18.0) ;;_ · . : - .: :. ,· ~ . 
"' 
---- _ __;., - - ' 





~"~--:-~-->-~,-~~--~~-::_~_ .. ___ ,_~-~-:--~:~---:- '"-:.~µlger·· writes ·a letter te·AJ;itonapou,los. (182-184); · Singer~ _______ ........... -- ·-----.. ~ ___ ···------···----!._--___ --- -· -
<} • ·: • • • :--
· .... · .. \;~-·: ___h~~ an erot'ic dre.am· :(18.5); singer thi-nks of· his -.friends ..... .., .. 
.\ 
as he rides Ojl( the traia to visit A~tonapoulos (274-.275); 
.. 
'· . . . 
- ~- --
-













- - •• ---- - - .. • -- .. .... • • • 
-0 
· Ca.r·son McCullers • · 1•scaf.f old-· s.c.enes" are those· in which_ • I - . 
. 
' i. • 
.. · ·f 
. . . 
. ... . _ ··~~·-... · Sillger •s function as ~n ironic Jam ,;iail compositi.onal centre 
' -~;. ____ · ·. : __ ~-, ________ · __ and. Jr:-eflector . is most apparent. - They ,are···-'~t·he, ones in v,hich., ~. 
: 
' 
. ~ )<•' ' ' .• 
,-.._ •. '•_" -~·------r----
I· •. 
. . . 
. ' 
... ),. . ' 
\ 
' 
·,I by their ~esponses 9r ~i:nger':s.,, the four, as we-1.1 as Singer1; . ! 
n ar~ be-st defi~e.d ... · From these· scenes the reader gleans mu.cli 
. L . 
. - . , .. 
,·"' .. ,,, 
··-. 
of what he must know to appreciate the characterat signif-I - "'' 





.. Using .:>inger as the figure- to whom her other major _, /~ 




. ........ ...._. #".,_-... 
. . 
· _. ; , characters are drawn., she makes h.,im-'~an element indispen-
I 
\ .......... ' 
.. 
. \ 
f .... -.-.· 
·,-.. .  .. ~-
. - .. .. . -· -- - . : ' 
...... 
. . .r --~ . 
··- . 
sabl:e to· the focus, unity,, and intens.ity she achieves .. And . . , .. 
• ~-· ••.••.• ., ..................... ,1~-••••• ·.~ 
-,: , ;.r -~' 






: .... __ • 
4




. " - -- '··~ ·--~-·-·--- -- --- . -
•- .... _: ___________ .. ____ form to her raw material. · I ' 
-- .. -·---~---~-~- . ·----~---· .. 
I 
\ 
The ultimate effect of all this is that Singer (with 
his illusory charism~) and his four friends (with their 




• 1, . 
. . -; 
I • • ., \ ·(· 
l ' 
. ··::, ' 
1-,! f) 
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· ... ,; 
i . - .. .,. 
.· ··-· . ·_, 
·ce>mpass.i.onate- about loneliness and the need for 
-- ----- - --- - ) ------ - -- - --- -- ----
love. ·Presented as. 
• 1... .. they are ,'1 they corornunica:t e a sense 
of man''s 
·s 
needs and·resour.ces -inj -such ·a .. way as to sug- I··. 
- ( • _ _t gest that not· 
.,~ 
love • l.S indeed the genesis of Car-son. McCullera' writing. 
·~·- ~~--·-~-~·~-~----·-itiid~·.,. With-C·t-nat···ttf··dis~-ingiiisn·. her -from ---~--,,·----···· 
·many. other contemp-
--l f' 
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